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Abstract 
 

In this thesis, I explore studio-based songwriting in order to identify the ways in which this 

practice both disrupts and reorients “traditional” ways of thinking about pop music 

production. In particular, I reconceptualize the role of the songwriter: why have they been 

historically linked with scores representing melodies, chords and lyrics? How have recording 

technologies changed this representation and disrupted longstanding roles in the field? 

Similarly, I ask broader questions that interrogate the way studio-based songwriting has 

influenced, and in turn been influenced by, changing attitudes towards aesthetics, taste and 

value within the field of music production. How have these changes impacted on the ways in 

which songwriters construct and represent their identities within the broader social and 

political field? 

 

Studio-based songwriting is the confluence of recording and songwriting practice. Although 

the use of recording technologies in composition originate in “art” music, the practice 

developed in popular music during the 1960s. I argue that the role of songwriters expanded 

with the advent of recording as a dominant mode of consuming music. Using a number of 

case studies from 1965 until the present, along with my own creative practice submitted as 

two CDs, I examine the practices of studio-based songwriters. I argue that these practices can 

be understood as a series of latent or active processes, which are determined by their 

audibility on the final recording. Studio-based songwriting has developed with shifts in 

recording studios and associated technologies, which have been understood as 

“democratization.” I explore how these developments have disrupted the production roles of 

“songwriter,” “musician,” “producer” and “engineer.” I use Bourdieu’s work on cultural 

production to examine tensions between the so-called democratization and ongoing 

negotiations on taste, aesthetics and value within the broader field. 
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Introduction 

In 2000, as a teenager, I used to sit in my bedroom surrounded by old HiFi components and 

instruments writing songs. I used double deck cassette players to construct pop style ensemble 

tracks through overdubs. I then used these tracks to compose a melody and write lyrics. Later, 

I took advantage of the changing digital landscape and upgraded and invested more heavily in 

equipment.  Eventually, I had quite a productive space to work in. For me, technologies were 

merely production tools for songwriting. I assessed their usefulness in the specific 

applications in which I needed them. After leaving school, I was exposed to the broader field 

of music production. I studied music production, theory and practice at a technical college, 

whose teaching staff were a mix of semi-retired and active professional musicians and 

engineers. One of the first things we were taught was to avoid using the term “high end” to 

describe high frequencies in music. Such usage of the term was widely considered to be the 

language of amateurs. Further, we were taught that Neumann microphones were the “best” 

microphones, and to make sure we never pronounced it as “Newman;” that, too, was the 

language of amateurs. Moreover, we were taught that Behringer products were “poor” in their 

build quality and function, and if we used them we would not be considered a professional. In 

the following years, I found that my efforts at networking were far more productive when my 

thoughts on technologies were aligned with the attitudes we had been taught at college. This 

was the case with a wide range of both seemingly professional and amateur people, 

conversing with retail assistants who sold audio technology or live and studio engineers. 

Reproducing such attitudes in conversations seemed necessary in order to establish my 

position in the field. Contrary to my initial attitudes that technologies were merely tools for 

production, it become apparent they were also political tools for distinguishing between 

professionals and amateurs. However, to what degree these two things aligned was not clear. 

Throughout this period, I was often asked about my production processes. When I explained 

that I used recording technologies to aid in the songwriting process, it was predominantly 

inferred that my style is “experimental” or “electronic.” This was not, however, representative 

of my sound; my sound drew from influences of singer-songwriter, pop, rock and country 

styles. While recording technologies play an important role in my practices, they function as 

latent in the resultant sound. Put differently, these recording technologies are used within the 

songwriting process, but they are not necessarily audible in the final recording. Here, attitudes 

towards recording technologies appeared to be more aligned with a notion that they are 

audible filters of sound, rather than production tools. 
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In this thesis, I explore the tensions between recording technologies as political tools and 

production tools mentioned above, as part of a broader phenomenon in pop music called 

“studio-based songwriting.” It is a practice that emerged in pop music from the 1960s, in 

amateur, semi-professional and professional recording environments, in which conventional 

notions of songwriting and recording come into dialogue with each other. In order to examine 

the field of studio-based songwriting, its processes, environments and social practices, I ask a 

number of questions: 

1. Why have songwriters been historically linked with scores representing melodies, 

chords and lyrics?  

2. How have recording technologies changed this representation and disrupted 

longstanding roles in the field?  

3. How has studio-based songwriting been influenced, and in turn been influenced 

by, changing attitudes towards aesthetics, taste and value within the field of music 

production?  

4. How have these changes impacted on the ways in which songwriters construct and 

represent their identities within the broader social and political field? 

In order to answer these questions, I have structured this thesis as follows. In chapter 1, I 

examine relevant literature within the field of pop music production and outline the methods 

in which I undertake this research. In chapter 2, I expose how current understandings of the 

role of songwriting in music production have been shaped through the technological and 

cultural conditions of the early twentieth century. I argue that such understandings have 

overlooked the emergence of recording as a dominant mode of music consumption and, in 

turn, the subsequent influence of recording technologies used in the production process on 

recorded songs. In chapters 3 and 4, I examine the processes of studio-based songwriting 

from the 1960s until 2011 through a number of case studies. I argue that these uses of 

recording technologies can significantly shape the resultant sound of songs and sound of the 

associated artist. Further, I argue that the particular use of instruments and effects within 

recording studios can be understood as either active or latent elements, according to their 

audibility on the final recording. 

In chapters 5 and 6, I expose the spaces and production roles associated with studio-based 

songwriting and its relationship with music production more broadly. In the first instance, I 

outline the distinct spaces and technologies of recording studios that have emerged from shifts 

in the technological landscape of the second part of the twentieth century. As a result, I argue 
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that the size and components of studios determine their workflows and, as a result, their 

suitability for studio-based songwriting practice. Despite the variations of spaces and 

technologies, I identify how a single dominant notion of “recording studio” has been reiterated 

in a number of discourses. Following this, I situate this analysis within discussions of a so-

called democratization of recording technologies. In chapter 6, I then examine the 

relationships between studio-based songwriters and the more conventional production roles of 

songwriter, musician and producer. I also identify the ways in which these conventional roles 

are both a practical measure that disrupts both the work associated with music production and 

complex hierarchies. As a result of these disruptions, I expose how the practices of studio-

based songwriters have subverted the power dynamics associated with these hierarchies. To 

conclude the thesis, I situate the tensions between recording technologies as political tools 

and production tools within the thinking of Pierre Bourdieu. 

In these chapters, I draw from a number of case studies from pop styles, including Brian Eno, 

The Beach Boys Gotye, Michael Jackson and The Bee Gees. These case studies were selected 

based on the availability of discussions on their production processes and establishing a range 

of practices from the 1960s until 2010 in a variety of recording environments. The specific 

combination of these case studies are used to demonstrate the diverse range of practices, 

technologies, environments and social assets associated with studio-based songwriting. 

In addition to the written component and case studies of this thesis, my research questions are 

informed by a creative component, which is presented as two CDs located on the inside of the 

back cover of the thesis.  The CDs contain two albums of original recorded songs with an 

attached appendix of the track order. The contents of these CDs are referenced in the outline 

of my methodology in chapter 2. They also help answer research questions 3 and 4. 
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1. Literature Review and Methodology 
 

1.1 Introduction 

“Studio-based songwriting” is the confluence of two practices; songwriting and recording. 

While both of these practices can be placed within the broader practice of music production, 

the two are rarely discussed together in the academy. Research on recording practice in pop 

has developed significantly in recent years. However, research into the practice of 

songwriting remains surprisingly minimal, considering its importance and value in popular 

music. In order to examine studio-based songwriting, it is important to review relevant 

literature within the wider field of music production. In this chapter, I begin by offering some 

broad ideas on the relationships between technology and music. In doing so, I demonstrate the 

scope of thinking towards technology and its inextricable relationship to music. I then identify 

two dominant themes within studies into the field of music production: the relationships 

between recording technologies and recorded songs; and second: the advent of digital 

technologies during the 1980s. I argue that these studies have been crucial to our 

understanding of the ways in which technologies have had significant social, historical and 

practical implications on almost all facets of pop music practice. I then consider how the 

recent field entitled the “art of record production” has made crucial contributions to the 

broader field. Within the backdrop of these dominant themes, I show how the art of record 

production has filled a number of historical gaps in literature, as well as provide ongoing 

commentary on current issues within the field. 

Following my discussions of music and technologies, I then turn my attention to the 

relationships between technology and composition. In order to broaden the scope of literature 

surveyed, I use the term “composition” instead of “songwriting.” It should be noted, however, 

that composition is part of the practice of songwriting, but songwriting is not necessarily part 

of the practice of composition. Songwriting necessarily involves writing lyrics and vocal 

melodies, while composition does not. I outline how the field has been heavily influenced by 

the music and thinking of composer Brian Eno. Due to his influence and “experimental” 

thinking towards music, I argue that studies in the field have focused on experimental 
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outcomes.1 Within the focus of experimental practices, I argue that compositional use of 

recording technologies is predominantly credited to producers. I examine the frequent citation 

of a select number of artists as examples of using the studio to compose. In order to identify 

my point of departure from existing research, I then examine literature on relationships 

between recording technologies and songwriting – or studio-based songwriting. Within the 

context of the scope of broader literature within the field, I argue that this is in a nascent stage 

of development. I argue that the behaviors and attitudes towards studio-based songwriters 

need to be further examined within the backdrop of shifts in music production throughout the 

twentieth century.  

I then move toward outlining the methodology of this thesis. Songwriting practice is difficult 

to research. This is in large part due to the solitary way in which people work and the 

problems for outside observation. To begin, I outline how thinkers in the field have identified 

and addressed the problems associated with researching songwriting in the academy. 

Following on from this discussion, I detail existing methods for researching recorded music. 

In pop music, studio-based songwriting is a practice that typically results in a recorded song. I 

chart how the field of musicology began within art music tradition and developed to include 

popular music. More recently, it has expanded to incorporate music production effects, which 

are crucial to analyses of music production and studio-based songwriting. I then provide a 

framework within which I use to carry out the research in this thesis. This framework includes 

musicological analysis of final recordings and demo recordings of studio-based songwriting, 

and a discourse analysis of the texts that provide accounts of these processes. Using the work 

of Bourdieu, I use a reflexive methodology in order to problematize and address the 

limitations of this research due to my position within the fields of the academy and music 

production. I also outline how I will use the work of Bourdieu to understand the social and 

cultural aspects of the field of studio-based songwriting. Finally, I outline the case studies I 

use in this thesis and the criteria through which they were selected. 

1.2 Literature Review 

1.2.1 Technology and Recording 

                                                   
1 I use the term “experimental” to refer to attitudes towards practice and discussions of practice within pop 
music. Here, socially constructed distinctions are made between the processes associated within the production 
and dominant production trends of the field. 
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The relationships between recording technologies and music have been tracked by a number 

of scholars. In his work, Simon Frith (1998) argues that these links are inextricable: “The 

technology of music simply refers to the ways in which sounds are produced and reproduced” 

(1996, 226). Further, Hans-Joachim Braun (2002) argues that such links have been long-

standing: “Technology has always been inseparable from the development of music... The 

moment that man ceased to make music with his voice alone, art became machine-ridden” 

(2002, 9). In spite of its long-standing history in music, more specific relationships between 

technologies and music production in pop styles have only been considered in the past twenty 

years. Up until this period, as Paul Théberge (1997) argues, academic research on 

“technologies and techniques of popular music have been ignored or denigrated” in favor of a 

“detailed history of relatively obscure musical inventions and the (often equally obscure) 

compositions from the classical avant-garde that have been created with those inventions” 

(1997, 7). 

Despite the dominance of the “avant garde” within the broader field of scholarly work, 

literature within popular music studies has identified a number of crucial themes. One such 

theme is the shifting influence of recording technologies on recorded songs. Analyses of 

recordings of pop styles between approximately 1950 and 1980 have identified a 

transformation in the role of recording technologies in music production. Although I return to 

this topic in greater detail in chapter 2, these shifts are succinctly outlined by Mark 

Cunningham (1998), Theodore Gracyk (1996), April Reilly (1973) and Théberge (1997). 

Cunningham states: “The early days of music recording started with attempts to give the 

impression that our living room had become the location where performers were playing - an 

illusion” (1999). Here, the role of music production was to provide a seemingly transparent 

account of a musical performance. The advent of styles such as rock transformed the role that 

recording technologies had on sound and style. In his work, Gracyk brings into focus the 

importance of recording technology in the sound of rock: “Rock is a tradition of popular 

music whose creation and dissemination centers on recording technology” (Gracyk 1999, 1). 

Reilly (1973) notes a similar shift, but in the importance of rhythm and blues styles: 

“Authorities of the music industry have observed that modern music has become more and 

more the creature of the control room and less the documentation of a musical event" (1973, 

140). The changing role of recording technologies in music has resulted in what Théberge 

describes as “impossible music.” He explains: “Sound recording allows for the musician to 

distance themselves from the act of performance and to create “impossible music,” that is, 

music that could not otherwise be conceived or performed” (Théberge 1997, 216). 
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1.2.1.1 Digital Technologies and Music Practice and Production 

Following on from discussions of recording technology and its impacts on music, the advent 

of digital technologies is a second crucial theme within the field. It was perhaps the largest 

disruption to the relationship between technology and music. Tim Taylor elucidates its 

influence by stating that digital technology “marks the beginning of what may be the most 

fundamental change in the history of Western music since the invention of music notation in 

the ninth century” (2001, 3). Its implications have been far reaching throughout the music 

industry. There are distinct differences between the function, design and associated 

workflows of analogue and digital technologies. In his work, Tim Warner (2003) draws 

attention to these differences. He notes that they facilitate “infinite copying with no 

deterioration of quality; non-destructive, software based editing” (2003, 20-21). For Warner, 

they have distinct sonic characteristics, and their effects on both the production and 

consumption of music are far reaching. 

Beyond the form and function of digital technologies, a number of studies have addressed the 

social and cultural contexts of digital technologies within the practice of music production. In 

his work, Théberge (1997) examines the discussions of authenticity that have followed the 

advent of digital technologies. For Théberge, sequencers and synthesizers have significantly 

increased the potential of sounds that musicians can produce and reproduce. Prior to the 

advent of these technologies, sounds were typically produced by musicians using 

conventional acoustic instruments. Despite the increase in the number of sounds, he notes that 

the early uptake of digital technologies resulted in criticism from some within the industry of 

what they perceived to be a homogeneity of aesthetics. Echoing discussions of transparent and 

manipulated music performances, he examines the ways in which digital technologies have 

disrupted attitudes towards human musicianship. For Théberge, learning “to manage, both 

with and without new technology, has become one of the essential ways in which many 

contemporary musicians learn to define themselves, their relations with others, and the sound 

of their music” (Théberge 1997, 255).  Here, he intertwines notions of uptake and caution 

toward these technologies to argue that skills in both new and old approaches are critical for 

contemporary musicians in pop styles. 

Building on Théberge’s critique of the shifting politics of access to instruments, studies have 

exposed far reaching impacts of digital technologies on music. Taylor examines the ways in 

which digital has resulted in more solitary workflows. He states: “it is now possible to create 

entire worlds of sound all by yourself with your computer; it is no longer necessary to be with 
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other people. Music as a social activity is becoming a thing of the past for many of these 

musicians” (2001, 139). For Taylor, shifts in the social aspects of music commenced in the 

1990s within electronic styles. Within these styles, there has been an emergence of “new 

kinds of musics that rely heavily on personal computers, synthesizers, drum machines, and 

other electronic gear” (2001, 139). Following on from their ability to allow musicians to work 

alone, digital technologies have also allowed for large sections of audio to be recorded, edited 

and then reproduced; a process known as sampling. In his work, Mark Katz (2005) unpacks 

the politics of ethics and borrowing that have emerged from the uptake of digital sampling in 

music production. In an attempt to shift the discussion from its politics to the legitimacy of its 

process, however, Paul Harkins (2011) builds on Katz’ work to examine the use of the digital 

samplers as a compositional tool.  

1.2.1.2 The Art of Record Production 
 

Following on from the earlier contributions of the role of recording technologies in pop music 

and the effects of digital technologies, a new discipline and association within popular music 

studies has emerged in recent years. The art of record production has been crucial in offering 

critical insights into recent developments and challenges in the field of pop music production, 

such as education (Thompson, McIntyre 2013; Toulson 2011) the Internet (Campelo, Howlett 

2013; Koszolko 2014), emerging recording spaces (Kaloteraski 2013; Tomaz de Carvalho 

2012), performance (Knowles, Hewitt 2012) and creative roles (Howlett 2012; Ojanen, 2014). 

Further, the field has been critical in piecing together an examination of music production 

during the twentieth century. This is demonstrated in the edited collection of outstanding 

theoretical contributions and frameworks over the association’s relatively short history: The 

Art of Record Production (2013). Susan Schmidt Horning’s chapter, “The Sounds of Space,” 

looks at the development of acoustic treatment in studios since the 1950s, including the trend 

from dead (or non-reflective) sounding rooms to more live sounding rooms. Simon Zagorski-

Thomas’ chapter, “The US vs the UK Sound: Meaning in Music Production in the 1970s,” 

offers a comparison between production aesthetics in the US and the UK. George Brock-

Nannestad offers a historical overview of lacquer discs and their role in early home recording. 

His chapter provides broader context to the debate of analogue versus digital recording 

techniques, while also highlighting the fast pace at which recording technology has advanced 

since the 1950s.  
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1.2.2 Technologies and Composition  

1.2.2.1 Studio as a Compositional Tool: Experimental Practices 

Despite the increasing pool of research into music production, the links between technology 

and composition remain nebulous. Where such links have been exposed, they have 

predominantly formed a small part of broader investigations into the social and cultural 

aspects of recording practice. Further, they have suggested these practices are “experimental.” 

To explain why this is the case, it is important to start with Brian Eno, as these discussions 

predominantly lead back to him. As both a practitioner and a commentator, he is a pioneer of 

the use of recording technologies in composition in pop music. Throughout his career, his 

style has moved between experimental and “mainstream” sounds. This framing of his work 

within an experimental ethos can be understood in the resultant sound of his final recordings. 

As I proceed, I examine the influence of his work and thinking on the field. 

1.2.2.2 The Influence of Brian Eno 

Citations of Eno’s work within the field have primarily focused on his 1979 lecture at the 

New Music America Festival entitled The Studio as Compositional Tool. The lecture was first 

published in Down Beat and then as a chapter in the academic text, Audio Culture (2004). 

While the Down Beat publication appears to be a complete transcript of the lecture, the 

chapter in Audio Cultures omits the practical examples of his lecture, leaving a mostly 

insulated theoretical discussion of what he calls “in-studio composition.” In his lecture, Eno 

outlines his thinking toward making music. His lecture can be arranged into two concepts: 

1.  Additive approach: Eno describes a process where a composer uses recording 

technologies to incrementally build the instrumentation of a recorded piece of music. 

For Eno, this is a linear process. It begins with a single idea and, then, incrementally 

increases until either the intentions of the composer are realized, or all of the 

available tracks are used.  

2. Timbral manipulation: Eno describes a process where (either collectively or 

individually) music instruments can be filtered through compression, equalization, 

reverberation and delay, thus manipulating the timbre.  

Throughout his lecture, Eno’s point of reference for in-studio composition is classical music 

practices, where a composer notates their ideas onto a score, a conductor interprets the score 

and directs musicians within an orchestra to perform it. In order to outline the benefits of 
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working with recording technologies within studios to compose, Eno attempts to provide a 

number of deficiencies within classical music practice. He frames the relationships between a 

composer, conductor and orchestral as “traditional” approaches to composition. Further, he 

argues that these approaches are “restrictive” and “inferior” because they deal with “musical 

absolutes.” He states:  

The composer writes a piece of music in a language that might not be 
adequate to his ideas — he has to say this note or this one, when he 
might mean this one just in between, or nearly this one here. He has to 
specify things in terms of a number of available instruments. (Eno, 
2004, 129) 

As a result of the separation between composer, conductor and musicians, there is a tendency 

towards a “transmission loss” in the composer’s intentions: 

Finally he has something on the page, and by a process this arrives at 
a conductor. The conductor looks at that, and if he isn't in contact 
with the composer, his job is to make an interpretation of it on the 
basis of what he thinks the composer meant, or whatever it is he'd like 
to do. There's very likely another transmission loss here - there won't 
be an identity between what he supposes and what the composer 
supposes. (Eno 2004, 129) 

He argues that orchestras have a “finite set of relationships between sounds” (2004, 130). For 

Eno, individual instruments within orchestras are “restricted” by their dynamic range relative 

to the remainder of the instruments within the ensemble.  However, his framing of classical 

music, as a point of reference for his lecture, references symphonic music; a very historically 

specific variant of the broad field of classical music.  

In his attempts to promote the benefits of in-studio composition, Eno uses a metaphor of a 

painter and their associated tools to describe the benefits of in-studio composition over 

“traditional” composition: 

In a compositional sense this takes the making of music away from 
any traditional way that composers worked, as far as I’m concerned, 
and one becomes empirical in a way that the classical composer never 
was. You’re working directly with sound, and there’s no transmission 
loss between you and the sound - you handle it. It puts the composer 
in the identical position of the painter - he’s working directly with the 
material, working directly onto a substance, and he always retains the 
options to chop and change, to paint a bit out, add a piece, etc. (2004, 
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127) 

Eno adds: 

[Y]ou no longer come to the studio with a conception of the finished 
piece. Instead, you come with actually rather a bare skeleton of the 
piece, or perhaps with nothing at all. I often start working with no 
starting point. Once you become familiar with studio facilities, or 
even if you’re not, actually, you can begin to compose in relation to 
those facilities. You can begin to think in terms of putting something 
on, putting something else on, trying this on top of it, and so on, then 
taking some of the original things off, or taking a mixture of things 
off, and seeing what you’re left with - actually constructing a piece in 
the studio. (2004, 129) 

Eno argues that in-studio composition removes the necessary temporal and spatial barriers 

between the composer, conductor and musician in orchestral styles of composition. Due to 

these factors, for Eno, the time during which individual production processes can occur are 

interchangeable in in-studio composition. Eno further argues that an in-studio composer can 

“infinitely extend the timbre of any instrument” (Eno 1979). He positions the multi-track tape 

recorder as a critical part of this process: 

You are also in the position of being able to subtract or add with 
discrimination: you can put an echo on the bass drum and not on 
anything else. The 24-track tape works to separate things off, and 
keeps them separate until you feed the whole thing back through a 
mixing head, and you mix it all in some manner of your choice. The 
mixer is really the central part of the studio. (Eno, 1979) 

Eno’s use of timbral manipulations through signal processing is important to his discussion of 

the benefits of in-studio composition. He frames timbral manipulations of sound through 

signal processors as the “misuse of effects.” He claims these processes have “generally been 

ignored or regarded as a misuse of the equipment before” (Eno 1979). In using significant 

compression and limiting on an entire audio track, he could alter the balance between the 

instruments by turning one track up, making the others reduce in volume.  

The mix of a very specific kind of practice and style of classical music with processes such as 

subtracting and adding instruments, “misusing effects,” and “entering the studio with nothing 

at all” places the practice of using the studio to compose in as experimental. These practices 
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are some way from common descriptors of a typical recording session of a pop song. Further, 

they hardly suggest a practice that would result in a typical pop sound. It is here, then, in 

Eno’s lecture, that the connections between technologies and composition in pop become 

intertwined with experimental practices.  

Eno’s work has influenced studies on the relationships between technologies and composition 

in pop music (Théberge 1997; Gracyk 1996; Harkins 2008). Harkins (2008) raises concerns 

with the ways in which Eno frames his comparisons of classical music with in-studio 

composition. In his lecture, Eno positions in-studio composers as all-in-one composers, 

conductors and musicians. As part of his wider study into the importance of digital samplers 

in music practice, Harkins questions if Eno’s painter metaphor is a reductive interpretation of 

classical music composition. He argues that Eno’s approach attempts to remove the influence 

of musicians from the creative process. Théberge (1997) is also critical of Eno’s lecture. He 

questions the significance of the additive approach as a ground-breaking production 

technique. As part of his discussion on the use of the studio as a compositional tool, Théberge 

argues Eno’s additive approach is “essentially a process of layering” (1997, 216). He notes 

that this process dates back to pop styles from the 1960s through synthesis and, further, is 

hardly the “new” approach described by Eno. He does, however, find some value in Eno’s 

work, noting that he exemplifies “the degree to which the technology of sound recording has 

become productive, not simply reproductive” (1997, 216). Eno’s thoughts on in-studio 

composition have been used to situate lateral thinking on recording technologies. In his work, 

Peter Doyle (2005) compares the practice of using reverberant architecture of churches as an 

instrument for human voices with Eno’s use of the studio as an instrument. Doyle’s work 

suggests that if some form of technology is able to drastically change the timbral quality of a 

sound, it itself becomes an instrument. Such descriptors of reverberation as an instrument 

extend the notion of what constitutes an instrument.  

1.2.2.3 Focus on Producers 

In addition to being framed as experimental, discussions of compositional use of recording 

technologies have credited producers as the instigators of these practices. Both Warner (2003) 

and Vigil Moorefield (2005) argue that as a result of advances in recording technologies, 

producers often now take on the role of both an arranger and a composer. For instance, 

Moorefield attributes robotic, 16th note-grid drum machines in the 1970s to both early rap 

and a new generation of “producer-composers” (Moorefield 2005, xvii). He asserts that 

recording practice has transformed from a technical process to a conceptual and artistic one. 
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For Moorefield, a trend has emerged in popular music where writing “has come to mean the 

deft combination of samples from various sources, and the skilled manipulation of technology 

as samplers, synthesizers, mixing boards, and computers” (2005, 92). As a result, he claims 

that “timbre and rhythm are arguably the most important aspects” of rock music. He explains 

further: “For rock and pop, the interest generally lies not in the virtuosity of harmonic 

complexity, but in the mood, an atmosphere, an unusual combination of sounds” (Moorefield 

2005). Like Moorefield, Warner argues that due to advances in technologies, the importance 

of feel and groove and timbres in Pop songs has increased. He states: 

Accepting that much popular music, and particularly pop music, only 
exists as a direct result of technological manipulation by the artists in 
the recording studio, necessarily leads to the analyst to consider 
specifically the relationship between technological process and the 
artistic product itself. (2003, 45) 

In his work, Moorefield examines a number of figures in pop music, most being producers. 

They include Phil Spector and George Martin, Brian Wilson, Frank Zappa, Tony Visconti, 

Brian Eno, Bill Laswell, Trent Reznor, Jerry Leiber, Mike Stoller and Quincy Jones. He 

singles out the work of producers Phil Spector and George Martin as having great 

significance to the changing roles of producers within music production. He attributes these 

changes to advances in recording technologies. Drawing on the work of producer Trevor 

Horn, Warner provides a focused analysis on the ways in which specific studio items can be 

used for “creative” effect. For Moorefield, advances in multi-tracking technology enabled 

Spector’s “Wall of Sound” concept. Here, we can see that Moorefield’s interpretation of 

composition is broad. Within this broad interpretation, many of these producers are not 

credited for songwriting; they work with what would be considered to be completed songs. 

Moorefield is actually referring to processes where producers work with songs that have 

existing melodies, lyrics and chords. The contributions of producers involve heavy 

manipulation of the production. While such work is exceptional and heavily impacts on the 

resultant recording, it brings into question what role the studio and its associated technology 

has on the song. In line with Moorefield, Warner focuses on a producer’s use of recording 

technologies to develop and alter pre-conceived melodic and harmonic parts. This is 

demonstrated in the fact that much of Trevor Horn’s production work is of songs that other 

people have written. As such, the conventional songwriter and producer relationship is 

reproduced. 
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1.2.2.4 Key Examples 

Along with Brian Eno, artists such as Brian Wilson and The Beatles have been frequently 

cited as examples of compositional use of recording technologies. In his work, Moorefield 

focuses on Brian Wilson’s work as a producer in order to argue that Wilson used recording 

studios as an “enabler” of his dense arrangements. Cunningham agrees: 

By late 1965, [Wilson] was no longer satisfied with assembling a 
selection of audience-pleasing surf songs for the next album. In his 
mind, the studio was, like a guitar or piano, another musical 
instrument . . . (1998, 75-76)  

Following on from his discussion of the importance of timbres and feel within rock and pop 

styles, Moorefield stresses the importance of the production processes on the sound of The 

Beach Boys songs. He refers to the use of different studios to record sections of “Good 

Vibrations” and then splicing together different parts to make the final recording (2005, 19).  

Similarly, Moorefield stresses producer George Martin’s significant involvement in the 

development of “A Day In The Life” (2005, 32). Yet, while Moorefield’s (2005) analysis of 

George Martin’s work for The Beatles demonstrates that the studio manipulations were 

significant, there is no evidence in Moorefield’s work that would counter an assertion that the 

song was written outside of the studio, prior to the recording session. “Lennon/McCartney” 

are credited as the songwriters. As such, although he positions The Beatles and The Beach 

Boys as composing in the studio, it is arguable that he focuses in a broader sense on arranging, 

rather than composing per se. There is, however, a distinction between expanding on 

preconceived melodic and harmonic ideas in the studio and entering a recording studio with 

no specific ideas or plans.  

In his work, Katz (2010) also orients producers as driving compositional use of recording 

technologies. Similar to Moorefield, he examines the influence of George Martin in order to 

position him as a composer. He argues that because recording is largely a behind the scenes 

process, the work of recordists is not held in high enough esteem. To counter this, he points to 

The Beatles’ “Strawberry Fields Forever,” where the final recording of the song is a 

combination of different whole takes that were later spliced together by George Martin (2010, 

47). He states: 

The group made more than two-dozen takes of the song, none of 
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which completely satisfied John Lennon. But he did like the first half 
of take 7 and the second half of take 26. So he asked George Martin, 
their producer, to put the two together. (2010, 47) 

Echoing Théberge’s (1997) notion of “impossible music,” Katz situates these processes 

within the context of producing music that cannot be performed live. He notes that while the 

song was never actually performed live by the group, a performance would be theoretically 

possible. However, according to Katz, other examples such as the work of Jascha Hiefetz and 

Natalie Cole demonstrate the opposite: the end result is only possible because of overdubbing. 

In arguing that the roles played by recordists are undervalued, he brings into focus a crucial 

point: in many respects the value of the work of people with the creative process of music 

production is socially formed by audiences. 

Due to the fact that varying accounts have been used to inform larger debates into the social 

and cultural contexts of music production, conflicting accounts of the production process have 

emerged. For example, Moorefield (2005) and Gracyk (1996) offer conflicting accounts of the 

relationship that Wilson had with the session musicians. Moorefield (2005, 19) states that 

Wilson communicated his ideas to musicians through written scores. This suggests that 

Wilson followed a particular procedure. He created the melody and harmony parts of his 

songs outside of the recording studio. Then, he used time in the recording studio to record a 

performance by the session musicians of what was written on the score. Following this, 

Wilson used the studio to manipulate the sonic structure of these sounds, such as splicing and 

moving large sections. In contrast, Gracyk claims that Wilson “could not communicate 

through a written score” and this is why he had to be in the studio while the performance was 

taking place (1996, 43). In line with Gracyk’s account, Théberge (1997, 1) uses The Beach 

Boys as an example of artists who make use of multi-tracking to test ideas. While Gracyk and 

Moorefield conflict, both suggest that studio-based songwriting has occurred. However, the 

levels of engagement with recording technologies between both accounts differ. In writing a 

score, then using recording technologies to structure the sections of a song, the studio is still 

important to the songwriting process. These accounts draw from commentary, but their 

inability to piece together a clear picture of what happened demonstrates that caution should 

be exercised when analyzing production processes. 
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1.2.2.5 Technology and Songwriting: “Studio-based Songwriting” 

The scope of current research on compositional use of recording technologies with specific 

reference to melodies, chords and lyrics is limited. Such investigations have formed part of 

broader studies into music production. In his work, Gracyk (1996) examines the relationships 

between studios and melody and melodies as part of a wider study in which he maps an 

inextricable relationship between recording technologies and the aesthetics and sound of rock. 

He argues that rock is a tradition in popular music that is determined by the use of recording 

technologies: “As rock gradually came to use recording technologies to compose, 

disseminate, and represent musical thought, recordings became the primary medium for rock 

tradition” (1996, 50). He argues this point by referring to the use of pre-recorded instrumental 

accompaniments to assist songwriters in their composition of vocal melody lines. These 

artists include Elvis Costello, Roxy Music’s “A Song for Europe” (1973); U2’s “Gloria” 

(1981); Paul Simon’s “El Condor Pasa,” “Cecilia” (1969) and “Graceland” (1986); and the 

Talking Heads’ “Once In A Life Time” (1980). In his analysis, Gracyk makes specific 

reference to Eno’s use of this approach. He states: “Pulling a track from his collection of 

tapes, he overdubs melodic and rhythmic material to “finish” the composition” (1996, 48-49). 

He notes that Eno used the same backing track to form the basis for a number of songs 

including “Sky Saw” (1975), “Patrolling Wire Borders” (1979) and a song he produced for 

Ultravox in 1977. In further evidence of Eno’s significant impact on the field, Gracyk claims 

Eno’s practice exemplifies the rock tradition (1996, 48-49). Here, the ontology of rock 

encourages musicians to produce backing tracks without a clear purpose. The result of this 

practices means that a work can begin without any plans for what will become of it and, at 

times, can become multiple works.   

Gracyk’s work leaves little doubt that recording technologies can play a critical role in 

songwriting practice. However, within his examples such practices function as a latent 

byproduct. The existence of backing tracks is assumed and unquestioned. By focusing on the 

constructions of rock aesthetics, he overlooks a number of important implications of these 

processes. It is significant that the shape, contour, rhythm, and pitch of the vocal melody are 

informed by the instrumental track. The differences between a studio constructed multi-

layered backing track and human played accompaniment are considerable. These differences 

inform the kind of melodies that are composed. 

In his work, Albin Zak offers a more direct, albeit brief, analysis of these processes with 

specific reference to melody (2001, 30). He examines compositional use of technologies 
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through the practices of U2 and Peter Gabriel. He references an account of U2’s practice 

where Eno spliced together parts of improvised performances by the band to make a song. 

Eno yet again appears, but a more productive analysis is offered through his practices rather 

than his 1979 lecture. Zak describes this process as lyrics, melody and vocal character 

developing in response to studio constructed sounds. He states: “Feel, sound, and groove all 

precede ‘proper song form’” (2001, 30). He adds: “the formation of track and song constitutes 

a continual interaction” (2001, 30). Zak argues that these processes have been more 

technically and economical viable as “an increasing number of artists have adopted 

synergistic creative approaches where songwriting, arranging, and recording proceed 

simultaneously” (2001, 30). Zak also references Peter Gabriel as an example of this 

synergistic process: “Working always with a tape recorder, he deals with recorded sound from 

the earliest sketch stages and is guided throughout the compositional process by his responses 

to aural images” (2001, 30). Zak notes that Gabriel’s engineer states that the writing process 

continued throughout the recording process, and that all performances were recorded through 

a DAT machine as a documentary reference. Zak argues that these practices made Gabriel’s 

process seamless, where “song, sound, and musical performance flow together in a steady 

stream of raw creative expression” (2001, 31). 

While not specifically stated as such, the practices that Gracyk and Zak describe are the 

domain of songwriters. Yet, across the literature within the field, the term ‘songwriter’ is 

almost entirely absent from the discussion. As a result, the scope of current research that 

specifically examines recording technologies and the domain of songwriting is contained to 

Phillip McIntyre and Joe Bennett. In his work, McIntyre (2008a, 2008b, 2009, 2012) uses 

Csikszentmihalyi's model of creativity to understand, among other things, the relationships 

between songwriters and creativity. Drawing on the claims of songwriters Jerry Leiber and 

Mike Stoller who state “we don’t write songs, we write records,” McIntyre (2009) argues that 

“record writing” employs songwriting and production roles or, depending on the emphasis and 

starting point, combines production roles with songwriting techniques. For some genres, these 

roles have become inextricable to the point where there is no perceptible distinction made at 

the point of production.  

Within his framework, he considers the field of music production to include both songwriting 

and recording practice. Further, he situates this field into an interlinked system of domain, 

field and person. He states that the domain is a “symbol system that the person and others 

working in the area utilize. It is comprised of the conventions, the knowledges, the system of 
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symbolic codes and techniques the person must become immersed in, in order for novel 

variations to be made” (McIntyre 2008b, under “Creative Action In The Studio: The Systems 

Model”). He states that the field “is the social organization, the hierarchy of groups and 

individuals who deal with and can influence the knowledge system, the specific cultural 

domain, on a regular basis” (McIntyre 2008, under “Creative Action In The Studio: The 

Systems Model”). Within this system, a person is the songwriter. They are interchangeable in 

other work with “agent” (Bourdieu 1993) or “symbol creator” (Hesmondhalgh 2013). 

Joe Bennett first used the term “studio-based songwriting.” In his work, he draws from 

Csikszentmihalyi’s model of creativity in order to better understand collaborative songwriting 

practices. He uses Darwinist influenced “market driven” thinking on pop music to understand 

the way in which the music industry operates. He argues that a so-called “lower threshold” of 

collaborative songwriting practices exists. Here, songwriting practices that do not result in 

material that is economically successful can nonetheless contribute to the domain of 

songwriting.  

Bennett acknowledges some of the roles that recording studios play in collaborative 

songwriting practices: “Contemporary pop writing usually includes an element of technology: 

many songwriters, individual or collaborative, use drum machines or computer equivalents to 

provide a temporary backing track over which to try ideas” (Bennett 2011, under “Methods”). 

For Bennett, recording technologies can help a songwriter find the style in which they wish to 

work. He adds: “Like any musical tool, studios – and particularly computer-based sequencers 

– encourage particular ergonomic habits in songwriters, creating musical outcomes that find 

their way into the song and eventually the songwriting genre” (2011, under “Process, 

Production And The Studio”). He exemplifies this by referencing drum loops: “Computer 

sequencer software favours loop-based songwriting because looping of musical material is 

less time-consuming for the operator than writing new material” (2011, under “Process, 

Production And The Studio”). 

In his work, the term “studio-based songwriting” is used to inform his discussion of the 

“democratisation” of recording technologies. He states: “From the mid-1980s to the present it 

is easy to chart a democratisation of studio-based songwriting due to falling equipment prices 

and increasingly powerful technologies; gone are the days when a studio’s worth was partly 
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defined by its multi-timbrality (i.e. number of ‘tracks’)” (2011, under “Separating ‘Song From 

‘Track’”). Bennett adds: 

The Beatles’ 1960s sonic innovations, being based in expensive (and 
staffed) studio facilities, were possible because of the wealth generated by 
early hits that required a comparatively smaller outlay, so funding more 
experimental and expensive studio time for this artist was, by the mid-
1960s, a logical investment. In the 21st century, sonic innovation, or at least 
access to massively powerful production tools, is now available to all at 
negligible cost. This ubiquity means that when songwriting and production 
overlap, as they do in so many sub-genres of popular music, studio-based 
production skills will increasingly affect the outcome of the collaborative 
songwriting process. (2011, under “Separating ‘Song From ‘Track’”) 

Here, Bennett compares current technological circumstances with the 1960s, a period when 

only commercially successful artists could afford to use recording studios for composition. 

1.2.3 The Field of Studio-based Songwriting 

 
In this literature review, I have shown that Eno’s thinking on compositional use of recording 

technologies is influential. However, the comparisons he makes between disparate art fields 

has orientated the focus of such studies to experimental use of technologies. Given that 

notions of value and taste differ significantly between pop music and art fields, such 

comparisons are of limited use. Throughout this thesis, I argue such approaches cannot be 

applied to studio-based songwriting, as they show a narrow sample of the field. They suggest 

that these practices exist within experimental music styles such as electro-acoustic, or 

psychedelic rock. By examining some of these key examples in greater detail, as well as 

instances where these processes are absent from the final recorded song, I wish to expose a 

more nuanced understanding of studio-based songwriting practices.  

 

My analysis of current research on the compositional use of recording styles shows that it 

overlooks a number of critical questions. How have these technologies directly aided in the 

composition of the melody, chords and lyrics? What specific effects do these technologies 

have on these songs? What scales of value and taste influence these studio-based songwriters? 

How do these scales inform their position within the field? What is the relationship between 

the politics of the broader field of music production and studio-based songwriters? What is 

the significance of their broader position within the field in order to access these 

technologies?  
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The significance of these questions is compounded by the rate of technological change in the 

industry. Since the publication of many of the seminal texts within the field – which occur 

between 1996 and 2005 – there have been significant social and technological shifts. These 

shifts include changes in the relationships between people in creative roles, the delineation of 

roles, advances in recording technologies, and the ways in which these operate socially and 

culturally. This thesis charts these shifts within the context of studio-based songwriting. 

However, these shifts also inform and add to notions of the social, technological and cultural 

components of music production. For example, since Eno’s lecture there has been the 

widespread advent of digital recording technologies. This thesis situates studio-based 

songwriting within the advent of this change. I aim to build on Bennett’s collaborative focus 

juxtaposed with Taylor’s (2001) argument that advances in record technology have meant that 

music practice for many has gone from a social to solitary experience. This thesis builds on 

the social aspects of music practice and what impacts studio-based songwriting has on this 

socialization. 

1.3  Methodology  

1.3.1 Problems with Researching Songwriting 

Songwriting practices can be difficult to document and analyze. Songwriting is typically a 

solitary practice that is not discussed among colleagues. Even in circumstances where 

songwriters collaborate, the environment is typically private. Due to the private circumstances 

in which people write songs, observing a songwriting session is difficult. Bennett states it 

requires “an observational environment that minimizes the risk of damaging the process due 

to the observer-expectancy effect” (2011, under “Defining Process”). As a songwriter, I 

suspect that if I became conscious of any outside observations they would impact on my 

workflow. It is therefore unlikely that such observations could result in an accurate account of 

my songwriting practice. The process by which a third party could document the creative 

process of a successful song is a laborious exercise. It is very likely the third party will disrupt 

workflow.  

Although observing songwriting sessions is problematic, relying on accounts of these sessions 

have problems as well. For those who will discuss their processes, there is the potential for 

them to romanticize and mythologize the events they are recounting. Paul McCartney’s 

account of “Yesterday” provides an example of the potential for songwriting process to be 
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romanticized. He claims that he dreamt the melody of “Yesterday,” and when he awoke was 

able to perform most of the song straight away (McIntyre 2006). McIntyre provides an 

alternate way of interpreting McCartney’s account by situating the process within the systems 

model, outlined earlier in this chapter. Within McIntyre’s framework, it is argued that 

“Yesterday” did not simply emerge from McCartney’s unconscious “genius” but, rather, 

through his position in the field, his knowledge of the domain of songwriting and his personal 

experiences.  

Commercially successful songwriters are often asked to explain their processes multiple times 

throughout their career. These accounts are typically commodified as a television 

documentary or print publication. In these instances, they adhere to the logic of capitalism 

through which they are encouraged to be entertaining for non-musician consumers. As a 

result, they may be influenced by the need to generate interest and enhance the cultural 

significance of their songs.  This can result in inconsistencies between the accounts. By 

examining a number of interviews, Alison Eales (2011) identifies inconsistencies across 

accounts of The Bee Gees songwriting through their career. She highlights the potential for 

romanticizing songwriting practices, and how accounts by songwriters, whether it be 

intentional or not, are sometimes not “true” representations of their songwriting process.  

For Bennett, a solution to the problems associated with observing songwriting or relying on 

accounts is investigating collaborative songwriting practice: 

..there is an attendant advantage to studying collaborative as opposed 
to solo songwriting: all creative ideas must manifest themselves in 
order to be communicated to the other writer. In becoming manifest, 
albeit after some level of internal veto by their creator, these creative 
ideas become observable.  (2011, under “Defining Process”) 

However, Bennett’s solution excludes a large sector of the field of songwriters who write 

alone. Moreover, Eales’ research of what is essentially a collaborative songwriting practice 

shows that a number of inconsistencies can be promoted seemingly unnoticed to audiences. 

1.3.2 Problems with Musicology  

The process of songwriting – including studio-based songwriting – involves creating various 

musicological components, such as rhythm, melody, structure, timbre and texture. The aim of 

creating these components is typically to complete a song. As a result, it could be argued that 
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musicological analysis is a critical part of an investigation into studio-based songwriting 

processes. Throughout most of the twentieth century, musicological enquiry has been 

predominantly situated within Western art music. As seen in the work of Nicholas Cook 

(1987), such analysis considers the score as the text. While it remains an active method of 

analysis, the usefulness of traditional musicology in popular music is limited because of a 

number of incompatibilities between the styles. This is demonstrated in the work of Susan 

McClary and Robert Walser (1988), who argue: “Not only does traditional musicology refuse 

to acknowledge popular culture, but it also disdains the very questions that scholars of rock 

want to pursue” (1988, 280). They add: “The discipline of musicology traditionally is 

dedicated to the painstaking reconstruction, preservation and transmission of a canon of great 

Europe masterworks” (McClary and Walser 1988, 280).  

Despite being at odds with the ethos of popular music, traditional musicology has nonetheless 

been used as a way to critique popular music. In his work, Roger Scruton (1999) applies this 

model to describe the aesthetics of Western art music. However, his analysis also uses the 

same model to conduct a critique of popular music, in which he asserts that the music of U2 is 

“empty” (1999, 382). Similar approaches have been used in Theodor Adorno’s (2004) work. 

As part of his overarching argument that the aesthetics of popular music is “standardized,” he 

describes 32 bar choruses – which are common in pop styles – as having melodies that are 

“limited” to one octave (1997, 302). He suggests that the value of the song is somewhat 

decreased because of what he believes to be a small melodic range. Such approaches to 

analysis are unproductive in musicological investigations of popular music, because they are 

based on specific notions of value within a disparate kind of music. These approaches to 

popular music underscores a need for a sizeable rejection of the components within classical 

models of analysis for popular music. 

Compared to traditional musicology, popular music studies is a relatively new field. A key 

distinction, and in turn incompatibility, between Western art music and popular music is the 

value that is placed on recording. By the advent of rock and roll, pop styles were consumed 

predominantly as a recording. As a result, popular music has another dimension of 

musicological components that must be analyzed in order to understand it. McClary and 

Walser describe this complexity: 

Music relies on events and inflections occurring on many interdependent 
levels (melody, rhythm, harmony, timbre, texture etc) simultaneously.... 
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When all these levels are operating at the same time, whether reinforcing 
or contradicting one another or both, we are dealing with a tangle that 
pages and pages of words can only begin to unpack. (1988, 278). 

Richard Middleton agrees: 

There are vital roles too for the rhythms governing phraseology; chord 
and textural change; patterns of accent and intensity, of vocal 'breathing', 
vibrato and sustain; not to mention the micro-rhythms responsible for the 
inner life of sounds themselves, and the quasi-'spatial' rhythms 
organising the hierarchies of relative pitch strength and tonal tension, 
both in melodic contour and in harmonic sequences. (2000, 106) 

Approaches to traditional musicology cannot identify these complexities because they look at 

the score. Within popular music, however, musicological analysis counters these complexities 

by focusing on specific musicological components. This is demonstrated in Hawkin’s analysis 

of “Anna Stesia” by Prince, in which he provides an analysis of the harmonic parts of the 

song. Moore (1995) and Elliot (2005) have also contained the scope of their studies by 

focusing on harmonic analysis. 

Early research into popular music musicology attempted to balance musicological analysis 

with the social contexts of songs. One of its early protagonists, Tagg states: “Musicology still 

lags behind sociology. The musicologist is thus at a simultaneous disadvantage and 

advantage. The advantage is that he/she can draw on sociological research to give the analysis 

proper perspective” (1982, 3). He argues that in popular music the social and musicological 

components are inseparable:  

Indeed, it should be stated at the outset that no analysis of musical 
discourse can be considered complete without consideration of social, 
psychological, visual, gestural, ritual, technical, historical, economic and 
linguistic aspects relevant to the genre, function, style, (re-)performance 
situation and listening attitude connected with the sound event being 
studied (1982,  3) 

However, marrying the social and musicological components seems problematic. As pointed 

out by McClary and Walser, the field of musicology has often overlooked social aspects, and 

its methods have reiterated this ethos. 
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In an effort to marry the social and musicological aspects of pop music, musicological textual 

analysis is often focused on semiotics. In these studies, the analyses of meaning draws 

connections between the lyrics and melody. This is demonstrated in the work of Peter 

Winkler (1988), who provides a lyrical and musical analysis of some musical works by Randy 

Newman. His analysis describes lyrics, harmonic, melodic timbal and textural elements of I 

Think It’s Going To Rain Today. Winkler’s analysis searches for an understanding of meaning 

within Newman’s songs:  

We can relate some of these observations to the meaning we 
discovered in the lyrics: Newman’s vocal sound and inflections 
express the sad, bitter, withdrawn mood of the words, and the 
agitated, tonally disoriented music of the bridge lends an air of 
despair and anguish to the cry (Winkler 1988, 4).  

McClary and Walser argue that musical analysis of songs have too often focused on lyrics: 

They state: “The backbone of an analysis often is a discussion of the words - their 

versification, central images, and so on - and the music is dealt with only as it serves to inflect 

the ambiguities left unresolved within the text itself” (McClary and Walser 1988, 285). This 

is a challenge for analysis into studio-based songwriting practices. Although lyrics and their 

construction are important, they do not necessarily provide a critical function in studio-based 

songwriting practices; a songwriter could engage in studio-based practices and construct the 

lyrics outside of the studio. 

1.3.3 Musicology of Record Production 

Until recently, popular musicological analysis has focused on scores. While studies have 

outlined frameworks to additionally consider the social contexts and prioritize specific 

musicological aspects, many of the crucial processes of music production have been 

overlooked. In recent years, studies within the art of record production have led to the 

establishment of a framework through which an analysis of production processes can be 

incorporated within musicological analysis. The work of Moore (2012) and Zagorski-Thomas 

(2009, 2014) have been particularly useful in establishing this framework. This method 

includes conventional musicological analysis such as timbre, texture, pitch, rhythm and 

dynamics. However, it also includes analysis of studio manipulations including reverb or 

compression. Their respective work provides a framework through which a far more nuanced 

and productive discussion of the recording technologies and the ways in which they impact on 

the recording, can be provided. 
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1.3.4 Analytical framework 

While a productive form of musicological analysis is available for investigating recorded 

songs, such frameworks cannot identify many of the processes associated in their production. 

Yet processes of songwriting are crucial to understanding studio-based songwriting. Research 

in the field of popular music studies has predominantly focused on the social activities that 

create a text, rather than the specific processes involved in its production. For example, 

Richard Peterson (1990) examines the social conditions that led to the advent of rock and roll 

in 1955. Further, Emma Mayhew (2006) examines the response to Sinead O’Connor’s famous 

performance at the Bob Dylan 30th Anniversary Concert. Research in the field is yet to bring 

into focus the significance of the social activities associated with the process that produce the 

text. More broadly, the study of process is important in research within the humanities. The 

work of Faye Ginsburg (1994) is an important indicator of the significance of process. 

Coming from an anthropological prospective on video analysis, she proposes a model that 

“stresses not only the text but also the activities and social organization of media work as 

arenas of cultural production” (1994, 365). In order to examine the processes of studio-based 

songwriters, I propose a mix of musicological and discourse analyses. As part of this process, 

I draw from final recordings, demo recordings, interviews (both sourced and self conducted) 

of the work of studio-based songwriters.  

Demo recordings offer a productive site of analysis for this study. In music production, a 

demo recording of a song is typically created in-between the songwriting and final recording 

stage. As suggested by the abbreviation within its name, a demo recording provides a 

demonstration of the way in which the final recording may sound. This may consist of its 

instrumentation, effects and arrangements. Due to its position within the production process, 

demo recordings are typically recordings of completed songs. By this, I mean that the melody, 

chords and lyrics have been pre-established. However, artists sometimes release demo 

recordings that show incomplete songs. In these instances, these recordings provide important 

“snapshots” of the songwriting process. 

I use these demo recordings to draw comparisons with the final recordings. Studies have used 

demo recordings in order to analyze process and aesthetics. In his work, Justin Morey (2009) 

uses the work of the Arctic Monkeys to examine the differences between the demo recordings 

and commercially released recordings Further, James Elliot (2005) uses demo recordings to 

understand the songwriting process of Tom Douglas. These works are useful in assessing the 

degree to which demo recordings can offer a site of productive analysis. Morey’s work is also 
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used in establishing a way in which to compare sounds. While considering the spaces in 

which these recordings were made, as well as the discussions of authenticity that emerged, he 

also examines sonic differences between the two kinds of recordings. His work highlights the 

usefulness of making sonic comparisons. It is useful in this study for applying a method of 

analysis of the differences between demo recordings and final recordings.  

Within examples of studio-based songwriting, the final recording is often accompanied by 

commentary material of the process. This is available in various forms of media such as 

television documentaries, print publications and popular Internet blogs. These accounts by 

songwriters are useful in piecing together what happened during the production process. 

However, as the work of McIntyre (2012), Bennett (2011) and Eales (2011) shows, there are 

limits to what these texts can tell us about process. These limits are largely the result of social 

and cultural factors, and they need to be considered in this context. As a result, accounts of 

“process,” I argue, can be conceptualized as representations. Although when furnished with 

the final recording and accompanying demo recordings they provide further evidence of 

studio-based songwriting, they must also be understood as both products of – and 

contributions to – particular discourses. In this light, my analysis of particular representations 

of the songwriting process must also be informed by critical discourse analysis. As Norman 

Fairclough (1989) argues, text discourses are reproduced within historically, culturally and 

socially specific contexts. He exposes the importance of identifying three aspects of a text’s 

production, including: “the relationship between texts, process and their social conditions, 

both immediate conditions of the situational context and the more remote conditions of 

institutional social structure” (Fairclough 1989, 26). 

Despite the usefulness of demo recordings, final recordings and accounts of process to 

understand studio-based songwriting, the quantity of such texts to each song are not 

uniformly available from artist to artist. There are varying degrees of interest of artists within 

popular culture. Such varying interest means that some artists have a large amount of material 

available on their process, while others have little. To counter this problem, I sought 

interviews from the subjects or from personnel close to the subjects. This process was, for the 

most part, unsuccessful. Most people involved in the concerned works were not reachable, or 

did not reply to interview requests. However, some were quite forthcoming in their 

willingness to share processes. 

The interviews took place after analysis of discourse and demo recordings had already 

occurred. In these interviews I asked for clarification on unclear statements in the 
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commentary. The work of Susanna Priest (1996) is useful in formulating interview questions. 

She argues that the order of the questions and how they are presented impact upon responses. 

Further, she also states that questions should be value free to avoid bias. While an effort was 

made to structure the questions in a way that adhered to this framework, the fluidness of the 

conversations made pre-ordering these questions impractical. It is on this issue that the work 

of Fairclough is particularly useful. Even if such bias occurs, the conditions within which it 

occurs are useful within itself to understand the field. 

My ability to undertake these methods required knowledge of two fields: music production 

and the academy. The use of language in music production is distinctly different to that of the 

academy. In music production, much of the language used to describe particular processes is 

coded. In order for the conversations to flow and yield insights of process, I required an in-

depth knowledge of the workings of the field such as recording technologies and associated 

practices.  

Due to this prior knowledge, it is necessary for me to reflect on my position. The work of 

Bourdieu is useful in this task. He outlines the way in which existing in a field can impact on 

one’s ability to be critical and objective: 

The agent in practice knows the world… too well, without 
objectifying distance, takes for granted, precisely because he is caught 
up in it, bound up in it. He inhabits it like a garment… he feels at 
home in the world because the world is also in him, in the form of the 
habitus (Webb 2002, 25). 

I interpret the “garment” that is inhabited by the agent as subjectivity. I address this challenge 

by drawing on Bourdieu’s thinking on reflexivity. Michael Grenfell (2012) provides an 

analysis on Bourdieu’s thinking on reflexivity within contemporary contexts: “For Bourdieu, 

reflexivity means that all knowledge producers should strive to recognise their own objective 

position within the intellectual and academic field” (2012, 197). Jen Webb agrees: she defines 

reflexivity as a process of “reflecting upon how forces such as social and cultural background, 

our position within particular fields and intellectual bias shape the way we view the world” 

(2002, xv). She adds: “We naturalise, embody and act out the imperatives, values and 

dispositions of the field in which we are operating” (2002, 50). Moreover, she argues that 

reflexivity partly helps us overcome the “limitations under which we operate within a 
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particular field” (2002, 50). Throughout this thesis, I address my subjectivity by outlining my 

practice as a studio-based songwriter. I draw on my practices both during and prior to this 

thesis in order to outline the limitations of my research, and to provide a lens through which 

to situate my analysis of other material. 

1.3.5 Production Practice 

 

Drawing on my experience as a studio-based songwriter in the field of music production, I 

incorporate my production practices into my analytical framework. Over the course of the 

production of this thesis, I used my skills as a songwriter, producer and performer to produce 

a series of recorded songs. Although the use of creative or professional practice has a long 

history in academic research, its methodological discussions are often focused on further 

establishing its legitimacy within the academy. In his work, for example, Rory O’Brien 

(1998) provides a framework through which to distinguish between professional practice and 

research. O’Brien argues that the difference between professional practice and research is the 

“emphasis on scientific study, which is to say the researcher studies the problem systemically 

and ensures the intervention is informed by theoretical considerations” (1998, under “What Is 

Action Research”). Roger Dean and Hazel Smith’s (2009) edited collection “Practice-led 

Research, Research-led Practice in the Creative Arts,” also provides productive discussions 

on legitimizing creative practice as research. Although Dean and Smith terms the field 

“practice-led research” and “professional practice,” and others have referred to it as creative 

practice, I wish to refer to what I am doing as “production practice.” I do this for a number of 

reasons. First, I avoid the term practice-led as I do not wish to inflate the importance of this 

part of my methodological framework. My work is not solely triggered by my desire to 

understand my practices, rather, it is driven by the need to understand this practice within its 

social context. Second, the notion of “professionalism” – implied in the term “professional 

practice” – assumes that knowledge requires a particular standing within the field. In turn, it 

suggests that the practices of those who are not “professional” are of lesser importance. I do 

not want to reproduce this hierarchy. The definitions of what constitutes “professionalism” 

change from field to field, and over time. Third, I wish to avoid the term “creative” as it is 

laden with the problematic hierarchies of high and low art that I do not wish to reinforce. 

Such hierarchies are problematic because the notion of “creativity” can be used, depending on 

the dominant discourse, to either include or exclude certain practices and art forms from the 

status and prestige of being considered “creative practice.” We can see discussions of this 

problem in Théberge’s work.  He analyses critical and dismissive attitudes to Musical 
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Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) instruments. The work of Katz and Harkins also 

demonstrate that some people within the field have questioned the legitimacy of sampling 

practices. Yet some twenty years on from their advent, both of these practices are now 

dominant processes within music production. The primary focus of including my production 

practices is not on the recorded songs themselves but, rather, the processes within their 

production. These written accounts of the process provide a way of better understanding 

historical examples of studio-based songwriting within current technological and cultural 

contexts.  

The scope of the production work of this study was possible, in part, by the facilities at 

Macquarie University. At the time of this research, Macquarie had three recording spaces: 

two large studios (Record 1 and Record 2) and one smaller suite. Record 1 is a larger control 

room, with two smaller live spaces, a live space and a drum room. Record 2 has a large, 

square shaped live room and a small vocal booth. As the smaller was not occupied, I was 

provided unrestricted use of the space where I housed much of my own gear. Towards the end 

of this study, the shared recording studios were in a state of upgrade. However, at the 

beginning of the study each studio had a digital console and Mac Pro computer, their 

disparate spacial attributes mean that different recording and mixing outcomes could be 

achieved between the two rooms. Both room have similar software, but different outboard 

gear. Portable preamps floated between the two spaces. The smaller production suite was set 

up with recording technology of professional quality. Previously, my studio-based 

songwriting practice had taken place in a study in my house, but unlike the smaller space it 

was not acoustically treated. The acoustic treatment provided for both more control in 

recording and listening, the sound proof creates a space that is private. 

The analysis of these songs feed into chapters where relevant to inform the research 

questions. During the course of this research, I kept extensive notes on my activities. I also 

kept screen shots of recording sessions and demo snap shots of the works in process; these 

provide just as useful data as the written notes that I made through out the process. There are 

a number of milestones that inform this thesis: 

1. A 11 track studio album titled Only Begun completed September 2012.2 Only 

Begun is a collection of songs created in small production suite. On this album, I 

wanted to contain the personnel to myself, and produce an album using 

                                                   
2 Please refer to the appendix, where you will find a copy of this album. 
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composite layers of sounds. My skills as a vocalist, guitarist and keyboardist 

were used to provide instruments, and my skills in sequencing were used to 

provide percussion. Throughout this process, there was no demo/final recording 

dichotomy in the creative process. Rather the songs evolved in one Digital Audio 

Workstation (DAW) session. 

2. An acoustic performance of this album in November 2012. Because Only 

Begun is multiple layers of myself through my vocal, guitar keyboard and 

sequencing, I wanted to explore the absence of these layers through an acoustic 

performance of these songs to an audience. 

3. A 11 track studio album titled Into My Own completed November 2014.3 

Because Only Begun was largely made by myself, I wanted to explore studio-

based songwriting practices with the presence of session players. Into My Own 

is, as a result, includes both demos made by myself and final recordings tracked 

with a band. In order to explore more heterogeneous approaches to studio-based 

songwriting, I chose not to let the band hear the demos but, rather, I 

communicated my ideas verbally and with roughly written chord charts. 

 
How are these placed within the thesis? 

1.3.6 Understanding The Field 

In addition to providing a reflexive framework, the work of Bourdieu forms a crucial part of 

the broader analytical framework of this thesis. His groundbreaking work has had a far-

reaching impact across a number of academic disciplines within the humanities including 

anthropology, sociology and cultural studies. In David Hesmondhalgh’s (2013) work, for 

example, he uses Bourdieu to understand a number of significant technological, cultural and 

political changes since the 1980s. He frames a number of fields as “cultural industries.” In an 

effort to move away from the loaded term “artist,” he positions producers within these fields 

as “symbol creators.” They include: “actors, writers (journalists, book authors screenwriters, 

pets, bloggers, advertising copywriters), comedians, musicians, painters, photographers” 

(2013, 6). The work of Bourdieu has also been used to understand the cultural practice of pop 

music consumption. The work of Frith (1996) provides an excellent example of how the work 

of Bourdieu is useful within popular music studies. In his work, Frith (1996) uses Bourdieu’s 

conceptions of cultural knowledge, cultural capital and distinction to understand notions of 

                                                   
3 Please refer to the appendix, where you will find a copy of this album. 
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value and taste in pop music. He examines the way in which popular music is used as a social 

asset within an economy of cultural capital (1996, 5). Further, he examines the way in which 

cultural knowledge of popular music is learnt through “one’s upbringing” (1996, 9) and 

framing popular music within notions of high/low art (1996, 18). He also uses Bourdieu to 

frame his analysis on how the discourse of pop music is constructed (1996, 40).  

Despite the influence of the work of Bourdieu on consumption, his thinking is relatively 

absent from discussions of the production of pop music. However, this probably has more to 

do with the infancy of the field than a broader comment on its potential as a productive form 

of analysis. There are some exceptions. Coming from an ethnomusicological perspective, 

Eliot Bates (2012) uses his thinking on the concept habitus to understand the relationships 

between building design and social practice in the construction of recording studios. As 

mentioned previously, the work of McIntyre uses the systems model of creativity to 

understand songwriting process. McIntyre (2013) predominantly uses Mihaly 

Csikszentmihalyi’s work in his framework. However, to enhance his understanding of the 

field, he synthesizes the work of Bourdieu. 

Although the combination of musicological analysis of demo recordings and discourse 

analysis provide a framework through which it can be determined what processes took place, 

they do not tell us how these work within the field. Through the work of Bourdieu, we can 

situate these processes within the habitus, or behaviors and values of studio-based 

songwriters. Moreover, we can understand the ways in which these work within the broader 

field of music production. 

1.3.7 Case Studies 

I use my analytical framework to examine a series of case studies, including: Brian Eno 

(1970-2010), The Beach Boys (1965-1975), Gotye (2010), The Bee Gees (1996-2001) and 

Michael Jackson (1979-1987). These case studies aim to identify the ways in which each 

songwriter, or group of songwriters, implemented recording techniques into their songwriting 

practice. The case studies are spread from the 1960s until 2012. I also use supplementary, 

smaller case studies in some instances to serve as satellites to key themes that emerge from 

within my primary case studies.  

The case studies were selected based on specific criteria. Often songwriters provide minimal 

information and details about their processes and, as such, few conclusions can be drawn 

about their studio-based songwriting process. As a result, the first selection criteria was to 
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identify artists who had provided sufficient details of their processes, either demo recordings 

and/or commentary. The provision of this information is not uniform across any two artists. 

However, my analytical framework allows for a range of texts that, when brought into 

conversation with each other, can show a number of insights into the processes involved in 

studio-based songwriting practice. 

I also selected case studies in order to feature a range of distinct recording environments. As 

outlined in the literature review, the advent of digital technologies significantly disrupted the 

environments in which people recorded. As a result of these disruptions, new workflows were 

established within existing studios that incorporated emergent digital technologies. At the 

same time, newer and smaller environments emerged that were accessible to a much wider 

number of musicians. My decision to incorporate all of these environments into my research 

ensures that it is possible to chart the changes in the social and cultural aspects of studio-

based songwriting. In order to show the spread of recording environments, I also required 

case studies that were collectively, and as evenly as possible, spread from 1960 and until 

present.  

In featuring various environments over a number of decades, I wanted to also uncover a range 

of diverse approaches to the use of technology and space in songwriting practice. Due to the 

changes in technologies, the way in which technologies can be used, and the politics around 

access have changed dramatically. I wanted to show a spread of various sonic outcomes. 

In order to ensure the scope of the research was manageable, I wanted the case studies to be 

within a single style of music: pop. Discussions of pop form part of a broader discussion of 

genre that exists within studies in the field of popular music studies, as seen in the work of 

Frith (1998). However, it is important to note here a number of points. The process of 

segmenting music into set styles is complicated by a number of factors. No single authority 

has the power to define “styles” of music. Artists, audiences and critics often disagree on such 

classifications. In addition, it is also common for artists to move between styles throughout 

their career, or even albums. Music is often used by musicians, audiences and critics as a 

political tool in which to inform notions of value and authenticity. Despite these 

complications, music is often categorized into specific styles for marketing purposes. In order 

for music to be accessible, it must be put in a particular section of a physical or online store, 

such as pop, rock, funk or adult contemporary. While these are neither arbitrary nor final 

categorizations of a particular song or groups’ style, they offer some logical and quantifiable 

characteristics of types of music, including pop. These quantifiable measures are used to 
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inform official weekly music charts. Such charts classify particular songs as pop. New charts 

with new songs are released each week and, consequently, notions of what constitutes pop 

music constantly change with the technological, cultural and social conditions of the time. 

Not all pop music is commercially successful; in fact, most do not make it into the charts. I 

am referring to music in which the sound and style correlates, musicologically, with what 

official music charts determine as “pop.”  

1.3.7.1 Brian Eno 

As identified in the literature review, Brian Eno’s thinking significantly influenced the way in 

which the broader field of compositional use of recording technologies has been discussed. 

Eno’s approach to the “creative arts” — and I use that term because his output, consisting of 

paintings, installations and sound recordings, is interdisciplinary — is largely influenced by 

cybernetics; a theoretical approach centered on the relationship between humans and 

machines. I use Eno to chart some of the avant garde practices into popular music practices. 

During the 1960s, Eno attended art school, where he studied to become a painter. While there, 

his interest in music included the avant-garde, specifically recording practices present in the 

experimental, electro-acoustic work of seminal composers John Cage and Pierre Schaeffer. 

Eno was particularly influenced by Cage’s “4’33”, which, consisting of only music rests 

resulting in silence, encouraged the audience to listen to ambient sounds within the concert 

hall it was performed in. Western art musician Steve Reich, whose practice involved using 

tape machines loops and phasing effects, was a major influence to Eno’s approach to 

recording technologies. 

However, a significant problem with the framing of these discussions has been the way in 

which he contextualizes the debate within a historical and socially specific facet of classical 

music. I use my case study of Eno to more broadly contextualize his compositional use of 

recording technologies within his time with Roxy Music, his work as a solo artists and his 

later work as a pop and rock style producer. In examining these important historical events, I 

identify how he developed into a studio-based songwriter over a number of years. I also place 

his preference for analogue technologies over digital into discussions of his practice. 

1.3.7.2 The Beach Boys 

Along with Eno, Brian Wilson of The Beach Boys has been situated as an important figure 

within discussions of compositional use of recording technologies. Formed in 1961, and 

originally consisting of brothers Brian, Carl and Denis Wilson, their cousin Mike Love and 
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friend Al Jardine, the Beach Boys were a significant part of 1960s popular music. Their 

contributions have helped establish a trans-Atlantic popular music rivalry between the United 

States and the United Kingdom, and they are part of a select few popular music acts that have 

significantly helped establish music style and cultural cues developed from about 1955, which 

popular music largely still adheres to today. In various line-ups, the group have continued to 

release recorded music since the 1960s. However, apart from an occasional successful new 

song, they have recently functioned as mainly a nostalgic act. Brian Wilson has been regarded 

by his peers as a “creative genius” and, as my later analysis shows, is often situated as the 

architect of the group’s work throughout the 1960s, particularly the later part. Arguably, his 

work in the band epitomizes production processes and resulting music aesthetics 

metamorphosing in response to technological advances and emerging cultural trends in music 

production. 

I chose this case study because, as a result of recording technologies, there is a clear shift in 

their style during the 1960s. Recording technologies play a role in these shifts. I want to focus 

on how these shifts impacted on his songwriting process. The case study concerns the period 

around 1965, where The Beach Boys moved from a surf culture influenced sound aesthetic, 

featuring twangy electric guitars and seventh and extended chord vocal harmonies, to more 

complex instrumental arrangements often facilitated by studio manipulations. Due to their 

commercial success and cultural significance, there is a great deal of written material on The 

Beach Boys. Some of this material focuses on their production process, for example a 2011 

DVD documentary, Brian Wilson Songwriter. 

1.3.7.3 Gotye 

Within a cluster of case studies of important historical figures in studio-based songwriting, 

Gotye demonstrates the ways in which the field has manifested in recent years. Gotye is a 

singer/songwriter, drummer and keyboardist, who came to both local and international 

prominence, contributed by the success of his song “Somebody I Used To Know.” Gotye’s 

creative process on his album Making Mirrors involved both writing and recording in a home 

studio at his parent’s place, using a mix of analogue and digital recording technologies. With 

the exception of the mixing and mastering process, the creative process of Making Mirrors 

occurred in a converted barn space on Gotye’s parent’s property in rural Victoria. Gotye’s 

studio workspace had previously moved with him between the bedrooms of various share 

houses where he lived in Melbourne.  
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Gotye is an important case study because unlike the other case studies, his practices emerged 

since the widespread advent of home studios. With the exception of Eno, the other case study 

subjects were provided increased studio access as a result of prior commercial success. On the 

other hand, Gotye’s release work, because of recent technological advances, has always had a 

large presence of recording technologies in the process. The success of “Somebody I Used To 

Know” and the narrative of the process constructed around it, means that there is extensive 

discourse on the process. Gotye provides a recent example of how studio-based songwriting 

practices have been impacted on by the so-called democratization of recording technologies. 

1.3.7.4 The Bee Gees 

The case studies of Brian Eno and Brian Wilson examine practices in large commercial 

recording studios. Conversely, Gotye shows these practices in private project environments. 

However, the practices of The Bee Gees show a highly exclusive circumstance, where they 

worked in a private large studio, in which they have essentially unlimited access. The period 

taken for investigation was during the 1990s. They show a distinct period in-between large 

studios as being the only logical option for pop and rock band recordings and what are in 

more recent years highly capability home studios. The Bee Gees, who consisted of brothers 

Barry, Robin and Maurice Gibb, were a group of three singer/songwriters. In popular culture, 

they are known for their late 1960s orchestral rock sound, their R&B and Soul work in the 

1970s and their Adult Contemporary work in the 1980s through to 2001. They are also known 

for their songwriting and production efforts, particularly between 1976-1985, for other artists 

including Barbra Streisand, Dionne Warwick and Kenny Rogers. While their commercial 

success and reception in popular culture has fluctuated considerably throughout their career, 

they have remained well respected by their peers. As a result, they have influenced a number 

of songwriters and producers. Due to these factors, their songwriting practices are worthy of 

scholarly investigation. In my analysis, I focus on their songwriting practices between the 

making of their 1997 album Still Waters and their final album in 2001, This Is Where I Came 

In.  

In addition to the distinct period in studio-based songwriting they represent, I also chose to 

include The Bee Gees in this study because of the wealth of material available on their 

processes. As a result of the commentary, demos and interviews I was able to source, The Bee 

Gees are the most in-depth case study in this thesis. Despite a general resistance by artists to 

accurately and broadly detail their songwriting process (Bennett 2011), The Bee Gees have 

provided detailed accounts of their practices throughout their career. For this case study, I 
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draw from sourced material. The first stems from a 1997 documentary, Keppel Road - The 

Life and Music of the Bee Gees. A segment of the documentary shows the Bee Gees 

songwriting in a recording studio. The segment provides details on how they write their 

songs. They show the interviewer a song they are working on, titled “Just In Case,” and give a 

fragmented performance — similar to that of a demo recording — of the song in the presence 

of the interviewer. The song was later released in 2001 on a special edition release of the Bee 

Gees final studio album This Is Where I Came In. I also use accompanying interview material 

during this period to support claims that they make regarding their practice.  

The second set of data I collected from a series of video and email interviews I conducted 

with The Bee Gees’ engineer, John Merchant. The communications occurred between 

December 2013 and February 2014. John Merchant worked with The Bee Gees from about 

1988 through to 2003. During this period, he worked both in the studio as an engineer and on 

live tours as an on-stage monitoring mix engineer. He is credited as the primary engineer on 

albums Still Waters and This Is Where I Came In. Since 2003, he continued to work at Middle 

Ear on Barry Gibb’s solo projects until the studio was shutdown in 2005. During this period, 

he kept detailed written notes on recording sessions. He states: “So each album had a note 

book, or multiple note books, and so while we were doing vocal tracking I would make notes 

about exact settings, effect settings, they had in their ears while we were doing the vocals. So 

that could be the place, as we were doing mixes, where we could use as a starting point” (John 

Merchant, pers. comm.) These notes, as well as Merchant’s clear recollection of the period, 

have provided valuable insights for this research, which includes detailing specific gear that 

was used in about 1997. Merchant’s insights are particularly useful as he was present during 

most of the songwriting sessions, providing technical support. 

1.3.7.5 Michael Jackson 
 
Following on from The Bee Gees highly uncommon access to a large recording studio for 

songwriting in the 1990s, Michael Jackson’s practices in the 1980s demonstrate a similar 

circumstance. Michael Jackson was a highly successful pop singer/songwriter in the 1980s. 

Since his death in 2009, there has been an increase in academic discourse on him. Rather than 

focus on his musical works and creative contributions to popular music, this discourse 

(Roberts 2011, Arnold 2011, Bierria 2011, Fischer 2011) pertains to topics such as his 

personal life, race and gender. Understandably, perhaps, as later in his career his well 

publicized personal life became more of a focus than his music. However, from the point of 

view of musicological study, it could be argued his music and its influence on popular culture 
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is where the interest in his personal life ultimately stems from. 

Unlike the other case studies, there is minimal commentary by Jackson of his songwriting 

practice. However, due to the popularity of his work, a number of unfinished songs have been 

released as demo recordings. In this case study, I draw from the demo recordings and final 

recordings of Michael Jackson’s songs “Billie Jean,” “Don’t Stop ‘Til You Get Enough” and 

“Smooth Criminal.” I use a comparative analysis between the demo recordings and final 

recordings to examine the studio-based songwriting processes involved. 
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2. “Producing” a Song: Considering Songwriting 
and Recording Roles in Pop Music Styles. 

2.1 Introduction 

Discourses on songwriting circulating in the academy and society more widely offer limited, 

even stereotypical understandings of songwriting. In this chapter, I expose the ways in which 

these discourses continue to situate the role of songwriters within industrial practices during 

the early twentieth century. To counter this, I examine the ways in which attitudes towards 

value, aesthetics and taste in industrial practices of twentieth-century pop music have shaped 

our understanding of the practice of songwriting. I then move towards considering the 

complexities and variations in songwriting practices that have emerged since the advent of 

recording as a dominant mode of music consumption. I work towards offering some broader 

ways of conceptualizing songwriting. I argue that from the emergence of Tin Pan Alley right 

through to the present, songwriting is characterized by a complex and disparate cluster of 

practices, with few of the binding rules that discourses have inferred. The role of songwriter 

expands beyond creating melody, chords and lyrics. 

I follow my analysis of songwriting by mapping recording practice over the twentieth 

century. I question why terms such as “capture,” “transparent” and “document” have been 

used alongside terms such as “studio,” “manipulation” and “mutate” to describe recordings of 

songs. Here, a binary exists between sounds that are altered by recording technologies and 

sounds that are not. I argue that this binary is untenable. Rather, through considering 

recordings as an interconnected cluster of processes, each song is a combination of both 

captured and manipulated sounds. I propose that we understand songwriting and recording 

practice as continually developing in response to changing technologies and attitudes towards 

value, aesthetics and taste. These broader ideas will be useful as I proceed to situate my 

analysis of how studio-based songwriting can be understood as a continuation of these 

traditions. The industrial discussions cited throughout this chapter highlights the political 

economies of the field of music production. This will be useful for situating the more specific 

discussions of the political economies of studio-based songwriting which follows in later 

chapters.  
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2.2 The Role of Songwriter as “Textual” 

In his work, Gary Burns (1987) argues that the role of songwriters is to create the melody, 

chords and lyrics; parts of a song that he classifies as “textual.”  Within this framing, the 

remaining elements of a song are “non-textual.” These include performance elements (such as 

instrumentation, tempo, dynamics and improvisation), as well as production elements (such as 

sound effects, editing, mixing, channel balance and signal distortion). Burns argues that 

songwriters have little influence over the non-textual elements of songs. He states: 

Tempo is determined more by the performer than by the songwriter. 
The text may indicate a tempo, but often this is a vague adverb such 
as ‘Moderately’. It is up to the performer to determine what 
‘Moderately’ means and whether this instruction should even be 
followed. (1987, 4) 

Here, non-textual elements are not considered part of the role of songwriters, simply because 

they fall within the roles of producers and musicians. Bennett (2011) and Warner (2003) 

agree. Songwriters, according to Bennett,  “usually did not concern themselves with timbral 

aspects of the arrangement” (2011, under “Separating ‘Song’ from ‘Track’”). Warner (2003) 

claims that the chords and melody of a song are more likely to be the work of songwriters, 

while timbre and sonic manipulation are the domain of producers. This view is reflected in 

songwriting technical guides. Rikky Rooksby (2009) states, for example, that a song is a 

combination of lyrics, melody, harmony and rhythm.4 

2.3 Dominant Understandings of the Score as Text 

Burns argues that textual elements “provide the basis for the print text of a song (sheet 

music)” (1987, 3). Here, he attempts to establish an inextricable relationship between the role 

of songwriters and scores. He positions melodies, chords and lyrics as textual and suggests 

that a score is the text of a song. Antoine Hennion suggests that scores are used for 

“memorising and subsequent recollection of musical patterns, and therefore for the 

transmission of sound-making possibilities from person to person” (1983, 217). They can also 

provide distinctions between the roles of songwriters and the remaining roles within the 

                                                   
4 In this instance the term “harmony” is interchangeable with “chords.” 
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production process of a recorded song. A score is a written text that promotes an 

understanding that the contribution of a songwriter to a song is textual. However, scores are 

more commonly used as a mode of analysis and consumption in “art music” traditions.5 

Moorefield explains: “In classical music, faithful interpretation of the written score has long 

been central” (2005, xiv). Peter Etzkorn (1963) agrees, stating that “serious music” is notated 

with extensive detail and performance instructions, while popular music songwriters do not 

go into the same detail. He argues that transcribed notation systems in popular music are 

typically simple, vague lead sheets. Warner agrees: “Pop music is rarely transcribed or 

published in the form of a full score” (2003, 19). These ideas interlock to suggest that the role 

of songwriters is to produce the elements of a song that can be communicated through a 

vague, imprecise score. 

2.4 What does Understanding of the Score as Text Provide? 

As both a mode of musicological analysis and a tool for music practice, scores are a 

problematic text within pop styles. Highly valued elements of pop music, such as “groove” 

and “feel,” are absent in scores.6 The implications of not communicating these elements 

within the music are significant. These are demonstrated when considering instrumental parts 

that have been represented through data using the Music Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) 

format. During the 1980s, the advent and widespread uptake of MIDI was a significant 

development in the history of music production. I return to MIDI more specifically later on in 

relation to a discussion on recording practice. However, it is worth considering here in order 

to examine the parts of music that scores communicate. MIDI is data consisting of pitch, 

rhythm, dynamics and tone elements of a piece of music. It is represented in 128 discreet 

values. For example, there are 128 different tones available in a Standard MIDI File (SMF). 

To put this in context, the possibilities for creating tones outside of SMFs are essentially 

infinite. The relationship between scores and MIDI can be seen in DAWs. They can convert 

data from SMFs into written scores. The results show remarkable differences with human 

performances. Here, there is a remarkable absence of “feel” and emotion. 

                                                   
5 Throughout this thesis, I use the term “art music” to encompass “serious music” “classical music” and “avant 
garde’ and “high art music”. These terms are often used in discourse interchangeably to mean similar things. I 
acknowledge that these terms can have cultural, temporal and stylistic differences. However, these traditions are 
drawn on to make critical comparisons to popular music, specifically pop. 
6 My usage of the terms “feel,” “groove” and “vibe” refer to common descriptors of expressive gestures the 
within the rhythmic and melodic elements in music. These elements are generally not communicated by written 
scores. It is important to use these specific terms as they convey the frequency of its broader usage in music 
discussions, as well as the high value that is placed on such expressive gestures by audiences and people in the 
field. 
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The significance of the distinctions between SMFs and human performances are further 

demonstrated in the work of Stephen Frost (2006). He argues that “human error” occurs in 

each human performance. For Frost, errors are missing from computer performances, or 

SMFs. He argues that the absence of these errors produce a morse code-like sound. Error can 

be associated with mistakes, but its usage in this instance is more aligned to common 

industrial terms such as “groove,” “feel,” “vibe” or emotion. Warner provides a similar 

argument, stating that notation “takes no account of the numerous idiosyncratic and idiomatic 

gestures that make each performer and performance unique” (2003, 19). Compared to human-

played instruments, they sound robotic: synthetic textures and timbres with mechanical 

rhythms. While some dance music styles incorporate robot-like rhythms of MIDI, these are 

juxtaposed with human voices. They are used in karaoke backing tracks or by cover-

performing acts in clubs, but these still have a human element: the voice. 

2.5 Music Literacy  

Many songwriters and musicians in pop styles do not learn to read or write music notation. 

This phenomenon is useful in determining the value of scores in pop styles. In his blog, Tom 

Barnes (2014) cites examples of songwriters and musicians who do not read or write music. 

They include: Jimi Hendrix, Eric Clapton, Michael Jackson, and Paul McCartney. In her 

article, Olivia Isenhart (2014) adds further names to this list: John Lennon, Jimmy Page and 

Elvis Presley. Warner (2003) argues that modern recording technologies and sequencing 

allow musicians to bypass the need for notation. However, Barnes and Isenhart both attempt 

to counter a common view — one proffered clearly by Burns (1987), for example – that there 

is a connection between “great” musicians and musical literacy skills. They bring into focus a 

socially formed assumption that musicians can typically read and write music. This is 

demonstrated in responses to questions regarding the knowledge that musicians have of 

notation. For example, John Lennon states:  

I think Paul and Ringo stand up with any of the rock musicians. Not 
technically great — none of us are technical musicians. None of us 
could read music. None of us can write it. But as pure musicians, as 
inspired humans to make the noise, they are as good as anybody. 
(Ringo Starr biography | The Beatles Bible, n.d.) 

Paul McCartney has also said: “I’ve never practiced scales in my life” (Isenhart 2014). The 

extent of The Beatles’ music literacy skills is also outlined by Kelly Crane (2011) and Jay 

Spangler (n.d.). Another example is Jimmy Page, who adds:  “In the initial stages they just 
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said, play what you want, ‘cause at that time I couldn’t read music or anything” (Isenhart 

2014). These accounts suggest that music techniques and processes are learnt aurally; or “by 

ear,” as it is commonly termed. Despite the extensive list of musicians who do not read or 

write music, these accounts position them as socially perceived to be uncommon. They 

elucidate an erroneous perception from audiences and some musicians that the role of 

songwriter is indeed textual: and that they notate their work on scores.  

This perception is reproduced in curriculums of educational institutions. In my final year of 

high school in 2002, I chose composition as an elective within “Music 1;” a subject with an 

extensive focus on Western popular music. For my major assessment, I wrote and recorded a 

song in the style of pop. The recording was not assessed, but, rather, a written score of all the 

instruments present in the song. This included vocals, guitars, piano and drums. As of 2009, 

The Board of Studies in NSW, Australia, required that a score be made of the composition. 

However, it also required the submission of a recording (Board of Studies 2009, 11). This 

trend is also apparent in tertiary music education. For example, Australian private tertiary 

education provider JMC (2015) lists training in music notation software Sibelius in their 

promotion material for their Bachelor of Music (Songwriting) degree on their website. The 

inclusion of notation in these curricula further reiterates a discourse where the role of 

songwriter is textual. 

In addition to these cultural texts, my creative practice is useful in further understanding the 

tenuous relationship between music scores and pop music practice. Despite the complex 

multilayered arrangements and the presence of session musicians, none of the songs across 

the two albums submitted to this thesis featured music notation, beyond minimal lyric and 

chord instructions. The absence of notation was not due to a lack of knowledge of the 

necessary skills associated with the practice. I had both secondary school and tertiary 

education in reading and writing music notation. Rather, the way in which I used the 

recording technology rendered the requirement for music ideas to be written down seemingly 

redundant. Further, the recording technology provided a means by which I could 

communicate my ideas within the songwriting process to the session musicians. I go on to 

explain these processes in more depth in chapters 4 and 6 as part of my discussions on process 

and production roles. However, the success of these creative works as thick textured songs 

which move across a variety of styles and involve the collaboration of a number of session 

music casts further doubt on the accuracy of societal ideas on the role of music notation in 

pop music.  
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2.6 Recording and Scores 

A third problem with framing the role of songwriters as textual lies in the shifting importance 

of recording as a mode of consumption. Tensions between attitudes towards scores and 

recordings are evident in approaches to musicological analysis. The seemingly strong 

relationships between scores and “art music” have resulted in methodologies in which the 

score is the object of textual analysis. Phillip Tagg (1982) identifies the problems with the 

score as a mode of analysis in pop styles. Despite this, he proceeds to use them as the text. 

However, the problems in positioning the score as the text and as a sole mode of analysis 

have been identified in recently established academic disciplines, such as the art of record 

production.  

Considering the role of songwriter as textual helps us understand why songwriters took on 

demarcated, score-based roles during the early part of the twentieth century. However, 

following the widespread advent of recording as a mode of consumption, the field shifted 

considerably. Consequently, framing the role of songwriter as textual communicates a 

deficient understanding of songwriting practices more broadly throughout the twentieth 

century. Such framings of songwriters destabilize their hierarchical position within the field. 

This position hinges on attitudes of value within the field towards musicological components 

such as “groove” and “feel.” Although melody and lyrics play a role in discursive distinctions 

between sound and style, the use of terms such as “groove” and “feel” are often more 

productive as a measure of highly valued elements of pop music. 

2.7 Tin Pan Alley 

Dominant constructions of close relationships between scores and songs in pop styles can be 

traced back to the advent of Tin Pan Alley. It was a collection of music publishers in the 

United States that began in the late nineteenth century. They hired songwriters to write songs 

for musicians. Zak notes that Tin Pan Alley songwriters were known for writing songs “at 

pianos in small cubicles and then passing the songs on to record producers" (2001, 28). 

During this period, the consumption of written music scores was a lucrative commodity in the 

music industry. This continued for some time after the advent of recording as a popular mode 

of music consumption. Songwriting and recording continued as separate processes (Zak 

2001). Bennett agrees with this assertion: “There was a time in Anglo-American popular 

music’s history (the first half of the twentieth century) when the song and recording were 

entirely separate objects” (2011, under “Separating ‘Song’ From ‘Track’”). This separation 
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can also be seen in the work of Don Cusic (2005). He claims that songwriters such as Irving 

Berlin, the Gershwins, Cole Porter, Gerry Goffin and Carole King wrote “incredible” songs 

for other people. He also lists singers such as Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra, Elvis Presley and 

Ella Fitzgerald as being “great” interpreters of songs.  

During this period, songwriting and recording were separate processes due to market forces. 

Zak states: "Writing songs while the studio clock is ticking can get expensive, and prior to the 

advent of affordable high quality recording equipment, which has given rise to the “personal 

studio”, the practice was rare" (2001, 28).  For Zak, the separation of songwriting and 

recording practices existed largely due to financial factors. He notes that it was cheaper to 

have a song clearly worked out before commencing the recording process in an expensive 

studio. He also notes that factors such as access to technologies and workflow preferences 

contributed to this separation. He compares this demarcated process to a production chain. 

2.8 Complexities  

2.8.1 Ordering of Textual Elements 

Following the period in which Tin Pan Alley dominated practices within the industry (from 

around 1955), a number of industrial conditions have all but removed scores from pop music 

practice. Yet discussions of songwriting process during the twentieth century have 

predominantly reiterated notions that the role of songwriter is textual. These discussions also 

occur in technical guides and commentary by artists. They focus on the way in which textual 

elements are ordered. These discussions can be segmented into three broad categories: first, 

discussions that promote a view of songwriting that the lyrics are written before the melody or 

chords; second, discussions that promote a view of songwriting that the melody is written 

before the lyrics or chords; and third, discussions that promote a view of songwriting that the 

chords are written before the melody or lyrics. 

In his technical guide, Robert Pattison offers techniques for writing lyrics. He states:  

Any time you write a verse (or any part of a lyric for that matter) you 
will have to deal with these four lyric elements: 1. How many phrases 
will I have? 2. How long will each phrase be? 3. What rhythms will I 
use in each phrase? 4. How should I arrange the rhymes? (1991, 2) 
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The questions that Pattison proposes songwriters ask themselves, here, presume that they do 

not have a pre-existing melody. Where the melody or chords were already written, these 

questions would require consideration of the pre-established material. In writing the lyrics 

first, the tonal and rhythmic elements of the melody have to fit into the lyrics. This approach 

is also conveyed in the songwriting accounts of a number of famous songwriters. For 

example, Elton John and Bernie Taupin write their lyrics before the melody and chords. 

John’s drummer Nigel Olsson notes that Taupin would provide John with completed lyrics, 

from which he would write the melody and chords (Classic Albums 2001). Guitarist, Davey 

Johnstone agrees: “Elton would have a stack of lyrics and he’d just look through them” 

(Classic Albums 2001). Taupin explains: “We don’t sit down side by side. We work very 

quickly because we both enjoy writing. I write the lyrics and give them to Elton and he writes 

the music. Our best work comes when it’s straight out – fast. It’s simple” (Cassata 1996). 

John attributes his songwriting partnership with Taupin to his disinterest in writing lyrics: “I 

knew I could write melodies and I liked Bernie’s lyrics so I just sort of stuck at that” (Classic 

Albums 2001). By separating the lyrics and music between two people, the songwriting 

process is necessarily fragmented. In this instance, the initial decisions made regarding the 

lyrics determine the composition of the melody. This manifests in a number of ways. First, 

the lyrical phrase lengths determine the phrase lengths of the melody. The way in which the 

lyrics scan rhythmically has implications for the rhythmic possibilities of the melody line. 

Second, the rhyming of lyrics can determine the flow of a melody. Similarly, the songwriting 

process of singer and keyboardist from Fleetwood Mac, Christine McVie, involves writing 

the lyrics first. She states: “Over the last 5 years I’ve come to the conclusion that I definitely 

have to write the lyrics first” (Classic Albums 2005).  Unlike John and Taupin, however, she 

writes alone, and consequently provides both the lyric and melodic material. For McVie, the 

lyrics are an important way through which to “kick start” the songwriting process (Classic 

Albums 2005). 

A second approach to songwriting involves writing the melody first, followed by the lyrics or 

chords. In his technical guide, Jack Perricone (2000) outlines strategies for composing 

melodies in songs. He discusses pitch, rhythm, tonality and structure to suggest strategies 

through which a songwriter can compose a melody. This sequence can also be observed in the 

accounts of famous songwriters. In Keppel Road, The Bee Gees note that they wrote the 

melody of songs before the lyrics. Once the melody was completed, they made the lyrics fit 

the melody that they had pre-established. Paul McCartney has used a similar approach. He 

claims: “‘Yesterday” came out of the blue, I’ve no idea where from. I dreamed the melody” 
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(McIntyre 2006, 206). This account suggests that the melody was established before the 

lyrics.  

A third approach to songwriting is to write a chord progression first, followed by melody and 

lyrics. This process is reiterated in technical guides. For example, Rooksby (2011) details 

strategies for writing songs on guitar. Due to the role that the guitar predominantly plays in 

pop styles, such strategies focus on chords. Melody and lyrics as concepts are more easily 

accessible than chords for audiences with minimal knowledge of music practice and theory. 

Chords require more of an in-depth knowledge of music. Consequently, this process is 

discussed less in discussions of songwriting practice. However, Australian singer and 

songwriter Ross Wilson describes how his songs emerge from composing a chord 

progression: “the first songs I wrote were on a piano, simply just picking out chords and 

repeating them and working out some kind of tune over the top of that” (Kruger 2005, 129). 

Establishing a chord progression determines a number of factors regarding the other textual 

parts. First, the key in which the melody can be written typically must follow the chords. 

Second, the shape of the melody typically must move with the chord progression. Third, the 

lyrics typically must follow a structure that the repeated chord progression determines. 

The order in which the melody, chords and lyrics are produced, disrupt the notion that the role 

of the songwriter is textual. It is not merely a case of a sequential order. These elements have 

components that are non-textual. In the case where a melody is established first, it is not 

merely a sequence of pitches with rhythms. Rather, it is produced by a songwriter on an 

instrument. This is typically a human voice, but also perhaps a guitar, or piano. These 

instruments have their own timbres, textures, dynamics and “feel.” Such combinations of 

elements inform the subsequent composition of lyrics and chords.  Attitudes of audiences and 

musicians towards “groove,” “feel” and dynamics demonstrate that these timbres and 

production parts are critical contributors to melody, chords and lyrics. These are inseparable 

from the melody, chords and lyrics. Although these may be later reduced to a score (this is, 

however, a rare occurrence), they still exist during the writing process. 

The order in which these elements are produced can be understood through hierarchies of 

importance. Scholarly discussions of melodies within songs highlight a hierarchy of textual 

elements in which melody is favored. Hennion (1983) argues that writing the melody first is 

the most common approach. He states: “Music is the fundamental ingredient of a song, giving 

it its form”(1983, 189). For Hennion, melody and chords are, musicologically, more 

important in song than lyrics. In his analysis of Tin Pan Alley practices, Pessen argues a 
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similar point: “We remember the great popular songs above all for their melodies. Many fine 

songs transcend merely serviceable lyrics, whereas even the greatest lyrics of a song 

essentially only enhance a song” (1985, 191). Pessen acknowledges that notions of what 

constitutes a “great” song are determined by taste. It must be pointed out, however, that these 

hierarchies between the lyrics and melody are similarly determined by taste. Attitudes toward 

taste in music are socially constructed through a number of discourses, not least those 

included here. 

2.8.2 Merging Roles in Music Production 

During the second half of the twentieth century, the production roles of songwriters, 

musicians, and producers became less demarcated. In many instances these roles merged. 

This was largely the result of shifts in technologies and trends in music consumption. The 

way in which these roles merged disrupted the production order associated with music 

production. These disruptions demonstrate that textual elements do not exist in a vacuum, nor 

do they emerge exclusively from one person with a single role.  

An example of the merging of production roles in music production is songwriting and 

production team Mike Stoller and Jerry Leiber. Leiber and Stoller distinguish themselves 

from Tin Pan Alley songwriters by stating: “We don’t write songs. We write records.” While 

this quote has been used by both McIntyre (2009) and Zagorski-Thomas (2006) to map shifts 

in recording practice from the 1950s, it is useful here to provide evidence that the role of 

songwriters is not simply to provide melody, chords and lyrics. Leiber and Stoller differ from 

Tin Pan Alley writers in that they are also producers. More importantly, however, the term 

“record writing” indicates that their processes do not distinguish between songwriting and 

recording. In some respects, Leiber and Stoller’s partnership resembled other well-known 

partnerships such as Burt Bacharach and Hal David, and Elton John and Bernie Taupin. 

Stoller wrote the music and Leiber wrote the lyrics. They note that earlier in their partnership 

they commonly wrote together at an upright piano in Stoller’s house. It was here that they 

wrote “Hound Dog,” a seminal song in early rock and roll recorded by Elvis Presley (Fricke 

2011). However, a key distinction that takes them outside the notion of the textual songwriter 

is that they take on the role of producer on tracks that they write for other artists. 

Their accounts of the production process of Ben E. King’s 1961 song “Stand My Me” 

demonstrate that their songwriting process was an inextricable mix of textual and non-textual 

elements. Leiber and Stoller wrote the song with singer Ben E. King. Echoing discussions on 
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the ordering of textual elements, Stoller notes that King and Leiber wrote the lyrics based on a 

previous melody and lyric idea by King (Myers 2012). King claims that he primarily 

composed the melody and lyrics (Watkins 2013). Conversely, other accounts of the 

songwriting process draw attention to the sound and “groove” within the song. Stoller credits 

himself for composing the bass line. In another interview, he notes the importance of this 

component: “It's not a great song. It's a nice song. But it's a great record. And there's always 

one special element. In "There Goes My Baby," it's the out-of-tune timpani. "Stand by Me," 

it's the bass pattern. Of course, all the elements come together to make a great record. But 

there's always one standout” (Fricke 2011). The bass line is a combination of a number of 

musicological components, including pitches, rhythms, dynamics and timbres. The emphasis 

placed on the sound of the bass line challenges notions of what a song is. Accounts of their 

process show that it is segmented. A second example of the merging of the roles in music 

production is producer Phil Spector. Spector is perhaps best known for creating the Wall of 

Sound record production technique during the early 1960s. I explore this technique in later 

chapters; however, there are two points that are relevant here. First, he is often credited as the 

songwriter and producer of projects he has worked on. Second, an important part of his style, 

as well as the Wall of Sound technique, are the timbres and textures he generates using 

recording technologies. Arguably, these sounds are more important to the sound and style of 

the music than the melody, chords and lyric content of the song. In both these examples, the 

individual role of producer and songwriter is unclear. This uncertainty clouds notions of the 

process through which the textual and non-textual elements were produced.  

The emergence of singer/songwriters demonstrates a further disruption to the role of the 

songwriter, through which the distinctions between textual and non-textual become less clear. 

During the 1960s, there was a trend in which non-performing songwriters became performing 

songwriters (Fitzgerald 2007). Jon Fitzgerald (2007) notes that this shift is apparent when 

observing how artists such as, “Bob Dylan, John Lennon-Paul McCartney, and Mick Jagger-

Keith Richards ... achieve substantial success in both the US and the U.K” (2007, 85). 

Coupled with the “British Invasion” and the impact of Motown styles, he cites the rise of 

singer/songwriters as among the most significant shifts in music between 1963-1966 (2007,  

85). During this period, many non-performing writers from Tin Pan Alley traditions became 

singer/songwriters. Carole King and Neil Diamond had careers as successful songwriters 

before they became recording artists. As well as a merging of roles, the term 

“singer/songwriter” represents a style within pop. Its sound draws influence from folk music 

styles. The songs make use of diatonic chords and have minimal ranges in the vocal melody. 
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They use acoustic instruments such as voice, guitar and piano. These elements are present 

throughout the songwriting process. The timbres and textures of these instruments are 

inextricably connected to the songs. The text is the performance of the song, rather than a 

representation of the melody, chords and lyrics.  

2.8.3 Categorization and Collaboration in Songwriting 

As demonstrated by the merging of roles in music production, the ways in which songs are 

made are complex. They are typically collaborative efforts by numerous people who are 

credited as either songwriters, musicians, producers, or a mix of these roles. Songwriting can 

also be a collaborative process within itself. Bennett’s (2011) study understands collaborative 

songwriting practices through categorizing kinds of practices into distinct groups. He lists 

these as: “The Nashville” (a pen and paper, two person approach); “Factory” (similar to the 

Nashville approach but where songwriters work in a Tin Pay Alley-like environment); 

“Svengali” (where the artist is a co-writer who will work with a non-performing songwriter); 

“Demarcation” (where the textual elements of lyrics and melody are undertaken by two 

separate people, and the lyrics generally are written first); “Jamming” (a song that emerges 

from a band improvising. Generally many of the arrangements will form concurrently with 

the textual elements); “Top-line writing” (where a completed backing track is constructed by 

a producer and then a songwriter provides the lyrics and melody); and “Asynchronicity” 

(where two songwriters work separately and there is no delineation of roles). The practices 

detailed here further disrupt notions that the role of songwriters is contained to writing the 

textual elements of a song. Here, a broader description of songwriters emerges that accounts 

for different styles and engagements with technologies. Non-textual elements appear as 

critical components to the songwriting process. Svengali, Jamming, Top-line writing and 

Asynchronicity are collaborative songwriting practices where significant emphasis is placed 

on non-textual elements. In the process of jamming, for example, the textual elements emerge 

from “groove” and “feel” with timbre and textures. In these situations, textual and non-textual 

elements are inextricably linked. 

Through examining collaborative processes, a question emerges as to the extent to which 

practices can be categorized. Bennett states that despite “thousands of collaborative 

partnerships in the history of Anglo-American popular songwriting” there are few 

collaborative models (2011, under “Models”). He acknowledges that some of these practices 

overlap. His attempts to offer an understanding of collaborative songwriting suggest 

songwriting is a highly regulated practice, through which songwriters operate within 
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constructed structures of working. Further, his work presumes that songwriters are 

knowledgeable about set kinds of practices. Here, despite some overlapping, songwriters 

remain inside these segmented boundaries. However, this is not representative of songwriters 

within the broader field. Many songwriters commence and develop their practice before they 

learn the distinctions between industrially established approaches. Songwriters are not 

necessarily reflective of their practices and their position within the broader field. The ways in 

which songwriters collaborate runs along a spectrum. This spectrum is not regulated. While a 

songwriter’s position in this spectrum is influenced by the support of record labels or 

publishers, it does not place them or keep them in specific categories. Songwriters are not 

static in their position along this spectrum. They move in response to personal circumstances, 

cultural conditions, or lack of interest or understanding of where they fall along this spectrum.  

A limitation with categorizing practices lies in the fact that some songwriters take active steps 

to avoid industrial trends. Further, some reject an institutionally influenced understanding of 

the domain of songwriting. This is demonstrated in songwriters who claim they do not have 

an in-depth understanding of their practices. In the 2001 television documentary This Is 

Where I Came In - The Official Story of the Bee Gees, Barry Gibb describes the processes of 

songwriting as “not knowing what you’re doing.” He claims that if he knew what he was 

doing he would not have written “Too Much Heaven,” one of their most commercially 

successful songs. Similar views on songwriting have been expressed by Michael Jackson and 

Paul McCartney. Unlike many other skills and techniques, even within music, songwriting is 

rarely formally taught in classroom environments. This can be seen in an article on a popular 

songwriting website by Michael Anderson (n.d.), who outlines two kinds of songwriters. The 

first he terms the “LA style”: which he describes as “the stream of consciousness type writer – 

very intuitive and vibe – feel first, organises second” (Anderson n.d.). The second he terms as 

“Nashville” style, which he describes as structured and business or goal oriented (Anderson 

n.d.). Anderson frames songwriters broadly as either structured, theoretical, and commercially 

minded, or reacting to the moment they are in when they write, while ignoring industrial 

approaches. Categorizations of songwriting practice are only useful representations of the 

domain of songwriting in instances where the people within those categories are aware of the 

system they are in, and remain inside. In many cases, however, songwriters do not remain in 

such categories.  

The limitations of categorizing types of songwriters can form a productive comparison within 

musicological concepts such as textual and non-textual. Such notions expose the limitations 

of categorizing particular musicological components in specific roles within the process 
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associated with music production. Following the widespread uptake of recording as a mode of 

music consumption, the structures through which the role of songwriter were necessarily 

textual were fractured. While notions of the role of songwriter as textual have been constantly 

reproduced in discourse, there are no set rules, nor logical reasons, that require a songwriter to 

work within this framework. The personal and solitary nature of songwriting practice, 

coupled with the fact that processes are often not audible on the final work, leads one to argue 

that songwriting practice is a spectrum along which textual and non-textual elements are 

mixed together. 

2.8.4 Cover Songs 

Throughout this chapter, I have argued that notions that textual and non-textual elements of a 

song are delineated within specific roles within the production process are untenable.  To 

make this argument, I have examined the relationships between the songwriting process, 

recording process and the finished recorded work. However, these finished works are 

commonly reproduced and reappropriated in popular music as cover songs. The processes in 

which songs are covered takes us further away from the notion that the role of the songwriter 

is textual. Cusic defines a cover song as “one that has been recorded before” (2005, 194). 

Gabriel Solis (2010), however, argues that Cusic’s definition is too vague, but, rather “a 

versioning practice that came into being in the 1950s or ’60s in rock, though it can thereafter 

be heard in other genres” (2010, 298). Cusic notes a number of the functions of covers. He 

states that covers can bring an older song to a younger audience. He also suggests that they 

can transcend genres. Prior to the emergence of singer/songwriters, recording covers of songs 

by other artists was particularly common; the practice seemed almost necessary in an artist’s 

earlier career. Early in their career, The Beatles, for example, recorded a number of cover 

songs.  

Burns argues that scores are “the commonality between different versions of the same song 

and is the reason they sound similar” (1987, 3). This notion presupposes that scores function 

as the point of reference for cover songs. However, as my analysis demonstrates, many 

musicians are unable to read or write music notation. These musicians typically learn music 

“by ear,” and perhaps with simple chord charts. This process has been aided by the 

widespread uptake of recording as the dominant mode of music consumption. Here, a 

recording is the text that is reproduced. This is demonstrated in a number of post-rock and roll 

covers. For example, in his cover of The Beatles’ song “With A Little Help From My 

Friends” from the 1969 album With A Little Help From My Friends, Joe Cocker makes 
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various embellishments to the melody. The tempo of the song is significantly slower. It has a 

greater presence of electric guitars in the mix of instruments. If representations of the textual 

elements on a score constitute the commonality between the two texts, similarities are 

minimal. Instead, concepts such as “feel,” “groove,” “vibe” and timbre are embedded in the 

recording of the cover. They are indistinguishable from the melody and rhythms. These 

elements of the recording are reproduced in interpretations. In covers, the lyrics, melody and 

chords can be changed, while components of the original work remain audible. 

2.9 Music Production and Songs 

During this chapter, the way songwriting has been framed as both textual and non-textual has 

been exposed in music production. The transition from scores to recordings as the dominant 

mode of music consumption transformed the entire music industry during the twentieth 

century. The production of recorded music reoriented hierarchies of value of musicological 

components. In this process, timbre, texture, “groove” and “feel” formed critical parts of 

music production, and became highly valued among audiences. The processes of music 

production involve the ways in which people use recording technologies to help produce 

recordings of songs. Attitudes towards technologies that operate in recording studios are 

constantly changing. These attitudes concern their brand and function. If we consider 

technologies in broad terms such as multi-track recording, signal processing and MIDI, we 

can see that there are longstanding techniques that have existed in recording practice 

throughout the twentieth century. These broad terms position these technologies as associated 

tools of music production. 

Multi-tracking technologies are among the most important tools in music production. This is 

largely due to their ability to simultaneously record multiple tracks of audio, and later 

overdub new parts of audio. Prior to the advent of multi-tracking practices, there was a close 

relationship between the instruments and the musicians present on a recording. The number of 

instruments on a recording was more or less determined by the number of musicians in the 

recording studio. However, multi-tracking technologies allowed one musician to play 

multiple, simultaneous parts on a recording. Stevie Wonder, for example, performed all of the 

instruments in “I Believe (When I Fall in Love It Will Be Forever)” from the 1972 album 

Talking Book (Reilly 1973). Théberge notes the significance of multi-tracking in record 

production:  

During the 1960s the production of popular music was completely 
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transformed by the establishment of multi-track tape recording as the 
norm in studio production. Multi-track technology allowed for the 
sound of individual instruments to be recorded separately from one 
another in a process known as “overdubbing.” (1997, 215) 

However, similar to recording as a mode of music consumption, there was a considerable 

period of time between the invention and widespread uptake of multi-tracking. The first 

multi-track recorder, released in early 1940s, was capable of the simplest multipack format: 

stereo. 

Multi-tracking had significant social impacts on music (Théberge 1997, 215). Théberge 

argues that it made the process of recording “rationalized and fragmented,” and resulted in 

sound engineers having an increased level of control (1997, 215). Through the process of 

overdubbing, multi-tracking technologies, allowed musicians to essentially endlessly re-

record parts. The ability to make multiple takes result in increased accuracy and technical 

proficiency (Warner 2003). Additionally, instruments on a recording do not have to be 

recorded at the same time. Consequently, a greater focus could be made on musicianship, 

rather than specific timbral and textural elements of the sound. These could be considered 

after the take (Warner 2003).  Since the 1960s, technological advances in multi-track 

recording devices have been exponential, from 4 track to 8, 16, 24, 48 to essentially limitless. 

The separation of hardware and software in Digital Audio Workstations has made the number 

of overdubs that are possible for musicians essentially limitless.  

Multi-tracking is an important signifier of the period in which a song was recorded. This is 

particularly apparent between the 1950s and 1970s. Chanan states:  

At the same time, hand in hand with stereo came the introduction of 
the multi-track tape recorder; the first four-channel tape recorders 
were introduced in 1958; eight- and sixteen-track recorders were 
available by the later 1960s. At this point pop music became a new 
form of musical manufacture. Where direct recording – to disc or tape 
– relies on microphone placement, equalization, acoustics and mixing 
before recording, multi-track recording allows mixing to take place 
afterwards. (1995, 144) 

Additionally, these signifiers are largely the result of a mixing process of placing several 

tracks onto a single track and, then, clearing up free tracks for new instruments. However, this 
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process required making “destructive” edits to the balance between instruments. Prior to this, 

these parts could previously be individually adjusted.7 

Signal processors are music production tools through which sound can be manipulated. 

Common signal processing effects include compression, equalization, reverberation, flanging, 

chorus and delay. They can be executed by specifically designed hardware (or more recently, 

software), or by a function on a mixing console. Signal processors have various effects in 

music production. For example, they can be used to provide both the illusion of capturing a 

sound and manipulating sound from its original recorded timbre. They can also serve an 

editing function; in particular, they can be used to remove unwanted frequencies or place an 

instrument within a mix. Signal processing can also be the result of tape manipulations, such 

as flanging. For instance, The Small Faces’ 1967 song “Itchycoo Park” features a flanging 

effect in the bridge section. The result is a significant change in the timbre of the instruments. 

Signal processing can be used to frame a recording in a particular style. Since the 1960s, 

effects have often been used to significantly manipulate the timbre of instruments in popular 

music, often becoming unrecognizable. Styles such as post-2000 pop styles often feature 

heavily compressed instruments with a specific timbral effect.  

MIDI is a third important tool in music production. Its emergence during the 1980s occurred 

almost two decades after the advent and widespread uptake of multi-tracking and signal 

processing. It had significant implications for music style and practice. I outlined some of 

these implications previously in respect to “groove” and “feel.” However, its advent and 

uptake additionally provided musicians and producers with a range of ways through which to 

access instruments. This contributed to the sound of pop styles during the 1980s. The 

technology allowed representations of sounds of conventional rock instruments – among other 

styles – that could be triggered by a MIDI interface. Previously these sounds required a 

musician with specific skills on the instrument. MIDI facilitates “perfect” rhythmic 

performances, which are in direct contradiction with human gestures. 

These technologies offered various ways through which songwriters could compose songs 

through layering and filtering. It provided musicians with multiple sounds through which they 

could control through a keyboard or other surfaces. Within a DAW, it allows for significant 

yet non-destructive editing of performances. MIDI provides the songwriter with a wealth of 

                                                   
7 The term “destructive” is used in music production to describe modifications that are made to recordings that 
cannot be reversed. 
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sounds to build an instrumentation that they might not otherwise be able to produce on their 

own. These aspects have resulted in criticisms from many within the industry. Both Braun 

(2002) and Théberge (1997) outline criticism towards the technology, specifically regarding 

its gestural, timbral and rhythmic differences to the instruments it emulates. However, these 

attitudes are perhaps better placed within a discourse of the politics associated with value and 

authenticity, than as a productive measure of accessing its use as a production tool. 

There is a complex relationship between the advent of recording technologies and their 

subsequent widespread uptake in music production. Attitudes towards the cultural and 

practical value of recording technologies move along a spectrum in response to broad 

aesthetics shifts. Due to these shifts, the history of the development of recording technologies 

is difficult to map. In later chapters, I detail these shifts in more depth. To explore these 

relationships, here, we must begin at the invention of the phonograph in 1877. The device was 

not initially developed for recording music, but rather, an attempt to “extend the reach of the 

telephone line by producing a device to repeat the signal” (Chanan 1995, 2). Shortly after, 

Edison identified and documented the potential of the technology for a number of other 

purposes. This not only included the reproduction of music, but also: dictation, spoken books, 

preservation of languages and educational purposes (Chanan 1995). In its original form, the 

phonograph had a particularly narrow frequency spectrum. This spectrum was adequate for 

communicating speech. However, it was not capable of adequately representing music. 

Developments over the next few years by Alexander Graham Bell, among others, expanded 

the frequency spectrum of the device. Subsequent developments enhanced its suitability for 

recording music. Yet, the use of the device for music had a slow uptake. Michael Chanan 

(1995) attributes this to the inability to reproduce copies of recordings. Later advances 

facilitated this function and resulted in its uptake (albeit slow) as a mode of consumption in 

the 1900s.  

During this period, music charts offer an insight into the uptake of recording through shifting 

consumption patterns. Thom Holmes (2013) states that Billboard began charting sales of sheet 

music in 1913. However, by 1930 radio air play of recordings was also being reported. Ernest 

Hakanen (1998) notes that by the 1930s “sheet music was becoming unimportant.” He 

attributes this largely to the increasing popularity of radio and phonograph as modes of music 

consumption. Here, we can see a temporal difference between the advent of a technology and 

its uptake. Rather, its uptake was the result of various socially shaped technological 

developments. 
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2.10 Capturing Sounds and Studio Constructed Sounds 

As I foreshadowed earlier, pop styles were consumed through scores, prior to the advent of 

recording as a music commodity and mode of consumption. Musicians performed these 

scores on a piano or an organ. In these instances, the instruments within homes determined 

the timbres audiences associated with the song. Moreover, in this mode of consumption, once 

a performance of a score was completed, there was no record of it. The music here existed 

exclusively in the memory of those who heard it at the time. The performance could be made 

again, but it would not be the same; there would be subtle differences. For Eno (2004), each 

musical performance is “unique.” Recording technologies, however, facilitate multiple 

listenings to the same performance. During this period, the text was the score – not the 

performance.  

These notions played into thinking about what role music production should provide in a 

song. Consequently, discussions of recording practices in pop and other associated styles have 

framed recordings within two techniques: transparently captured sounds and studio 

constructed sounds. The first technique suggests that a recording is transparently captured. 

Cunningham states: “The early days of music recording started with attempts to give the 

impression that our living room had become the location where performers were playing – an 

illusion” (1999). Eno agrees with this characterization. He says: “The accent was on the 

performance and the recording was more or less perfect transmitter of that” (Eno 2004, 128). 

Moorefield argues that “real” performances were seen as a necessity (Moorefield 2005, 3). 

These approaches have been associated with “realism” (Moorefield 2005). Brown (2000) 

shares a similar view to Moorefield, but describes this approach to recording as 

“documentary.” He adds: “The recording industry has lived mainly by what might be called 

the transparency perspective according to which a sound recording is understood on the 

model of a transparent windowpane through which we can see things undistorted" (Brown 

2000, 1). Here, the sound of each instrument and the overall sound of an ensemble are 

represented as if they were “captured” or are a “true” representation of the sound.  

Recording has also been framed as a process through which manipulations within recording 

studios construct a song. Gracyk (1996) argues that rock exemplifies this practice as a 

“recording style.” For Gracyk, musicians within the tradition of rock “can support careers in 

virtual absence of live performance, so that audiences know their work only through 

recordings” (Gracyk 1996, 7). He notes that The Beatles ceased touring in 1966 to focus on 

studio work. This process changed their sound aesthetic (Gracyk, 1996). Their albums prior to 
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1966 were mostly centered on the ensemble of a four-piece band. The four members of the 

group would typically be the sole performers. Within this approach, however, there is the 

potential to develop a false dichotomy between “reality” and representations within recording 

practice. Neither of these can be classified as presenting reality. Both are mediated. Both are 

representations of sounds. On this point, Frith argues that “even if people want the concert 

hall experience in their homes, the living room is a different acoustic setting, the acoustic 

organization of sounds must therefore change, even if only to have the same effect, to give the 

illusion of a concert hall illusion” (1998, 230).  Brown agrees: 

Even if technical manipulations do not succeed in providing complete 
transparency, and even if all recordings involve manipulation would it 
follow that all recordings are works of phonography? Clearly not. 
Technical manipulation can serve ends that are documentary as well 
as those that are not. (2000, 3) 

 

Figure 1. A widely circulated photograph of a recording session in the early twentieth 

century (Beardsley 2009) 

These notions of recording frame a binary of reality and representation. Figure 1 shows a 

photograph depicting a recording session of an orchestra-like ensemble (Beardsley 2009). The 

technology present in the photograph is consistent with a “capturing” approach to recording. 

Put differently, the image is a representation of a group of musicians performing a song. That 
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performance is then “captured” through recording. In line with the technological conditions of 

the time, a single microphone was used to record all of the sound sources in one take. As the 

image demonstrates, the musicians are crowded together around a single microphone. This 

technique makes manipulating individual instruments with signal processing difficult, largely 

because the instruments are recorded simultaneously through a single microphone. However, 

manipulations are still present. For example, the proximity of the musicians to the 

microphone appears to be restricted by the size of the space. The loudness of their instruments 

is also factored in to their position relative to the microphone. Even at this nascent point of 

recording practice, a performance was not merely “documented,” but rather various processes 

undertaken to construct a performance. This can be observed in the physical positioning of the 

instruments. Barring significant spatial limitations, it is unlikely that the musicians would 

have formed in such an uncomfortable and cramped configuration had the event been a non-

recorded performance or rehearsal.  

These notions also consider songs as monolithic. In his work, Gracyk (1996) agues that rock 

is a “recording style.” However, the ways in which guitars function in rock styles show it is 

problematic to conceptualize it as a recording style. The sound of guitars and amplifier are 

influenced by the attitudes towards taste and aesthetics among guitarists. For example, the 

sound of a Gibson Les Paul through a Fender Twin amplifier can operate as an important 

signifier of the sound of a guitarist. They may use this combination to be identified within the 

field. While vocalists may establish this physiologically, for guitarists the technological 

manipulations they make to their instrument are critical to their sound. A guitarist will 

typically want the sound of the Gibson and Fender Twin “captured.” Should it be compressed 

and equalized, the subtleties that distinguish the guitarists with other guitarists can be lost. 

Such notions of transparency versus manipulation suggest a song as a single text. An example 

of the tensions between studio manipulations and guitar sounds is demonstrated in the 

recording process for the album “Into My Own”. During the recording sessions, the session 

guitarist, Cameron Henderson, was particular about reproducing guitar sounds which he felt 

best matched the style of each individual song. This process involved experimenting with 

different combinations of his guitars and amplifiers – and the ways in which the sound could 

be manipulated on both – in order to achieve a very specific sound. During the mixing process 

– at which he provided some additional guitar parts – Henderson identified changes in the 

sound of the original guitar parts, to which I had added minimal compression and equalization 

in order to place the guitars within the mix of instruments. Here, the sound of the famous and 
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industrially highly valued LA2A compressor and Pultec EQ came into conflict with the sound 

of the famous and industrially highly valued Fender Twin amplifier. 

Considering the importance of guitars to the sound of rock and almost every other associated 

style, these examples suggest that we should not develop a transparent capturing/studio 

manipulated binary. Rather, these shifts can be more accurately understood through 

examining broader cultural shifts within the music industry, modes of music consumption, 

value and aesthetics. The notion that there is homogeneity of music production techniques is 

untenable. While a recording may be a mono or stereo audio track, it is a collection of 

interlinked heterogeneous processes, some of which may “capture” sound, some of which 

may manipulate sound. A recording, then, is not singular, but a series of processes. Some 

processes capture performances, while others manipulate these performances. A combination 

of these processes make up the music production of songs. 

The complexities of the process within music production and their relation to capturing 

transparent performances and studio manipulated performances, can be further seen in the text 

of the back cover of The Beatles’ last released album Let It Be: 

This is a new phase Beatles album . . . essential to the content of the 
film, LET IT BE was that they performed live for any of the tracks; in 
comes the warmth and the freshness of a live performance; as 
reproduced for disc by Phil Spector. (Let It Be 1970) 

The text incorporates references to live performance and studio manipulation aspects of 

recording. Its uses of the terms “warmth” and “freshness” to describe live performance play 

into notions of authenticity among audiences. However, it uses the term “reproduced” to 

describe the work of Phil Spector. By this point in the late 1960s, Spector had become a 

famous producer with specific music production techniques that could be associated with a 

rich textured sound, as previously discussed. 

2.11 Conclusions 

Shifts in songwriting practices over the twentieth century demonstrate a series of disparate 

approaches with few musicological similarities. These disparities are driven by technological, 

cultural and industrial conditions. In this chapter, I have shown that defining songwriting as 

an established role of composing melody, chords and lyrics within recording production 

overlooks these conditions. First, it occludes the problematic nature of scores, as both a 
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functional representational of music and an industrial practice. Second, it overlooks the 

processes and order in which melody, chords lyrics emerge, thus creating untenable 

distinctions between the textual and non-textual elements. Third, it does not take into 

consideration that many songwriters in music production take on other roles and, 

consequently, these roles become blurred. Fourth, the phenomenon of covers, and what is 

being “covered” shows that the textual elements of songs often play a minimal role in what is 

valued in the song. 

Recording technologies associated with music production exist within the politics of taste, 

value and aesthetics. In this chapter, I have demonstrated that the relationship between the 

invention of technology, its development, uptake and widespread use spread over a number of 

years. The development of these technologies was socially shaped. Here, we can see that the 

production tools of studio-based songwriting were not invented for compositional use. They 

too, have been socially shaped. In some cases, they have also been reappropriated.  

In the following chapters, I consider songwriting as a tradition that broadens and develops as 

a result of social, industrial and technological conditions. I examine how it is determined by 

various factors and suggest that it is possible to map studio-based songwriting practices as a 

continuation of this tradition; I do not want to replicate problematic binaries that can be found 

in textual thinking toward songwriting process. The wide range of songwriting practices that 

emerged before the 1960s established the practice as not a single process but a heterogeneous 

tradition. I wish to consider these ideas with the development of the culture of studio-based 

songwriting practice from 1960 until present. In order to explore the conditions from which 

studio-based songwriting emerged, it has been necessary to separate music production into 

songwriting and recording practice. As I move into the chapters that follow, I further explore 

a confluence of these processes. More specifically, I explore these confluences and their 

relationships to recording space, recording technologies and production roles. 
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3. Studio-based Songwriting in Songwriting 
Processes  

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, I explore processes of studio-based songwriting within three case studies: 

Brian Eno, The Beach Boys and Gotye. First, I explore the processes of Brian Eno. I unpack 

the use of the term “anti-musician,” his use of the “studio as an instrument,” his “treatments” 

in Roxy Music, his studio-based songwriting practices in his solo work, his production for 

others, and his attitudes toward digital technologies. I argue that his use of analogue tape 

machines is critical to his ability to practice and produce music. Second, I chart a 

transformation in the recorded sound and style of the music of The Beach Boys. I argue that 

this transformation is the result of a number of studio-based songwriting practices by Brian 

Wilson. Specifically, these processes include synthesizing sounds, splicing and adding session 

musicians and non-rock instruments. Third, I examine the ways in which a mix of analogue 

and digital recording technologies are used in the studio-based songwriting practices of 

Gotye. Fourth, I examine the relationship between the instruments and effects involved in the 

processes and their final work. I argue that they are audible and function as active. Finally, I 

consider the accounts of these studio-based songwriting practices as a discourse of process. I 

note that a significant amount of commentary is made regarding their practices. Much of this 

commentary is provided, and often published, by the artists themselves. I argue that these 

accounts can be understood through the work of Bourdieu, as symbolic capital that is acquired 

through participating in discourses of process. 

Before I proceed with analysis that considers recording practices in Western popular music 

during the twentieth century, it is important to briefly acknowledge important and related 

experimental lineages. Throughout this chapter, I outline a number of specific studio-based 

songwriting practices in pop styles. Many of these practices, however, occurred some years 

earlier in “art music” and jazz styles. For instance, within art music styles these practices 

occurred in electro-acoustic music and “musique concrete” approaches. They are 

predominately the result of experimentation with recording technologies. Théberge (1997) 

argues that these experiments have been the subject of extensive analysis. Jazz has also 

contributed to the development of many techniques used in music production in pop, and 

Western popular music more broadly. In many respects, Duke Ellington and Les Paul are the 

pioneers of recording practices, such as multi-track recording and signal processing. I do not 
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wish to tease out a lineage between these techniques and their use in studio-based 

songwriting. My intention, rather, is to focus on a series of specific practices that, although 

indebted to a longer history of experimentation with recording techniques in composition, 

stand alone to advance my argument. I focus on developing an understanding of these 

practices through the politics of recording studios and their implications on production roles. 

3.2 Brian Eno 

3.2.1 Brian Eno, Anti-musician 

On occasions throughout his career, Eno has sought to distinguish himself from other 

musicians by defining himself as an “anti-musician.” He says: “I don't think the craft of music 

is relevant to the art of music” (Davy n.d). Given his extensive catalogue of work, this 

statement is challenging: it attempts to redefine and question normalized notions of how, and 

by whom, music can be produced. For instance, since the advent of rock and roll, instruments 

such as guitars, pianos, drums – and to a lesser degree string, brass and woodwind 

instruments – have dominated the sound of rock, rock and roll and pop styles. The ability to 

perform these instruments to a socially established level of acceptable “proficiency” is 

considered a “craft” by some. Yet, Eno is not trained in these instruments. By his own 

admission, he is not a musician who attended music classes. Instead, his training took place at 

an art school he attended in the 1960s, when he intended to become a painter. His interest in 

music was primarily focused on postmodern Western art music. He was drawn to recording 

practices of the experimental, electro-acoustic work of seminal composers John Cage and 

Pierre Schaeffer (Brian Eno - 1971-1977: The Man Who Fell To Earth 2011, 00:45). 

Specifically, Eno was influenced by the abstract approaches used in John Cage’s 1952 

movement “4’33”,” which consists of only music rests, and encouraged the audience to listen 

to ambient sounds within the concert hall that it was performed in. He was also inspired by 

Steve Reich’s experimental use of tape machines loops and phasing effects (Brian Eno - 

1971-1977: The Man Who Fell To Earth 2011, 00:37). They significantly influenced the way 

Eno approached using machines as musical instruments. 

Eno’s capacity to produce music resulted predominately from his use of machines. These 

machines are typically recording devices or synthesizers. They form the basis of his studio-

based songwriting practices. His thinking towards the relationship between machines and 

musicianship is informed by cybernetics: a theoretical approach centered on the relationship 

between humans and machines. The term was coined by Norbert Weiner (Dunbar-Hester 
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1999), who describes it as the “science of control and communication between animal and the 

machine” (Dayal 2009). It explores how the actions of machines and humans change their 

environment. These machines or humans then respond to the changes the system initially 

caused. In relation to music, cybernetic thinking proposes that machines can function in a 

circular fashion to produce music. Eno notes: “One of the central ideas of cybernetics is that 

the system itself will inevitably produce a certain class of results” (Brian Eno - 1971-1977: 

The Man Who Fell To Earth 2011, 00:37). Here, he notes that cybernetics results in a distinct 

compositional approach: “In the old method of composing, you specify the result you want, 

and then you present a number of exact instructions to get there” (Brian Eno - 1971-1977: 

The Man Who Fell To Earth 2011, 00:37). Several scholars have examined this link between 

cybernetics and Eno’s practices. Dunbar-Hester, for example, positions the practices of Eno 

as a key example of the application of cybernetics in music. He considers cybernetics through 

a framework of control, determinism, and human and machine interaction (2009, 114). Dayal 

(2009, 114) states that Eno linked the studio environment to music composition via 

cybernetics. Further, she argues that musicians in the studio were conceptualized as 

cybernetic systems. In this context, the frequent use of the term “machine” by Eno is 

significant. It serves to distinguish him further. Terms such as technology or, more 

colloquially, “gear” are common among people associated with record production in pop 

styles. His use of “machines” demonstrates why Eno describes himself as an anti-musician. 

3.2.2 Studio as an Instrument or Compositional Tool 

In the literature review, I outlined the importance of Eno’s practices and his seminal lecture 

“Studio as Compositional Tool” in the development of studio-based songwriting. In this 

lecture, he argues that a studio functions as a tool for composition. Reviews of his albums by 

professional critics and commentary by those associated with his process have coined this 

practice as using the “studio as an instrument” (Huey, n.d). The term has also been used more 

broadly in accounts of record production. Brian May, the guitarist of Queen, for example, 

describes the studio as an instrument and an “open canvas.” He states that artists who 

influenced Queen – such as Jimmy Hendrix and The Beatles – also used the studio in this 

way: “We had more technology than they had had, so we could push things even further” 

(Classic Albums 2006). His accounts suggest the studio plays an important part in the 

development of Queen’s sound. Further, the studio plays an important role in the layering of 

lead singer Freddy Mercury’s voice to produce a virtual choir. The notion of the “studio as an 

instrument” is also deployed by Lewisohn to describe The Beatles’ recording practices later in 

their career (Lewisohn 2013, 54) Member of The Beach Boys, Bruce Johnston, states that the 
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studio replaced the piano as an instrument in Brian Wilson’s practice (Brian Wilson 

Songwriter Part 1 2011, Disc 2, 00:03). 

In order to interrogate the term “studio as an instrument,” it is useful to first examine 

perceptions of what constitutes a musical instrument and a studio. The Oxford Dictionary 

defines a musical instrument as “an object or device for producing musical sounds.” Studios 

are primarily produced to capture these sounds. They can be manipulated with signal 

processors and, more recently, be edited with editing software. The degree to which these 

sounds are manipulated is largely style-specific. For example, most recently in the style of 

pop, the timbre of a voice is often significantly altered as a result of compression and 

equalization. The end result still sounds like a human voice. Nonetheless, it is polished and 

processed, at least compared to an acoustic vocal performance. In other styles, however, the 

voice may be altered so significantly that it becomes unrecognizable: it does not sound like a 

human voice. Typically, musical instruments rely on some form of human gestural 

interaction. It may be possible to momentarily maintain an organ producing sound without 

human presence. For all of its functions to be used, however, it requires constant or at least 

frequent human interaction. Player pianos can operate without frequent human gestural 

interaction, although humans have a large degree of control over its pitch, rhythm, dynamics 

and to some degree timbre.  

Drawing links between recording technologies and instruments can be tenuous. In contrast to 

conventional musical instruments, recording technologies are not designed to produce musical 

sounds; rather, they record or filter sound sources. They can also produce sound artifacts such 

as a tape hiss, digital error clips or room noise. Within recording discourses, attitudes towards 

these sounds are often discussed in relation to their impact on the recording.  They form part 

of a broader vernacular used within the field for describing sonic effects. These discussions 

are also informed by broader attitudes towards aesthetics and value. Sound artifacts associated 

with the operation of recording media are often embellished on pop music recordings. For 

example, artificial tape noise or damaging the tape on a tape machine for sonic effect 

emphasizes the sound artifacts of the medium. This process can be observed in Michael 

Jackson’s “Butterflies” from the 2001 album Invincible. In line with popular practices 

employed in pop styles of the time, an artificial vinyl record crackling sound is present on the 

digital recording. In this context, linking sound artifacts produced by recording formats with 

socially constructed notions of what constitutes a music performance in pop styles seem at 

odds. I propose that the notion of the “studio as an instrument” concerns the relationships 

between studio technology and conventional instruments. It relates to instances where the use 
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of recording technology transforms instruments into something considerably different to the 

acoustic sound source. I wish to argue this point by examining the use of treatments by Eno; 

specifically, the relationships between recording technologies and music instruments. 

3.2.3 “Treatments” in Roxy Music 

Eno developed into a studio-based songwriter over a number of years. This process began 

with his time in Roxy Music. In some contrast to the fine art and avant-garde focus of his time 

in college, Roxy Music was a progressive glam rock band. His exposure to art scenes is 

evident in his contributions within the band. Although he did not play any instruments, he 

manipulated and filtered the timbres of individual rock-style instruments. This process 

contributed considerably to their sound. It was also uncommon at the time. Sheppard 

explains, “I think from today’s perspective it’s actually quite difficult to understand the sheer 

weirdness that was processing other instruments, even the idea of treatments … These were 

alien terms” (Brian Eno - 1971-1977: The Man Who Fell To Earth, 2011). Further 

demonstrating that his studio-based songwriting practice was in the early stages of 

development, Eno is not credited for songwriting or production in Roxy Music. Rather, he is 

credited for performing synthesizers and providing “treatments.” Despite his absence from the 

songwriting process, however, these treatments have a significant impact on the songs.  

During his time with Roxy Music, their sound consisted of three dominant components; first, 

atmospheric, synthetically layered sounds provided by Eno; second, typical rock-style 

instruments, such as drum kit, bass, guitar and male vocals; and third, Eno’s manipulations of 

these instruments. Eno plays a significant role in each of these three components. This is 

demonstrated in “Ladyton,” a song from their 1972 self-titled album: Roxy Music. It is a mix 

of typical rock band instruments and synthetically produced sounds. The intro section is a 

combination of atmospheric sounds, followed by the verse section of drums, bass, guitar and 

vocals. Sounds similar to those used in the intro are added to further sections later. “If There’s 

Something” from Roxy Music predominately consists of slide guitars within a typical country 

music ensemble of drums, bass, guitar and vocals. The guitar solo that occurs later in the 

song, however, diverts from this style. It begins with a slight overdrive effect, and then 

becomes increasingly manipulated by Eno through signal processing. Consequently, it sounds 

less and less like a typical electric guitar. The resultant sound challenges perceptions of the 

way in which electric guitar should sound in country music styles. Their second album, For 

Your Pleasure, employs a similar juxtaposition of treatments by Eno with typical rock band 

timbres. However, his treatments in 1973 on their third album, Stranded, are more dissonant. 
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The use of chromatic scale runs and dissonant chords result in greater harmonic complexity. 

As a result, they are more prominent on the recording. 

Throughout the songs on these albums, the instrument parts that Eno does not perform or 

filter have predominantly consistent timbres. Each song is differentiated by his “treatments.” 

These treatments provide critical contrasting elements such as dynamics, timbre and texture. 

They function as auxiliary textures to the conventional drum, bass, guitar and vocal parts. Eno 

had left the band for their next album from 1974 Country Life, and his absence is sonically 

obvious. The album features some studio manipulations, such as the use of a phaser effect on 

the introduction of “Out of The Blue,” however, it is more typically rock in its overall sound 

and style. 

3.2.4 Solo Work 

In his solo work, Eno extended his roles within the production process by adding melody, 

chords and lyric parts. On Here Comes the Warm Jets (1973), he produced, wrote and 

provided lead vocals. As a result, he had more control over the sound than he did with Roxy 

Music. In contrast to the more atmospheric sounds he provided for Roxy Music, Here Comes 

The Warm Jets consists of sounds based on sawtooth waveforms. They have a constant 

presence throughout the songs. While Eno experimented with timbres and textures, the album 

has common verse/chorus structures and catchy melodies, which are present in much of glam 

rock styles, including Roxy Music. Eno uses emerging studio technology to reorient 

alternative Art music compositional approaches with pop styles. Parts of the album resemble 

the art music practices, with dissonant and almost atonal characteristics (“Sky Saw”, for 

example). However, some sections of the album also follow more conventional song structure 

(“I’ll Come Running,” for example). 

Eno began using studio-based songwriting practices in the production of his 1975 album 

Another Green World. Treatments that he was known for in Roxy Music remained an 

important component. The importance of these treatments in the production process, however, 

were enhanced because of their direct role in aiding in the construction of the melody, lyric 

and chord parts, through their position within the production process. Another important 

component in his studio-based songwriting practices was the use of a diverse range of 

instrumentalists. Geeta Dayal notes that the album was recorded with a “hodgepodge of 

performers and instruments and ideas, with Eno at the helm of the ship” (Dayal 2009). Eno 

recorded these instruments separately. Each session consisted of a different instrument, “One 
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day it would be a cello, another day a marimba. Trombone. Anything. I couldn’t play any of 

them” (Dayal 2009, 28). In contrast to his earlier solo works – and work he was involved with 

in Roxy Music – Another Green World is based heavily on studio constructed or manipulated 

sounds. These sounds had previously functioned as an additional auxiliary layer. The 

increased presence of studio manipulations is demonstrated in his experiments with 

microphones. He set himself the task of making a piece of music based on a trombone and a 

swinging microphone from a ceiling (Dayal 2009). The action of a microphone swinging 

from a ceiling impacts on the recorded sound of the trombone significantly. As the 

microphone swings closer to the trombone, it becomes louder in volume, and as it swings 

away the volume of the trombone decreases. Moreover, the sound of the trombone becomes 

mixed with the sound of the reflections of the trombone in the recording space. Due to the 

movement of the microphone and the acoustics of the room, the sound may not be identifiable 

through socially formed constructs of the way people imagine a trombone should sound. 

Eno distinguishes himself from other producers when describing his attitudes towards 

technologies available in particular recording studios. He argues that some producers are 

inflexible in regard to which technologies they require to produce music: 

Some producers go in, and they say, "Have you got the Lexicon 224 
echo? Have you got this, have you got that? Oh, you haven't got that? 
I can't work here." Suddenly their world crumbles because you don't 
happen to have the new Eventide D949 phaser, or whatever it is, and 
they can't envisage working without this. (Aikin, Jim. 1985) 

Eno has a “make do” attitude to recording studios and their associated technologies. He 

makes use of whatever recording technologies are available in each particular studio. They are 

“his instrument” (Aikin, Jim. 1985) He says: 

Another example would be when you're faced with a guitar that only 
has five strings. You don't say, "Oh God, I can't play anything on 
this." You say, "I'll play something that only uses five strings, and I'll 
make a strength of that. That will become part of the skeleton of the 
composition." That's really what I mean, that any constraint is part of 
the skeleton that you build the composition on – including your own 
incompetence. (Aikin, Jim. 1985) 
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3.2.5 Producing for Others 

From the 1980s onwards, Eno continued to record solo work. However, he also took on the 

role of producing for other artists. Due to this transition, he removed himself from the role of 

songwriter and returned to providing “treatments.” His studio-based songwriting practices 

remained in his producing style. They directly facilitated the composition of the melody, 

chords and lyrics. For instance, Eno cut and joined parts of instrumental tracks together to 

make songs using tape machines for U2 (Zak 2001). Within this process, “bits of recorded 

music-making were mixed and matched, spliced and altered, deleted and revived” (Gracyk 

1996, 49).  U2 improvised an instrumental non-vocal performance for a period while being 

recorded. Then, Eno or The Edge listened back to the recordings of the improvised session 

and pieced together a song structure. From there, Bono or The Edge composed a vocal 

melody and lyrics over the edited track. The band later returned to record a version of the 

song that, structurally speaking, follows the edits Eno or The Edge constructed – and Eno 

conducted (Flanagan 1996). In this instance, he worked with tape. He cut and looped certain 

parts, as he described in his lecture in 1979. Similar approaches were also employed in his 

production for Coldplay. Gracyk argues that Eno “exemplifies the rock tradition” by making 

backing tracks with no particular plans before he joins tapes together and overdubbing a 

melody line (1996, 49). He adds: “When Eno constructed the basic track, its identity was 

fundamentally ambiguous. It was unfinished, open ended, and could become one work or it 

could be another” (1996, 49). We can see, here, that these processes also exemplify the 

traditions of studio-based songwriting. The studio-based songwriting practices directly 

determine the structure of the song. 

3.2.6 Analogue Versus Digital 

Descriptions of Eno using the studio as an instrument, his thinking towards cybernetics and 

his view that he is an anti-musician are further demonstrated in his attitudes towards analogue 

and digital technologies. In 1999, some years after the widespread emergence and uptake of 

digital recording technologies, he outlines a clear preference for analogue technologies over 

digital. In an article he wrote for industrial magazine Wired, Eno explains: 

Now I’m struck by the insidious, computer-driven tendency to take 
things out of the domain of muscular activity and put them into the 
domain of mental activity. This transfer is not paying off. Sure 
muscles are unreliable, but they represent several million years of 
accumulated finesse. Musicians enjoy drawing on that finesse, so 
when muscular activity is rendered useless, the creative process is 
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frustrated. (Eno 1999) 

Eno’s preference for analogue and his criticism of digital technologies, contrasts with the 

dominance of digital recording technology used in contemporary Pop styles. Eno resists large-

scale shifts towards digital technologies in his recording practice. Additionally, his preference 

for analogue technologies contrasts with the multiple ways in which digital technology can be 

used to manipulate sound. Frith and Zagorski-Thomas (2012) agree. They state: “analogue 

recording is a kind of ‘service industry’ to the creative practice of musicians whilst digital 

systems encourage the creative practice of manipulating and distorting musical performances” 

(2012, 4). Throughout this section, we can see that Eno is considerably self aware of his 

practices and the decisions he makes during his production process. Consequently, it is 

worthwhile examining the relationships between his thinking and the broader field. 

Debates surrounding differences between analogue and digital recording formats are often 

centered on sound fidelity. These debates broadly cover both music production and 

consumption technologies (for example, tape machines versus DAWs and vinyl records 

versus CDs). There are varying sonic characteristics between analogue and digital. The value 

that people place on these characteristics is informed by broader attitudes towards value and 

aesthetics. Eno does not, however, participate in this debate. His attitudes to digital recording 

might be understood through the “fetishization” of recording technologies that commonly 

occurs among people within the field of record production. Lousie Meintjes (2012) uses the 

term “fetish” in order to understand attitudes towards a well-known and highly prized 

analogue console (SSL4048 G Series Console) that was installed in a revamp of Downtown 

studios. She argues that it functions as a form of technological capital (2012, 278). Her work 

demonstrates that the technologies that are valued within studios are necessarily made 

mysterious by those with specific knowledge within the field. A quick look at industrial 

magazine publication, Audio Technology, or Internet forums such as Gear Slutz show that 

“gear” is frequently fetishized. I build on these ideas later on. However, Eno’s make-do 

attitude to recording technologies seems at odds with his attitudes to technologies as fetish. 

In his remarks, Eno describes his interactions with machines as if they are musical 

instruments. Accordingly, it is productive to make comparisons with his views on analogue 

recording technologies with digital instruments. The advent of digital technologies during the 

1980s had a number of implications for a number of acoustic instruments. This is 

demonstrated with the advent and development of digital pianos. While many advancements 
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have been made, some would still argue that there are critical differences in the way the keys 

on a digital piano react to human interaction. Yet, the principles of playing both a digital and 

acoustic piano are similar. The same is true of other digital instruments such as electric drum 

kits. They are designed to miminize disruptions that may occur moving from the acoustic 

instrument that they emulate. The difference between using a tape machine and a personal 

computer system, however, is considerable. On the one hand, a pianist could move between 

an acoustic piano and a digital piano without significant disruption to their playing. While 

they may not like the action of the keys or the sound of the samples, they could still play it. 

On the other hand, a tape machine requires specific knowledge for operation and frequent 

maintenance. Computer systems have significantly different knowledge requirements. A 

recordist could not simply transfer their skills between the two machines. This transfer of 

skills requires a degree of learning. 

Eno’s attitudes might also be understood as a workflow preference. Similar attitudes are 

present in discussions of preferences between DAWs such as Pro Tools or Logic. He situates 

the advent of tape recording as a significant event in recording history. Unlike other formats, 

he argues, tape is malleable, mutable, “cuttable” and reversible: “The effect of tape was that it 

really put music in a spatial dimension, making it possible to squeeze the music, or expand it” 

(2004, 128) The gestural processes involved, however, differ to that of a DAW. Within a 

DAW, these are predominantly made with a mouse, keyboard or control surface. It is a 

comparatively simple task. Reversing a tape requires manually adjusting a machine. Yet 

reversing an audio clip within a DAW merely requires accurate mouse positioning and clicks. 

Here, the comparison is primarily gestural. He is critical of how humans interface with 

computers; the muscular activity between humans and analogue devices is a better way of 

engaging with technologies. On tape the processes are manual, such as cutting tape, splicing, 

turning knobs and pulling faders. These processes are known as “destructive” because they 

cannot easily be undone. Taylor (2001) notes concerns musicians have had with the 

increasing complexity of hardware and where software has begun to replace hardware. He 

claims this has “caused some musicians to worry about what is happening to their control 

over their own sounds, their own music” (Taylor 2001, 110). Taylor says Eno, while being “a 

long advocate of music technology, has growing doubts” (Taylor 2001, 110). However, Eno’s 

use of term “insidious” to describe digital productions suggests his position is far more than 

just doubtful. His comments suggest he believes digital technologies inhibit his preferred 

workflow, which centers around a specific relationship between humans and analogue 

technologies. 
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By positioning the studio as an instrument, analogue tape machines and hard disk recording 

systems become not merely media for transmitting sound. Rather, they are constructed as 

instruments. These attitudes can be compared with musicians who play typical rock 

instruments. The style and brand of instruments musicians choose to perform with play a role 

in their position within their field. While on some level this is similar to discussion of 

technology among people within music production, the gestural focus of Eno’s discussions 

are better coupled with discussions of rock instruments, such as the electric guitar. Having the 

knowledge to make distinctions between a Fender and Gibson electric guitar, for example, 

helps guitarists build their reputation with other guitarists and audiences. These discussions 

are often detailed emotive and personal reactions to the interactions the musician has with the 

instrument. These reactions have been understood through conceptions of the guitar as phallic 

a symbol or feminine. In the first instance, the aesthetics of electric guitar are symbolic of a 

phallus, while, in the second instance, some rock guitarists feminize their instrument through 

the way in which they discuss and play it (Bayton 1993). While such gender politics are not 

as present in the way in which Eno frames tape machines, there are some striking similarities 

in the emotiveness of his attitudes. 

3.3 The Beach Boys 

During the 1960s, the sound and style of The Beach Boys was transformed by an increased 

engagement with recording technologies during their songwriting process. In this section, I 

explore the processes and conditions from which this occurred. This period marks a 

significant departure from some of the approaches implemented on their previous albums 

where they predominately reproduced live performances, and used minimal signal processing. 

This is represented in the standard size and composition of the rock and roll styled ensemble 

they used. Conversely, on their 1966 album that arguably epitomizes their transformation, Pet 

Sounds, a range of non-rock instruments are used along with significant processing of more 

typical rock instruments. In chapter 2, I cautioned about constructing a binary of captured 

sound and studio-constructed sounds in recording practice throughout the twentieth century. 

Similarly, I would like to preface my analysis of a transformation in the music of The Beach 

Boys by stating that it develops over a number of albums and years. During this time there 

was a combination of both live and studio sounds. A transformation in style, nonetheless, 

occurred in their sound. I argue that such transformations were the result of studio-based 

songwriting. 
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3.3.1 Surf Culture And Sound 

The 1960s was a period of significant cultural change. It saw the emergence of a counter 

culture within a generation of youth, currently referred to as “Baby Boomers.” They sought to 

counter gender, racial and class imbalances. Pop music functioned as a catalyst for this 

generation to voice their views.8 The Beach Boys reflected the culture of early 1960s 

California, which was closely associated with the broader counter culture. Their name, album 

cover art, clothing and stage design projected imagery of youth, cars, and 

surfing. This imagery is also present in their song titles. “Surfin’ Safari,” “Surfin’ USA,”  

“Surfer Girl,” “All Summer Long,” “Summer Days,” “Little Deuce Coupe” and “I Get 

Around,” for instance, suggest that these cultures were inextricable. In his lyrical analysis of 

their music, Lambert (2007) illustrates a connection between aesthetics, culture and 

place. This connection can also be seen in other bands popular throughout the period. The 

liner notes of the surf rock 1987 album, Surfin' Craze, by The Fantastic Baggy's is 

telling. Their manager, Lou Adler, writes: "Within the record industry in the past few years, 

sounds on records have been associated with and referred to by the area in which they are 

produced... As in the history of the United States, development seems to go from east to west, 

for in the last two years the West Coast Sound, or as it is sometimes called, the Surfin Sound, 

has busted wide open with such outstanding producer-writer talents as Brian Wilson." Here, 

he explicates the inextricable relationship between the record industry, its aesthetics and 

location.  

The sound and style of The Beach Boys have several distinguishable components. These 

consist of their use of instrumentation, associated timbres, chord progressions, and vocal 

harmonies. Their choice of instrumentation draws heavily from rock and roll styles, which 

were established some years earlier. These include drum kit, electric bass (or occasionally 

acoustic bass in, for example, “Surfin’ Safari”) and electric guitars. The volume dynamics of 

the instrumentation is typically static. Sections are segmented by the addition and subtraction 

of instruments. Electric guitars often feature “slapback” reverb and delay effects. These are a 

distinct stylistic signifier of surf instrumental music, which had developed some years earlier 

through the music of Dick Dale and the Del-Tones. This is demonstrated in The Beach Boys’ 

instrumental piece “Misirlou” and the instrumental section of “Surfin’ USA.” During this 

period, chord progressions of their songs commonly draw from Blues styles, particularly the 

twelve-bar blues progression. “Surfin’ USA” and “Surfin’ Safari” are examples of the use of 

                                                   
8 This argument has been made across a number of works including, Hale (2011) and Mayhew (2006). 
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these chords. A critical component that distinguishes The Beach Boys from other surf groups 

from this period is their vocal harmonies. They were influenced by the four-part barbershop 

quartet style vocals of The Four Freshman (Fusilli 2005). These harmonies function in three 

distinct ways. First, they enhanced the texture of their melodic hooks. Second, they provided 

means for a “call and response” technique. Third, they provided additional harmonic 

accompaniment by spelling out the notes of the chords with “woo” and “ah” 

sounds. Their recordings, featuring stereo mixes that were uncommon at the time, highlight 

the considerable emphasis placed on the positioning and intonation of these harmonies. 

Over the course of their career, The Beach Boys occasionally recorded covers of songs by 

other artists. As it was particularly common during the surf era, this practice provides an 

important insight into their surf sound and style. For example, the 1963 song “Surfin’ USA” 

(1963) was based on the 1957 Chuck Berry song “Sweet Little Sixteen.” The original work 

draws from the style of rock and roll with a blues chord progression and lyrics that reference a 

teenage girl. In a musicological respect, “Surfin’ USA” is quite similar to “Sweet Little 

Sixteen.” It has similar chords and melody. The melodic cadence phrasing used to conclude 

the sections of The Beach Boys version, however, is slightly more extended than “Sweet 

Little Sixteen.” Further, the lyrics of “Surfin’ USA” situate surf culture as a global 

phenomenon.  

Due to tensions between the similarities and differences of the cover and original, the 

songwriting credits of “Surfin’ U.S.A” have a complex history. These tensions demonstrate 

that Wilson’s practices were pioneering within the music industry. They resulted in no clear-

cut legal strategy for deciding the authorship of the song. At present, it is credited as written 

by both Wilson and Berry. The song was originally credited as written by Wilson. He has 

given two different, slightly contradictory accounts of the writing process. First, he has 

claimed that the song was inspired by “Sweet Little Sixteen.” Second, he has claimed that he 

began the song by changing the lyrics to “Sweet Little Sixteen” (Lambert 2007, 64). 

Following the threat of legal action, the songwriting credits were changed to Berry. Lambert 

(2007, 64) considers these complexities that arise in relation to authorship and similarities in 

the melodies.  

I wish to now leave the politics associated with authorship and credits aside and consider the 

role of music production of the song. In doing so, it is possible to focus on the way in which 

key differences between the two versions demonstrate the development of the sound and style 

of their music. The presence of the key components in their sound (instrumentation, timbre of 
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instruments, chord progressions, and vocal harmonies), and their ability to create distinctions, 

show their importance in the construction of their sound. The melodies and chords, 

conversely, draw significantly from rock and roll. “Surfin’ USA” demonstrates that many of 

the components of surf music are interchangeable with rock and roll. This example suggests 

that the melody, chords and lyric parts of their songs are of lesser importance in constructing 

their sound and style than the production approaches to the arrangements and performance. 

Wilson changed the melody, chords and lyrics. He made minor adjustments to the melody and 

completely replaced the lyrics. In my analysis of covers, and their relationship to the role of 

songwriting in 2.8.4, I reference Cusic's argument that covers can transcend genres (2010,  

298). Given the politics that surround the credits of the song, coupled with the significant 

changes to the lyrics, the classification of this work as a ‘cover’ is arguably tenuous. 

However, it demonstrates that the parts of the melody and chords that appear in “Surfin’ 

U.S.A” subvert traditions and signifiers of genre. The use of melody, lyrics and chords also 

further bring into question the value of these parts in music production and songs. 

3.3.2 Shift to a Focus on a Studio-Constructed Sound 

The beginning of the surf period in the music of The Beach Boys can be pinpointed to the 

release of their debut album, Surfin’ Safari (1962). Locating the beginning of their studio-

constructed style, however, is more problematic. Pet Sounds has been positioned as the site of 

a change in their style. Lambert (2007) notes that it will be remembered as a landmark 

moment in that style of songwriting. Additionally, Heiser states: “1966 was the year that both 

Wilson and The Beach Boys’ status had been suddenly upgraded from passé to progressive 

thanks to their album Pet Sounds (1966)” (2012, under “Introduction”). Others have situated 

the change in 1965. Music critic Unterberger states: “Surf/hot rod/beach themes were 

permanently retired in favour of late-adolescent, early-adult romance on this album” (A, n.d.). 

The following album, Summer Days (And Summer Nights!), however, features a number of 

songs that reproduce the sound and style of surf music. This is demonstrated in their 

commercially successful single “California Girls.” With these considerations, pinpointing the 

“permanent retirement” of surf themes here seems premature. Unterberger (B, n.d.) in his 

review of Summer Days (And Summer Nights!), later acknowledges the return to surf themes 

on the following album. He states that it features “throwbacks to the empty-headed summer 

filler of previous days”. While the shift in “status” appears sudden, and there are shifts in style 

and sound in The Beach Boys Today!, the process by which a transition occurs is over a 

number of years. I explore this further in chapter 6, in regard to the politics of the production 

roles on their first album. It is important to note here, however, that this transformation was 
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facilitated by a series of further developments through until Smile, the unfinished album that 

followed Pet Sounds. These developments include advances in recording technologies, studio 

processes such as tape synthesis, adding new instruments, and splicing sections. 

During their surf period, there were a number of shifts in recording studios and recording 

practice. Certain commercially successful bands were provided increased time in recording 

studios to produce their songs. For example, The Beatles recording practices shifted from 

recording their early albums over a one-day period, to spending a number of months 

recording. I explore this in more detail in chapter 5. However, in the context of a transition in 

their sound and style, it is important to note that as one of the most commercial successful 

bands contracted to Capitol Records, The Beach Boys were given an increased amount of 

studio time to complete their albums. This resulted in a greater opportunity to engage with 

recording technologies during the songwriting process. Further, it contributed to their 

transformation in sound and style.  

Both industrial and academic discourses have positioned Wilson at the vanguard of the uptake 

of advances in record technology during the 1960s (Butler 2012). In this section, my analysis 

provides further evidence of this, specifically within his studio-based songwriting approaches. 

His approaches coincided with a number of advances. For example, the capabilities of multi-

tracking technology shift, as did the associated practices for recording with this technology in 

Pop. In line with these advances, in 1963 Wilson began double tracking instruments in his 

songs. This process involved double tracking voices; a practice that later became important to 

their sound. Along the backdrop of accounts that position his practices as pioneering, 

Wilson’s approach to recent technologies and techniques was at times surprisingly cautious. 

Stereo recording become a popular mode of music practice and consumption in the 1960s, 

despite its invention some years earlier. Wilson rejected stereo mixing approaches in favor of 

mono. He insisted that his songs should be heard in mono; although they were subsequently 

mixed in stereo (Guttenberg 2014).  

3.3.3 Use of Hired Studio Session Musicians 

A significant component in the transformation in the sound and style of The Beach Boys was 

the addition of hired studio session musicians for the recording sessions. In 1965, Brian 

Wilson hired a group of session musicians, unofficially known as “The Wrecking Crew,” to 

perform many of the non-vocal instruments during the recording sessions. Along with “The 

Muscle Shoals Rhythm Section,” “The Funk Brothers,” The Wrecking Crew formed part of a 
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broader trend in pop music production in which session musicians performed many of the 

non-vocal parts of the music. A distinction between this trend and The Beach Boys, however, 

is that they rarely played on recordings of a band whose members could form the same basic 

ensemble, as was the case with The Beach Boys. They were present on recordings from 

Beach Boys Today to Pet Sounds. Prior to this, the rhythm sections of their music were 

performed in recording sessions by members of The Beach Boys. In contrast to The Beach 

Boys, The Wrecking Crew consisted of classically and jazz trained session musicians, who 

had previously worked with Phil Spector (Brian Wilson Songwriter Part 1 2011, Disc 1, 

01:07).  Their inclusion in these sessions can be explained by a number of factors: first, the 

prior associations between The Wrecking Crew and Spector; second, the admiration that 

Wilson had for Spector; and third, Wilson ceasing touring with the rest of the band. Due to his 

absence, he produced most of the recordings while the remainder of the band was on tour. The 

Wrecking Crew provided the means to undertake this process. 

The relationship of Wilson with other members of The Beach Boys and The Wrecking Crew 

differ significantly. The drummer for The Wrecking Crew, Hal Blaine, attributes this to the 

family dynamics within The Beach Boys. The other members were either his brothers or 

cousins. According to Blaine, they would frequently reject his ideas: “But all of a sudden 

Brian was with all these pros and he was getting what he wanted” (Brian Wilson Songwriter 

Part 1 2011, Disc 2 0:04). Bass player from the Wrecking Crew, Carole Kaye attributes this 

to a change in style in the way in which Wilson worked. She states that Wilson was in “total 

control” of the recording process (Brian Wilson Songwriter Part 1 2011). A key component 

of the relationship between Wilson and The Wrecking Crew was the verbal interactions that 

acted as a mode of communicating his ideas. Blaine notes that Wilson provided detailed 

instructions on the production to the session musicians. (Brian Wilson Songwriter Part 1 

2011, Disc 2 0:04). They were not provided recordings of vocal melodies during the sessions 

but, rather, a “working track” (Brian Wilson Songwriter Part 1 2011, Disc 1, 1:12). 

Harmonica player Tommy Morgan agrees: "You'd sit with a music stand with a blank piece of 

paper, waiting for Brian to give you your notes. He knew exactly what he wanted. He had 

every note in his head” (Brian Wilson Songwriter Part 1 2011, Disc 2, 0:03). According to 

Blaine, this gave the session musicians the false impression that the songs were 

musicologically “simple.” It was not until they heard them completed that their complexities 

became apparent. Wilson notes that this process was important in his practice: “Once they are 

out of my head and into the open air, I can see them and touch then firmly”. He adds: “Then 

the song starts to blossom and become a real thing” (Zak 2001, 29). 
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These workflows had a distinct impact on the resultant sound. Author and historian Domenic 

Priore notes the result was a studio-constructed performance of the recording sessions for 

“California Girls:” 

you’re not hearing a specific instrument. It’s the sweep of the record. 
It’s more about the whole. And so music isn’t coming from a band so 
much it’s coming from a creative idea that’s translated onto tape via 
instruments. But the instruments specifically aren’t the important part. 
You’re not listening to somebody jamming. You’re listening to 
people making sounds. And that’s how Brian Wilson was starting to 
become really unique, not just a record producer but musical entity. 
(Brian Wilson Songwriter Part 1 2011) 

3.3.4 Use of Non-rock Instruments 

A second significant component in the transformation in the sound and style of The Beach 

Boys was the addition of non-rock instruments. During the 1960s, as music production moved 

away from the trend of recording all of the instruments live, some musicians started to 

experiment with non-rock instruments as overdubs. While The Wrecking Crew predominately 

provided rock style instruments such as drums and guitar, Wilson played a number of non-

rock instruments. For example, Wilson is credited for xylophone and marimba on All Summer 

Long. These instruments provide chordal accompaniment, which were previously 

predominately provided by the electric guitars. The use of non-rock instruments was the result 

of his desire for specific timbral qualities. Peter Ames Carlin notes that Wilson used a range 

of “exotic” instruments that he had found within the recording studio (Brian Wilson 

Songwriter Part 1 2011, Disc 2, 00:28).  He adds: “And if they couldn’t find a percussion 

thing to make the right sound then he would just figure out a way to use a water jug” (Brian 

Wilson Songwriter Part 1 2011, Disc 2, 00:28). A theremin is present in the chorus sections of 

“Good Vibrations.” It plays a repeated melodic motif that slides between pitches. A high pitch 

component is dominant in its timbre. These non-rock instruments feature frequently 

throughout Pet Sounds. They provide a specific function within the production. The 

instruments help segment the songs into verse, chorus and bridge structures. With the 

exception of the instrumental coda section, the theremin is used exclusively in the chorus 

sections of “Good Vibrations.” In regard to the song’s harmonic rhythm and non-vocal 

instrumentation, however, the coda section is an instrumental version of the chorus. The part 

creates textural distinctions between the verse, chorus and bridge sections. The theremin is 

placed in a dominant position within a dense texture of instruments and multilayered vocal 

parts. The use of these instruments coincides with what Peter Ames Carlin notes were 
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“sophisticated” arrangements, including “unexpected” chord changes (Brian Wilson 

Songwriter Part 1 2011, Disc 2, 00:21). The distinct textural variations between sections used 

on Pet Sounds complement the often complex chord structures with secondary dominants, key 

modulations and complex melodies. Due to the structural and tonal ambiguity of some 

sections, the timbral distinctions of each section help distinguish typical Pop style verse, 

chorus and bridge structures. 

There is a similar relationship between The Beach Boys’ and The Beatles’ use of non-rock 

instruments in their music. The broader relationships are also significant. Jan Butler states that 

Brian Wilson “revolutionized the world of popular music through his experiments with record 

production. This resulted in Pet Sounds in 1966, inspiring the Beatles to revolutionize music 

further through Sgt. Pepper” (Butler 2012, 223). However, it is rumored that, as a result of 

recreational drugs and compounded by listening to The Beatles’ 1966 album Sgt. Peppers 

Lonely Hearts Club Band, Brian Wilson suffered a mental breakdown and was unable to 

participate in the band for a number of years (Petridis 2011). Due to the technological 

limitations of performing in large stadiums, a long period of touring, and controversies 

resulting from political remarks made by John Lennon, The Beatles ceased touring in 1966 

(Krerowicz 2013). This provided them with more time to focus on the recording process. 

Previously, they predominately wrote and produced their songs for their four-piece rock and 

roll style ensemble. Their practices and sound transformed, however, as a result of studio-

based songwriting practices. This transformation can be observed, for example, in accounts of 

the recording processes of “Strawberry Fields Forever.” Their Producer, George Martin, notes 

that they began creating songs that would not be performed live:  

And that new record started with Strawberry Fields. And that was 
going to be what became Pepper. It wasn’t Pepper. No one heard of 
Pepper. But it was a record that was going to be made in the studio. It 
was going to be songs which they had written which couldn’t be 
performed live. They were designed to be studio productions. And 
that was the difference. (The Beatles Anthology 1995, Part 6, 00:32) 

A significant part of the production of “Strawberry Fields Forever” is the use of the 

mellotron. Coupled with a brass section, the mellotron played the rhythmic and harmonic role 

that had previously been performed by their rock and roll style ensemble. 
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3.3.5 Tape Synthesis 

A third significant component in the transformation in the sound and style of The Beach Boys 

is Wilson’s use of tape synthesis. Along with providing a means to add different kinds of 

instruments to the production of songs, the changing technological landscape of the 1960s led 

to some musicians using tape machines to “fuse” two instruments together in order to make 

the sound of a single distinct instrument. This process is evident on “I Know There’s An 

Answer” from the 1966 album Pet Sounds. Here, a specific combination of an organ and tack 

piano9 playing a single melody results in a distinct timbre. Wilson states: “It’s really neither 

of those sounds. It’s like a completely new sound. A different sound. Combining one thing to 

make another thing. It’s amazing” (Moorefield 2005, 17). Each instrument has its own timbral 

qualities. When the two are positioned at a particular volume balance, however, the sound of 

the two instruments creates the sound of a single instrument. 

For Bruce Johnston, Wilson’s informal training in music was a significant factor in the way in 

which he approached these kinds of processes: “[Wilson] didn’t know any better. He’d say 

“lets get the two accordions for God Only Knows, lets try this, so he was so open because he 

didn’t have formal training (Brian Wilson Songwriter Part 1 Disc 2, 00:34). In contrast to 

Johnston’s statement, Wilson attributes this technique to the practices of Phil Spector. Wilson 

regularly observed sessions at Gold Star Studios, where Spector produced many of his records 

(Brian Wilson Songwriter Part 1 2011, 01:31). He drew from the thick textures of the Wall of 

Sound approach. This technique involved the layering of the same instrument, or various 

instruments, thus resulting in a dense texture. Prior to this, the textural density of pop and 

rock and roll recordings was typically made up of the same number of instruments in the live 

ensemble. Spector revolutionized music production in pop styles with the Wall of Sound. 

Lambert explains this process is like “instrumental colours” (Brian Wilson Songwriter Part 1 

2011, 00:56). He adds: “Which is the kind of thing we think about anytime you talk about 

orchestration, of the possibility of taking an oboe and a flute, and then when they play the 

same melody at the same time in unison, you’ve actually created a new instrument. It’s 

neither the oboe or the flute, but some hybrid” (Brian Wilson Songwriter Part 1 2011, 00:56). 

Wilson was heavily influenced by the production work of producer Phil Spector (Brian 

Wilson Songwriter Part 1 2011, 01:31). Wilson describes Spector as the biggest inspiration in 

his life. Bass player from the Wrecking Crew, Carole Kaye, who worked with both Spector 

                                                   
9 A ‘tack piano’ is a modified piano in which tacks or nail are used to produce a metallic sound. 
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and Wilson, notes that the distinction between the two was that Spector was a producer. 

Wilson, on the other hand, was a composer and would compose in the studio. 

Part of the significance of Wilson’s use of synthesis can be identified within its historical and 

current context. The early use and development of sound synthesis can be situated within the 

avant-garde and electro-acoustic styles. His use of the technique within pop is significant due 

to the technological conditions of the time, coupled with audience and industrial expectations 

towards music production. Multi-tracking technology allowed four or eight individual tracks. 

Lewisohn’s (2013) work demonstrates that the sound of music production in pop styles was 

the result of specific use of available tracks on four to eight track recorders. This process 

required recording and mixing a group of instruments onto a single track. These practices 

were production norms. However, his use of synthesis required two of these limited tracks. 

Given his preference for four-track tape recorders, it was a significant technical achievement 

that he balanced the technological challenges with social expectations. Since the 1980s, the 

widespread advent of digital technologies has resulted in the common use of synthesis in pop 

styles. Techniques such as additive synthesis available in DAWs, have made this process 

simple, relative to Wilson’s approach. 

3.3.6 Splicing Song Sections 

A third significant component in the transformation in the sound and style of The Beach Boys 

was the use of tape splicing. Splicing is a process of cutting tape and rejoining with adhesive 

tape or glue at a different part. The technique has been discussed within popular music 

contexts as a revolutionary, yet time consuming, way of editing recorded music with magnetic 

tape (Zagorksi-Thomas 2014). I wish to discuss it within Wilson’s practice as both a editing 

and songwriting tool. Their 1966 single “Good Vibrations” is a collection of spliced together 

rhythm section recordings from a number of recording studios. He used splicing to allow parts 

of the song to be recorded at different times in different recording studios. This process can be 

heard in the transition from the verse 1 to chorus 1 sections. The transition from verse 2 to 

chorus 2 is smoother in its join and timing. In an interview with Rob Hughes, Wilson 

describes the process as long, but he was determined to complete the task (Pinnock 2012). He 

notes that the verse, chorus and bridge sections of the song were recorded in five different 

studios. The verse sections were recorded at Gold Star. The chorus sections were recorded at 

Western Recording Studios. The bridge section was recorded at Sunset Sound. However, the 

vocals were recorded in one location, Columbia Studios. Apart from the coda section, vocals 

are present throughout the entire song. 
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This process echoes rhetoric that the “studio is an instrument.” However, Domenic Priore, 

argues that Wilson’s processes expand beyond such descriptions: 

It’s not just the studio as an instrument. That’s a vague saying. He 
knows the tone and the pitch like a string or like you tune a guitar. 
You could tune echo in this room so it will sound this way. And he 
took the diversity of those rooms and played them. That big studio is 
his guitar. It’s real specific when they say the studio as an instrument, 
and Brian Wilson was the only guy who ever really utilized this in 
such a way. (Brian Wilson Songwriter Part 1 2011, 00:54) 

In his comments, Priore compares the manipulation and use of studio recording space with 

tuning an instrument. There are a number of problems with this statement. Musicologically, 

there are clear distinctions between each section of the song. Moving between studios 

facilitated these distinctions. The use and presence of space is not a significant factor. These 

distinctions are made as a result of the addition and subtraction of instruments and their 

“feel.” Further, the timbre of the recorded instruments indicate they were recorded with 

“close-miking” techniques. This minimizes acoustic reflections within the space. “Tuning” 

the space like an instrument has a minor impact on the sound of the song. Moreover, the 

minimal use of reverberant sounds is spatially distorted in mono versions. As noted, Wilson 

preferred mono, yet typically humans experience sound in stereo.  

The use of tape splicing to make distinctions through instrument sections is also demonstrated 

in the practices of The Beatles. “A Day In The Life” is a combination of two sections with an 

instrumental bridge. John Lennon wrote the A section and McCartney wrote the B section. 

Rehearsal tapes played on a documentary The Beatles Anthology demonstrate that these 

sections were recorded and developed separately. Unlike Wilson’s use of different studios, 

however, each section was recorded at Abbey Road. In order to join the two contrasting 

sections, The Beatles asked producer George Martin to construct an instrumental section that 

joined sections A and B. A transition was achieved through the composition of a studio 

constructed orchestral climactic section (the making of sgt. pepper's lonel hearts club band 

2013, 00:20). The broader significance of this technique can be understood by considering 

current contexts. Using digital recording systems, re-organizing the structure of a recording 

can be a simple and quick process. Here, large song structures (such as verse, chorus and 

bridge) or small song structures (such as individual bars) can be moved around with precision 

and ease. However, on analogue tape (which Wilson was using at this time) this process was 
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more time consuming, complex and “destructive.” Due to these factors, his practices were not 

only uncommon, but, also, they were revolutionary. 

3.4 Gotye 

The examples of Brian Eno and Brian Wilson predominantly focus on analogue technologies 

between the 1960s and 1970s. While I offer a more detailed analysis of practices that emerged 

following the advent of digital technologies in chapter 4, Gotye provides a more recent 

example of the ways in which songwriters use consumer technologies in their practice. 

Moreover, he provides an insight into the convergence of analogue and digital in a home 

recording environment. It should be noted that Gotye’s practice can be situated within a long 

history of home recording and its associated amateur and semi-professional practices dating 

back to the 1960s. I draw out the significance of Gotye’s placement in this history later in 

Chapter 5. However, for now I wish to focus on the practices and the ways in which they are 

discussed. On his album 2010 album Making Mirrors, Gotye reproduces a number of 

characteristics associated with pop styles. This is demonstrated in the melody and chords. 
Catchy riffs and chords accompany the vocal melody. Additionally, the vocal melodies 

feature “catchy” hooks. The aesthetics of pop are further reproduced in the music production. 

He used a mix of electronic and acoustic instruments. These result in rich and varied textures 

of sounds, many of which are familiar in pop styles. The percussion is a mix of human played 

drum kits and samples of percussive instruments. These parts are often filtered with signal 

processing that result in an electronic sound, while maintaining a human-like “groove” and 

“feel.” The production of the album suggests the use of audio samples. This is demonstrated 

in the horn part in the coda section of “Smoke and Mirrors” and at the beginning of “I Feel 

Better.” These parts sound like samples because their texture, timbre and “feel” differ to the 

other parts in the songs.  

While broadly discussing his processes, Gotye notes that his songwriting and recording 

processes emerge from “playing with sound.” These sounds can also feature non-instrument 

textures, for example “the reverb tail at the end of the trumpet note” (Gotye - Making Making 

Mirrors - a short documentary 2011). He describes this process as the “afterthought of 

sounds.” These sounds sometimes “catch him” and suggest a lyric or a melody to come about 

(Gotye - Making Mirrors - a short documentary 2011). The notion of having studio-

constructed sounds informing the vocal melody is a critical component of studio-based 

songwriting. I examine the way in which he uses virtual instruments, sampling and filtering 

sounds to aid in this process. 
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3.4.1 Virtualizing Instruments 

Many sounds on the Making Mirrors have what I would like to call idiosyncratic performance 

gestures. Performance gestures of conventional acoustic instruments are informed by their 

design and capabilities. Brass and woodwind instruments are monophonic due to their design, 

for example. As a result of their design, notions of specific timbres are naturalized by 

audiences as the way in which instruments should sound. As such, virtual instruments attempt 

to reproduce the sound of acoustic instruments. Such reproductions of these sounds have 

improved significantly in recent years with the changing technological landscape (Klein 

2015). Some instruments on Making Mirrors, however, do not follow these traditions. This is 

the result of a technique whereby Gotye records an instrument or group of sounds note-by-

note to create a virtual instrument. They are commonly pre-constructed and sold to 

consumers. An example of this is digital pianos. They are pre-constructed due to their banks 

of “pre-set” sounds. The sounds produced by digital pianos are representations of various 

pianos, such as an upright piano or grand piano. Gotye is critical of presets. While he 

recognizes that they play an important role in pop styles, he argues that they are “predictable.” 

By creating his own virtual instruments, he avoids reproducing presets in his recorded sound.  

Gotye’s use of virtual instruments is demonstrated in the sound of autoharp and a wire fence 

in his music production. He interacts with these virtual instruments by triggering the sampled 

notes with a MIDI controller. Due to this, the gestural interactions differ from the original 

instrument. For Gotye, the resultant sound is a “mutation.” During a self published 

documentary on his website, he is seen recording each note of the auto-harp into a sampler, 

which appears to be Pro Tools. In a 2011 self-published documentary on his YouTube 

website, he states: “I like the way that in virtualizing the instrument in this way it would 

become something unique”. This process allows the incorporation of instruments that he does 

not play “proficiently.” Attitudes towards proficiency on instruments are formed socially. 

Nonetheless, they have some form of quantifiable measures in regard to technique, speed and 

tone. He has autonomy over the way in which the instruments sound. Alternatively, to 

communicate such specific timbre requirements to a musician, he would be required to do this 

verbally. They may not perform it precisely how he wants it to sound. 

Gotye sampled the wire fence on a rural property. It was tuned to make specific notes when 

struck. The sound of the wire fence forms an important part of the production on “Eyes Wide 

Open.” He claims that he recoded samples of each note into Abelton Live. Using a feature 

called Drum Rack, he triggered the sounds on a variety of controllers including Novation 
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Launchpad, MIDI keyboard and drum pads. Gotye argues that this process can change the 

way in which a musician engages with an instrument. For example, the original auto-harp 

sounds strummed. When sampled into a sound bank and played with a keyboard MIDI 

controller, however, the sound changes significantly.  

Virtualizing instruments was a significant factor in Gotye’s ability to produce the sound in the 

majority of the instruments that occur on this album. With the exception of a bass guitar and 

female vocals, all of the instrumentation present on “Somebody I Used To Know” are 

credited to Gotye. This practice is not unusual or recent in popular music. For example, 

during the 1970s, Stevie Wonder performed all of the instrumentation on his songs “I 

Believe” and “Superstition,” except for the horn instruments. A key difference in Gotye’s 

practice is his use of recording technologies, coupled with his skills on piano, percussion and 

voice, to reproduce the sounds of instruments he cannot technically play. His instruments 

include voice, percussion and piano. His piano and percussion skills allow him to play MIDI 

keyboards and other control surfaces to perform instruments outside of his technical 

proficiency. 

3.4.2 Sampling 

Sample material is a dominant process in the production of Making Mirrors. A sample within 

“Somebody I Used To Know, “for example, originated from a guitar sample of an 

instrumental track. It plays the role of two-note riff that occurs throughout much of the song. 

In a 2012 interview, Gotye states that:  

It was just two downbeats and two offbeats, and I took the offbeats out and turned 
them into their own little kind of separate top line, and I then crafted a bass-note line 
out of the two bass notes in the first two beats in my track, and put these two sets of 
notes on top of each other to create a repetitive two-note loop that I found quite 
hypnotic. (Tingen 2012) 

For Gotye, the addition of drums coupled with the sample material, “prompted the reflective 

mood and the first two lines of lyrics, the first verse, and the first chorus” (Gotye - Making 

Making Mirrors - a short documentary 2011).  Following this, he added a “wobbly guitar-

sample melody.” Multi-tracking recording is crucial to this process. The technologies 

facilitated the linear recording of each idea. Within this process, each subsequent idea is 

informed by the sum of the previous ideas. The process of songwriting and recording are 

amalgamated. The basic songwriting elements of melody and lyrics are directly informed by 
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the use of recording technologies. Gotye claims that he finds a lot of his sample material from 

vinyl records local op shops: 

I’m just fascinated by the world of recorded music there is out there, I 
guess. The Internet makes it easier these days to discover otherwise 
forgotten music, but there’s something that draws me to digging. That 
pay off when you find something strange and unexpected. The ladies 
at the op shop are sometimes really surprised I’d want to listen to 
music from more than half a century ago. And on vinyl. But there’s so 
much stuff collecting dust in dollar bins. I like finding my own path 
through this history of recorded music. (Gotye - Making Making 
Mirrors - a short documentary 2011. 00:04) 

In his account, Gotye explains that op shopping results in random sample material. He also 

makes reference to the fact that not all recorded music is available in digital formats. Some 

material exists in the format of vinyl records. Here, he incorporates the notion of exclusivity 

of recorded sounds. 

3.4.3 Signal Processing 

Gotye uses the sound of media to filter the timbres of instruments. During the recording 

process of Making Mirrors, he used a TEAC A3340 quarter-inch tape machine to add 

harmonic distortion to instruments. Prior to the advent of digital recording mediums, quarter-

inch tape machines were the typical medium for recording. Commercial recording studios are 

now centered around digital hard-disk recording systems. For similar effect, he uses 

dictaphones and the built in microphone of his Macbook Pro laptop microphone. The 

microphones within these devices have a significantly reduced frequency spectrum. This 

produces a sound distinct from the studio condenser microphone. 

3.4.4 Constructing Value Through Collecting Media 

The previous case studies in this chapter exemplify the ways in which songwriters use 

technologies in commercial spaces. In contrast, Gotye works in a private space. I examine the 

wider significance of this in chapter 5. However, for now it is worthwhile considering the 

ways in which his consumption of technologies impact on his studio-based songwriting 

practice and resultant sound. In a commercial studio, technologies are typically installed in a 

fixed position. Wilson and Eno used these technologies like carpentry tools in a workshop. In 

his private space, Gotye frequently adds new technologies, most of which he sources himself. 

He places significant value on the way in which he consumes and collects technologies for 
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use in his practice. The key components of a commercial recording studio (including 

microphones, mixing consoles, recording systems, and signal processing hardware) are 

financially expensive. 

Attitudes towards value of these objects is often determined by the reputation of the brand 

associated with each of the technologies within these spaces. Gotye’s use of industrially well-

known and respected brands such as SSL and Neumann technologies plays into this discourse 

of value. However, he reorientates the focus of value towards vintage objects that are no 

longer mass-produced. These objects have specific subcultural value. This is demonstrated in 

his use of a Lowrey Cotillion D575 home organ. Gotye claims that his parents purchased it 

for him for $100 in a second-hand store. The organ is designed for home use. It is not portable 

for frequent use in live concerts. It follows the tradition of pianos and organs that were 

present in homes as a means of music consumption. Gotye claims the Lowrey organ became 

his “favourite instrument.” It features on the track “State Of The Art” (Tingen 2012). The 

inclusion of the organ in his studio further demonstrates his attempts to mix convention and 

progression within the style of pop. Returning to recording technologies, if a recordist wishes 

to purchase an LA2A compressor, their ability to acquire one is determined by having the 

required money. Even if they wish to have a specific 1967 model, the attitudes towards the 

compressor further reinforce it as a highly valued commodity. On the other hand, Gotye 

assigns value to his technologies based on their absence from typical modes of consumption 

and production. By claiming that his sound is the result of “random finds” in second hand 

shops, he establishes value in a way which is contrary to the market system. Value is not 

something that can be purchased but, rather, something that requires a sub-cultural 

understanding of taste. 

3.5 Active and Latent Elements Associated with Studio-based 
Songwriting 

In the work that follows, I incorporate my analysis of studio-based songwriting processes into 

a new framework. As discussed in chapter 1, the limited literature on this topic is dominated 

by accounts of “experimental” processes and outcomes. In order to address this gap, I propose 

a framework that addresses the complexity of these practices. I argue that they can be 

understood as part of an active/latent framework.  

“Latent process” has been used in studies in multiple disciplines (Rogers et al, 2005; Vidoni, 

1999; Prado and West, 1997). In these instances, it relates to processes that are either 
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perceived to be, or quantifiably, hidden. Rykov et al (2010) uses the term to clarify their 

notion of “unobservable”. Bacon uses the term to examine hidden properties that are critical 

in the associated processes within the composition of gold (Jardin 1974). The term latent in 

conjunction with active is used nonspecific to process in studies within multiple disciplines, 

including Bruce Morton (2002). Within the field of popular music studies, the term is used by 

Denis Crowdy (2013) to examine hidden sonic differences in recording technologies. He 

argues that in many cases these differences are socially constructed. The notion of sonic 

differences in recording technologies is useful in later chapters. However, I wish to use latent 

to examine instruments and effects that were used in the production process but are hidden on 

the final work. These elements are brought into focus, rather, through discourse. Along with 

Crowdy, the work of Anne Danielsen et al (2015) is useful in contextualizing the presence of 

hidden processes in pop recording practice more broadly. In their article, Danielsen et al 

expose the significant effect that variations in tempo, dictated by a metronome, can have on 

the timbre and intensity of drumming performances. Here, the metronome is an audible 

repeating pulse used in the recording process but removed, and hence latent, on the final 

recording. To do this, they conducted a musicological analysis of a number of studio 

recordings with a number of selected participants. In my framework, I build on the work of 

Crowdy and Danielsen et al to bring into focus similar processes in studio-based songwriting 

practice. More specifically, I want place these processes alongside the ways in which they are 

discussed within the field. 

This framework provides a way in which the complexities of studio-based songwriting can be 

exposed. It allows for considerations of value in relation to elements within the processes to 

not solely be determined by their presence on the final work, but, rather, by the elements 

themselves. Consequently, we can expose the value of elements within the processes that are 

hidden. An important distinction between active and latent descriptors is the audibility of the 

elements on a completed recording. Their audibility is informed by elements that are 

‘observable’ through musicological analysis. Recent methodological approaches to popular 

musicological analysis – such as those developed by Moore (2012) and Zagorski-Thomas 

(2014) – shifted from classical music-influenced textual analysis to become more inclusive of 

the recording processes of songs. Consequently, they provide a framework to analyze the 

function of recording technologies on recordings. For example, previous approaches provide a 

textual analysis of the harmony, melody and lyrics. The work of Moore (2012) and Zagorski-

Thomas (2014) facilitates discussions of the sound of a compressor or a reverberation unit. 

However, this chapter demonstrates that audibility of active studio-based songwriting 
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practices can be amplified through discourses of process. The results of the recording 

processes can often be subtler than a musicological analysis of a stereo audio file will yield. 

Further, the function of recording technologies may be misunderstood through musicological 

analysis. This chapter demonstrates that it can be described in detail through accounts of the 

processes involved. Discourses can direct attention to parts of the recording and reinforce 

active processes of studio-based songwriting.  

This chapter has demonstrated various examples of active processes. First, Brian Eno’s 

technique of recording a trombone performance with a swinging microphone is audibly 

distinct from a stationary microphone. Further, his treatments in his solo work form the basis 

for the melody. They play a dominant part of the sound and style. Second, Brian Wilson’s use 

of hired sessions musicians and use of non-rock instruments are distinct from his earlier work. 

The results of his sound synthesis are distinct from dominant instrumentation rock and pop 

during the 1960s. Further, the process of splicing creates a cutting effect at various points of 

the song. Third, Gotye’s virtual instruments produce idiosyncratic performance gestures. His 

use of sampling of vinyl records have distinct characteristics to the other instruments in the 

production. His use of signal processing audibly changes the timbre of the instruments. While 

the processes by which this occurs may not be audible, it is apparent on the final recording 

that some studio manipulation has occurred. These elements within the processes are present 

through musicological analysis of the final recording. 

Within these examples, the activeness of these processes do not necessarily encompass the 

entire work. This is apparent in both the texture and duration of a song. Production processes 

are interlinked and layered. Songs may have both latent and active processes. In these specific 

cases, however, the individual processes of studio-based songwriting are active. For example, 

the presence of significant compression on a piano might be framed as active. However, it is a 

single part of a wider web of other processes, some of which may not necessarily be active. 

3.6 Symbolic Capital and Discourses on Processes 

Part of the data used for the analysis within this chapter consists of commentary from a 

number of sources. These include the artists themselves, people associated with the 

production process or people within the music industry. These accounts provide insights into 

the specific studio-based songwriting processes undertaken. When these accounts are 

analyzed as discourses, however, a number of additional questions emerge in respect to Eno, 

Gotye and Wilson. I have argued that they direct the audience to active processes. However, it 
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is worth asking more specifically why these accounts are given? How do they impact on the 

reputation of the artist? 

A significant wealth of self-published material surrounds discourses on the practices of Eno. 

His lecture on in-studio composition, its publication in an issue of Downbeat, and more 

recently its inclusion in an academic text demonstrate that Eno is not merely informing people 

of his process. He is perpetuating notions of value towards his work. He uses his commentary 

and thinking towards music as an auxiliary part of his work. They function similarly to 

program notes. Gotye uses the medium of video streaming website YouTube to distribute 

short self-made documentaries on his process. Like Eno, his processes function as auxiliary 

parts of his work. The work itself is not just symbols for social meaning, but, rather, these 

meanings are informed, at least in part, by specific thinking and approaches to the recording 

process. The social meanings are formed through a combination of the text and the process. 

As I have already argued, these processes are active because they can be heard on the final 

work. However, this discourse of process creates a specific and carefully constructed narrative 

around the conditions in which these active processes were undertaken. In the case of Eno and 

Gotye, they control this narrative personally. A discourse of processes is also present in the 

studio-based songwriting processes of Brian Wilson. However, as my analysis demonstrates, 

this discourse is heavily shaped by people associated with the production process. 

The importance of this discourse of process is further demonstrated in how Gotye functions as 

a singer/songwriter. He is frequently classified in industrial discourse according to this 

category. Examples of this include Rolling Stone and the ARIA Awards. With this 

classification he forms part of a group of artists that date back to the 1960s when, as Cusic 

(2005) points out, the music industry shifted from non-performing songwriters and non-

songwriter performers to artists who wrote their own songs. Singer/songwriters from this 

period included Bob Dylan, Joni Mitchell and Carole King. There are some parallels with 

these early singer-songwriters and Gotye. During this period, singer/songwriters mostly wrote 

and recorded their own works. These artists often evoked social and political commentary in 

their songs. They would also have an acoustic guitar functioning as the primary 

accompanying instrument. Bob Dylan received considerable criticism, and caused debate on 

authenticity among audiences and critics, when he shifted from acoustic guitar to an electric 

guitar and reduced his contribution to political activism. These criticisms suggest that the 

presence of these elements in the singer/songwriter genre of that time are highly valued 

among other singer/songwriters and audiences. In a similar way, the manner in which Gotye 
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has framed his production practice establishes his technologies as a social asset for him, 

among both musicians and audiences. 

The work of Bourdieu is useful in understanding a discourse of process. Drawing from his 

work, Randal Johnson argues that “to enter a field, to play the game, one must possess the 

habits which predispose one to enter that field, that game, and not another. One must also 

possess at least the minimum amount of knowledge, or skill or “talent” to be accepted as a 

legitimate player” (1993, 8). McIntyre (2013) uses this quote to situate cultural production 

within creative practice. The discourse of process functions as a way of communicating 

knowledge, skill and talent. Eno, Gotye and Wilson are agents within the field of studio-based 

songwriting. Their agency is provided by their access and knowledge of the studio. These 

accounts demonstrate them articulating knowledge, skill and talent; or, playing the game. This 

provides a social asset. Specifically, it acquires for them symbolic capital. Their symbolic 

capital within the field is determined by the way in which each agent positions themselves as 

a “visionary,” an agent who thinks laterally within the studio and broader production process, 

and an agent who may be considered a genius.  

To maintain this, and become gatekeepers to the field, they also remain secretive. Their 

accounts do not provide specific instructions and methods for others within the field to carry 

out these practices. They are broad commentary that communicates in-depth knowledge of the 

potential of the recording studio. Typically social assets are determined by attitudes towards 

taste and aesthetics. If someone attends an opera, they are actively participating and acquiring 

cultural capital. However, recording sessions are typically private. The accounts demonstrate 

the value of these practices in acquiring symbolic capital. Eno’s efforts to distinguish between 

analogue and digital – by conceptualizing them not as mediums, but, rather as instruments – 

acquires for him symbolic capital within the field. The knowledge that Johnson references is 

the ability to make this distinction; to understand the practices involved in music production 

coupled with the skills to reproduce and reappropriate them. 

3.7 Conclusions  

In this chapter, I have argued the engagements that songwriters have with recording 

technologies and recording space play an important role in songwriting practice. Further, I 

have demonstrated that these technologies and space have an active presence on the final 

work. These practices have facilitated a transformation in sound and style for artists that 

develop these practices part way through their recording career. They have also facilitated 
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their transformation into a songwriter. The scope of studio-based songwriting techniques vary 

due to individual preferences, access to technologies and style. These variations include: the 

use of recording technologies to construct new instruments and to make distinctions between 

song structures; the use of multi-tracking to build textures of instrumentation that fall outside 

a typical rock and roll ensemble; and using the acoustics of a recording space as a 

composition tool. 

This chapter has also demonstrated that studio-based songwriters use discussions of their 

process in order to add value to their work and to distinguish themselves from more 

demarcated processes. These processes provide not only an account of the way in which the 

work was made; but also demonstrate a keen willingness to articulate their process. In pop 

styles, it is uncommon for artists to outline their practice to the extent to which artists featured 

in this chapter have detailed. Much of the information on production process comes from 

seminal albums where there is enough public interest for a documentary such as Classic 

Albums. 

The practices employed in studio-based songwriting have emerged and developed as a result 

of technological, social and cultural conditions. They have developed over time: through 

transitions from mono to stereo formats, and analogue to digital recording systems. These 

transitions, however, have been subjected to varying attitudes. For example, Wilson outlined 

a preference for mono over stereo. Additionally, Eno sees the formats of analogue and digital 

as a binary and is highly critical of digital. Gotye shows that a mix of both, however, can exist 

and be of use concurrently in a workspace. These transitions demonstrate that studio-based 

songwriting practices have a long history, from pop and rock styles of 1960s until the present. 
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4. Latent Elements in Studio-based Songwriting 
Practice 
In this chapter, I extend my analysis of the processes associated with studio-based 

songwriting. In chapter 1, I listed particular artists who have been credited for their 

compositional use of recording technologies in music production. My analysis in chapter 3 

exposed the ways in which the instruments and effects associated with these processes are 

directly audible on the final work. Further, they fall into an experimental ethos that underpin 

discussions in the field. In chapter 3, I offered a framework to understand the complexities of 

studio-based songwriting. I framed the processes of these key examples as active. In this 

chapter, however, I examine latent instruments, effects and the use of technologies as part of 

the processes associated with studio-based songwriting. In order to examine these, I draw 

from two case studies. First, I examine the approaches used by The Bee Gees from 1995 

through until 2001. In particular, I analyze the ways in which they applied reverb effects to 

their vocals while composing song melodies. I also examine the ways in which they 

documented their songwriting sessions onto Digital Audio Tape (DAT). Second, I examine 

the approaches used by Michael Jackson from 1979 through until 1987. In particular, I 

examine his use of recording technologies to produce thickly textured, multi-track demo 

recordings. Further, I examine the ways in which these layered instrumental recordings were 

used to compose vocal melodies. Third, I provide an account of my production practices in 

studio-based songwriting during this study. I use my own practice to offer a discussion on 

how latent elements can occur by using more consumer oriented and widely available digital 

technologies. I do this to argue that, during the period examined of Jackson and The Bee 

Gees, the ability to use technologies in the songwriting process was exceptional. I argue that 

the processes examined in this chapter are critical to the completion of the songs of those who 

use them. However, I expose how these elements function as latent on the final recording. 

Finally, I broaden the scope of consideration of latent elements in order to examine the links 

between latent elements and their reproduction in live performances. 

4. 1 The Bee Gees 

During a segment in Keppel Road, The Bee Gees provide a demonstration of a songwriting 

session. The segment is filmed in a live room within their private recording studio, Middle 

Ear. They perform segments of a song, “Just in Case,” which they were working on at the 
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time. The instruments used are acoustic guitar, digital piano, male vocals and male backing 

vocals. In 2001, the song was released on a special edition of their 2001 album This Is Where 

I Came In.10 There are a number of distinct differences in the sound between the two versions. 

On Keppel Road, an acoustic guitar playing an accompaniment part provides a straight 

rhythmic “feel.” On the final recording, a drum kit part provides a dominant rhythmic 

element, which, in contrast to the performance in Keppel Road, consists of a shuffled R&B 

style “feel.” The final recording has the instruments present in Keppel Road. However, it also 

includes drum kit, bass guitar, electric guitars, thickly layered backing vocals, and a number 

of synthetic keyboard parts. The instrument parts present in Keppel Road play a minimal role 

in the sound of the final recording. The acoustic guitar part is credited in the album liner 

notes, yet it is barely audible on the final recording. Instead, an electric guitar part plays a 

dominant role in the accompaniment of the song. Similarly, during Keppel Road, Barry Gibb 

provides a falsetto style vocal part, yet on the final recording it is only present in the chorus as 

a layered backing vocal; it is an octave above the main vocal melody line. Robin Gibb 

provides lead vocals. These comparisons demonstrate significant differences between the 

songwriting session and the final recording. 

4.1.1 Documenting the Songwriting Process in the Studio 

It is common practice for songwriters in pop styles to, at least in some form, document their 

songwriting processes or ideas. Non-performing songwriter, Diane Warren claims she 

recorded her processes and ideas onto a handheld cassette recorder (Tingun 2011). She had 

used this practice since the 1980s. Similarly, Australian songwriter Jim Keays claims that he 

used a cassette recorder to record his ideas (Kruger 2005, 122). Further, The Bee Gees note 

their use of hand-held cassette recorders to record song ideas that they had while away from 

the studio. During Keppel Road, Barry Gibb claims he came up with the initial idea for their 

song “You Win Again” late one night. He used a hand-held cassette recorder to ensure he 

could retrieve the idea the next day. 

In some contrast to the low fidelity of cassette recorders, The Bee Gees recorded their 

songwriting sessions with studio recording technologies at Middle Ear. Keppel Road shows 

                                                   
10 The four years that occurred between the Keppel Road and the release of the final recording are in part due to 
health problems and then a global tour. Brenndon’ website “Gibb Songs”, who has detailed a chronology of the 
Bee Gees recording output throughout their career, states that the song was originally written for Toni Braxton. 
He also states the production work occurred during 1999 and 2000. He notes that a decision was made late in the 
production process to replace Barry Gibb’s falsetto vocals with a combination of the natural voices of Barry 
Gibb and Robin Gibb. 
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that the live room at the studio had three condenser microphones, a digital piano and an 

acoustic guitar. The instruments were recorded onto a high fidelity digital recorder. John 

Merchant notes that his role in this process was to set up the technologies in a way that was 

simple yet flexible. To do this, the instruments were patched into a Neve Capricorn; a large 

digital mixing console located in the control room. While The Bee Gees were writing, 

Merchant used the console to make a stereo mix of the instruments and, then, send it to a 

DAT recorder. The instruments were also sent to The Bee Gees’ headphones. Due to the fact 

that the instruments were routed through the console, they could also be multi-track recorded 

if required. He states: 

Through the console I could then say “ok” instead of routing it to the 
stereo bus I would route it to individual multi-track outs or hit the 
direct out buttons. And now it’s going to the multi-track. And I had it 
set up so just on another page, the Capricorn was setup in pages, just 
go to another page and now I’ve got the multi-track returns coming up 
and there becomes no difference. It becomes a seamless transition 
from writing to recording. (John Merchant, pers. comm.) 

In his account, Merchant attributes the ease of moving between multi-track and stereo 

recording to the capabilities of the page feature of the Neve Capricorn mixing console. At 

Middle Ear, music could be recorded in two recording formats: a Sony DAT machine or a 

Sony 48-track digital recorder. Each format had distinct capabilities and, consequently, 

specific uses in their production. The DAT machine was used to create a summed stereo mix 

of the instruments. Due to the simplicity of the DAT machine, instruments were mixed live 

during the songwriting sessions. In contrast, the 48-track was used to record multiple 

individual tracks of the instruments. Here, individual audio tracks could be soloed and 

processed after the songwriting session. The Neve console accommodated for both forms of 

recording. The 48 track was used to record demos and final recordings. These formats were 

both capable of capturing and reproducing high fidelity audio. Herein lies the key distinction 

between recording onto a handheld tape recorder and the microphones, preamps and 

recording media associated with a recording studio. 

The process of recording their songwriting sessions had a number of effects on The Bee Gees’ 

workflow. First, they could recall their ideas. Merchant states: “Very often, they would 

stumble into a cool idea, either chordal or melodic, and then want to hear it back” (John 

Merchant, pers. comm.). This process allowed them to recall their ideas. Barry and Maurice 

Gibb explain: 
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Barry Gibb:  [Maurice] could be playing just to himself, but he might 
come up with a melody without realizing he has done it. The melody 
will go by, Robin and me will go “What did you just play then?” 

Maurice Gibb: I say play the tape, because we always have a DAT 
running… so just play back the tape for about 15 minutes and we’ll 
have what we had.   

Barry Gibb: And find a melody there that’s really priceless (Barry 
Gibb and bottle 2009, 00:03) 

This process was important for the improvisational way in which The Bee Gees wrote their 

songs. During an interview in 1997, Barry Gibb draws similarities between improvisation and 

songwriting process. For Barry Gibb, songwriting is “strumming and singing and not singing 

any particular song, just singing anything. Like scatting or making up things as you go 

along.” He states that this process typically went for an hour. He adds: 

So even the rubbish is there, but if you sift through the rubbish, you 
find something that you came up with that you forgot about. And so 
we do a lot of that process. Just scat singing. (Marion Adriaensen, 
pers. comm)11  

In his account, Barry Gibb suggests that they recorded the entirety of their songwriting 

sessions. They produced recording of material they do and do not wish to further develop. 

A second impact of this process was that they could reflect on the song away from the studio. 

In Keppel Road, Maurice Gibb notes that this was an important part of their songwriting 

process. The ideas could be assessed and potentially positioned into a song through playback. 

The recording was a stereo mix that documented the development and process of their ideas. 

It ensured the ideas could be retrieved later. The recording also enabled an examination and 

reflection on the process while they were not “performing.” In this instance, listening – rather 

than a combination of listening and performing – provides a distinct and valuable perspective 

on the song. Third, they could have an archival record of the songwriting process for legal 

protection. A recording of the songwriting process demonstrates the development of a song 

from start to finish. This process became a vital legal tool during the 1980s, when the band 

was sued for allegedly breaching copyrighted material in their song “How Deep Is Your 
                                                   
11  While this interview was published on the Internet in about 2006, it has since been deleted. I retrieved it by 
requesting a copy via email from GSI Bee Gees Fan Club’s president Marion Adriaensen.  
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Love” from the 1997 album Saturday Night Fever (Reynolds 1993). A 15-minute recording 

of the development of the song was critical to a case’s final ruling in The Bee Gees favor. 

4.1.2 Blurred lines between Demo Recording and Songwriting Process 

Previous demo recordings of The Bee Gees’ work demonstrate that it was common for them 

to create detailed arrangement ideas prior to making the final recording.12 Merchant provided 

a detailed account of how this occurred: “Some of those demos were quite elaborate. Some of 

the demos, things that they would call demos, other people would call finished records” (John 

Merchant, pers. comm.). In his account, Merchant reveals the attention paid to, and the 

resultant high production values of, The Bee Gees’ demo recordings. Their released songs 

typically feature large music production characteristics; few songs have the small ensemble 

present in Keppel Road. The way in which the Neve console was setup facilitated quick and 

seamless transitions between “songwriting” and making a demo recording. He attributes the 

technological configuration of the studio to a “seamless transition from writing and to 

recording” (John Merchant, pers. comm.). Merchant recounts that in their song “Immortality” 

from Celine Dion’s 1997 album Lets Talk About Love as an example of where the quick 

transition was valuable in their workflow. He notes that there was a particularly quick 

transition – over the course of one night – from the songwriting stage to tracking the demo. 

He adds: 

That night they came in and were writing it and I was recording it. I 
need to be careful about my pronouns, it was just like “lets catch this, 
let’s catch this” and so we switched over to multi-track and just 
recorded, basically, what would’ve gone to the DAT. And so we 
recorded that to multi-track. He said: “ok just let me do one more pass 
of the vocal”, so I recorded another pass on the lead vocal and that 
was it. That is what you hear on that. It’s why its so incredibly simple. 
There’s nothing to that. It’s a stick figure or something instead of a 
proper drawing. (John Merchant, pers. comm.) 

During this period, recording their process contributed significantly to the completion of their 

songs. Yet this technique was latent on the final recordings. While recording their process 

enhanced the songs, and played a role in them becoming commercially and critically 

successful, there is no logical way to hear this on the final recording. It is not possible to hear 

that they listened to songs away from the studio, or sifted through the recording to find ideas 

                                                   
12 The demo  recording of “Still Waters Run Deep” is quite similar in its production to the final recording. 
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that they may have forgotten.  

4.1.3  Use of Reverb in The Bee Gees’ Songwriting Process 

Reverb is a common tool in music production used to create the illusion of natural acoustic 

space. In his work Echo and Reverb, Doyle (2005) charts its significance in music production 

from 1900 to 1960. He notes that in music production reverb enhances space but, also, is the 

site of politics and meaning. For Doyle, reverb can function as an “imager” (such as the guitar 

on “Mystery Train” creating the sound of a train) and an instrument (such as the sound of a 

church). From Doyle’s work, we can see that reverb has broad and long-standing uses in 

music production. Since the 1960s, reverb has continued to play a dominant role in music 

production. Where used, it is clearly audible on a finished recording. As such, it can help 

determine style and, also, indicate the period during which a song was recorded. For example, 

a 224 Lexicon reverb unit can be a signifier of music production aesthetics of pop and rock 

styles during the 1980s. Further, plate reverbs and echo chambers can be a signifier of music 

production aesthetics of rock, pop and rock and roll styles of the 1960s and 1970s. Digital 

emulation of these reverbs sold by UAD and Waves as plugins, demonstrates a perception 

among people – perhaps albeit socially constructed – that different brands and kinds of 

reverbs have important and distinct sonic characteristics. 

Throughout their career, the use of reverb was a critical production technique in The Bee 

Gees’ sound. It is often present on their vocals. The use of specific kinds of reverb changed 

throughout their career, with advances in technology, and shifts in style and aesthetics. For 

example, a plate sound reverb is present on much of their 1970s work. A more “digital” sound 

is present on their work during the 1980s and 1990s. The dominant presence of reverb in their 

work can be, in part, understood through their love of non-studio reverberant spaces. Maurice 

Gibb explains that this love can be traced back to their childhood: “We used to go down to 

Lewis’s Department Store and sing in the gents’ toilet because of the echo ... You couldn’t get 

echo anywhere else in your voice, and that was the place that was our favourite spot” (Bilyeu 

2003, 26). The following excerpt from an interview with Barry and Robin Gibb further 

demonstrates this:  

Rahni Sadler: So you could have an idea anywhere, in the shopping 
centre, walking down the street, at the beach. 
Barry: Absolutely. Yeah. Or the gents’ toilet. I’m being 
truthful!Robin: It’s got more to do with the tiles than anything else. 
Barry: We used to love the echo. 
[they go to the studio bathroom] 
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Robin: But the echo’s no good in there. 
Barry: [falsetto] “Ba ba ba ba! 
Robin: No echo, you see? (Yahoo7, 2012) 

Merchant agrees: “They loved big reverbs, which I think goes back to their childhood.  When 

they first started singing together, there was a store that had an enormous bathroom with a 

long, bright reverb and they would go sing there for the effect” (John Merchant, pers. 

comm.). The reverb from a large staircase provided part of the inspiration for their song “New 

York Mining Disaster:” “Barry was playing his guitar, and this was so echoey, wonderful echo 

in this place, and it was like being in a mine” (John Merchant, pers. comm.). 

As well as a way in which to enhance a final recording, reverb is commonly used as a tool 

within a recording process. In addition to their sound, reverb has also played a significant role 

in The Bee Gees’ songwriting process. This can be situated through broader uses of reverb in 

music production. While tracking, vocalists often request that reverb be placed on their vocals 

and, following this, sent to their headphones as they record vocal takes. Here, their voice is 

typically recorded without reverb signal processing, and, later, added as a send effect during 

the mixing process. The reverb used for the vocalist in the tracking stage is often generic. 

More attention to its type and placement with other instruments and effects within the song is 

made later in the mixing process. The use of reverb in real time with a vocalist can simulate a 

large acoustic space and, consequently, change the way in which the voice is perceived by 

vocalists. During the 1990s, The Bee Gees used a similar technique; but, more specifically, 

this occurred during their songwriting sessions. This is demonstrated in Keppel Road, during 

which a reverb effect is present on Barry Gibb’s vocal. During the segment, the members of 

The Bee Gees wear either headphones or in-ear monitoring. In 2001, during an interview with 

Michael Parkinson, Barry Gibb explains the significance of this process: “We’ll put a 

microphone up, make echo, make it sound like a record before you’ve written the song. So it 

feels like you’re singing on a record, and that inspires you to go somewhere else” (The Bee 

Gees on Parkinson (UK) 2001 2013). Maurice Gibb adds: “And now, even today, we get a 

microphone and fill our writing room with echo, like a big toilet, if you would ... That’s an 

inspiration if you’re writing a song because if you have musicians in the room as well, and 

you’re playing, it sounds like a record” (Bilyeu 2003, 26). Here, reverb functions as a critical 

songwriting tool.  
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According to Merchant, this reverb was a hall preset called Auto Park on the Lexicon 480L 

reverb unit. Merchant states: “It was a 6 or 8 second reverb. And then I would tweak that to 

match the tempo of the song and the sound they were after. But it was just that. So you would 

kind of use that in concert with delays, choruses or other effects. Just sort of creating a 

composite sound” (John Merchant, pers. comm.). He adds: 

They wanted a rich, processed vocal sound while they wrote and 
recorded. During the writing process, it made them sound like they 
were recording final vocals, so it inspired them vocally, and this 
effect was the same in the headphones and on the DAT: you can hear 
the dry and effected version of their vocals if you listen carefully to 
the recording.  You're hearing my audio mix right off the console: I 
had to set it up so that I could quickly mute the effects when they 
stopped singing and went back to talking so it didn't sound like they 
had fallen down a well. (John Merchant, pers. comm.) 

Their experiences with non-studio reverberant spaces informed their attitudes towards the 

sound of the reverb. Merchant explains:  

Honestly, electronic reverbs can be very good, but none sound like 
those acoustic spaces.  It was difficult to find digital versions that 
matched what they were after.  The Lexicon 480L was very good, 
especially for its time, and could produce a very effective reverb tail, 
clean and lush, so that was an important part of the vocal 
effect.  Blended with a bit of chorus and delays, the vocal sound could 
be huge, so much so that there wasn't much room for anything else. 
(John Merchant, pers. comm.) 

Invariably, the reverb that inspires their songs – whether it is a physical reverberant space or 

the Lexicon in Middle Ear – is not present in this same function on the final recording. 

Despite its importance in the songwriting process, the specific reverb is latent on the final 

recording. 

4.1.4 Use of Studio Instruments 

Throughout their career, the sound and style of The Bee Gees’ songs were typically thickly 

textured. While reverb played a role in establishing such effects, this was the result of 

overdubbing of multiple instruments. Except for their song Blue Island from the 1993 album 

Size Isn’t Everything, they did not release a song in an acoustic style from 1986 onwards. 

Moreover, prior to this, such songs were uncommon. Thickly textured productions were a 
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critical part of their sound. This is demonstrated through the ways in which they reproduce 

their sound during live performances. In 1997, during their One Night Only world concert 

tour, The Bee Gees incorporated studio constructed sounds into their live performance. From 

the 1990s, this process has become common in pop and rock styles. Knowles and Hewitt 

(2012) use the term “Recordivity” to describe this process in music practice. The Bee Gees 

used this process in particular to reproduce the studio sound of their thickly textured vocal 

harmonies. Throughout their career, the vocal harmonies of The Bee Gees have been an 

integral component of their sound and style. From their 1975 album, Main Course, their use 

of multiple overdubs creates the effect of multiple voices. The demo recording of a song from 

“Still Waters Run Deep” the 1997 album Still Waters, features a significant amount of vocal 

overdubbing (Still Waters Run Deep Demo, 2013). On the final recording, the vocal 

harmonies are considerably similar to the demo. During their 1998 live album One Night 

Only, their vocal performance was a mix of live singing and pre-recorded overdubbed backing 

vocals. Another important component of their thick textured sound is the use of drums. Their 

transition in style from 1970s rhythm and blues styles to 1980s Pop styles was largely the 

result of a transition from human-played drum kit to synthetic drum machines. This is 

demonstrated on “You Win Again” from the 1987 album ESP. The drum track is a mix of 

synthetic percussive sounds that contribute to much of the texture of the song. Drums have 

also played a significant role in their recording practices. For example, their dance orientated 

songs from the late 1970s such as the songs “More Than A Woman” and “Night Fever” from 

the 1997 album Saturday Night Fever, are a loop of a drum kit recording borrowed from 

“Stayin’ Alive” (1977), which features a full length human played drum kit part. Only a small 

number of their song such as “The Love Inside,” “Stay Alone” and “Blue Island” have no 

drum kit part in the music production.  

In addition to a music production tool to produce their sound, drum kits and drum machines 

were also an important tool in The Bee Gees’ production process. Since the early 1980s, drum 

machine sounds are present on many of The Bee Gees’ demo recordings.13 Previous demo 

recordings – as seen in their productions for Barbra Streisand, Dione Warwick and Kenny 

Rogers – typically feature human played drum kits.14 More specifically, drum machines were 

an important songwriting tool. Merchant notes that during their songwriting process, The Bee 

Gees programmed a two bar drum loop on a drum machine. He adds that although they would 

                                                   
13 The demos for albums they wrote for Barbra Streisand, Dione Warwick and Kenny Rogers feature simple one 
bar drum loops. 
14 Examples of this include the songs “Our Love” and “Rest Your Love On Me.” 
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bring a lyric or melodic idea – or perhaps nothing – to the studio, a drum machine loop would 

typically be used during the songwriting session. Merchant states that the drum loop 

functioned as an “engine:” 

Because there’s something about, if that’s playing, and you feel like 
you need to keep up with it. There a sense that the drummer’s over 
there bashing away, we better be doing something to kind of keep up 
with it. That was always my sense, that you turn that off and things 
kind of stop. With that going, there a sense that there’s a groove 
going, time is moving. What are you gonna do? We gotta keep going. 
It was interesting that hitting go on the drum machine was like “ok 
the engine’s on, you know, let's go.” (John Merchant, pers. comm.) 

He adds: 

So it’s kind of like what tempo feels right for this melodic structure, 
lyrically what can you do with that tempo, and what gets excluded, 
what’s too fast. And what’s gonna feel too ploddy. (John Merchant, 
pers. comm.). 

In Merchant’s accounts, we can see a number of ways in which the use of the drum machine 

influences The Bee Gees’ approach to songwriting. First, it helps the song maintain a 

particular pulse. Without a set mechanical pulse, the tempo of a song can change after a 

period of improvisation. Second, the commencement of a sequence on the drum machine 

signifies that the songwriting session has started. This functions as a way to manage and 

optimize workflow. Third, the use of the drum machine helps to maintain and prolong the 

improvisation of the songwriting session. While it is looping, there is an incentive to continue 

improvising. Fourth, it helps make sure that the tempo matches the melody. Here, Merchant 

shows the degree to which the drum machine informs the creation of the melody chords and 

lyrics. 

The Bee Gees frequently upgraded to more recent drum machines. Here, the distinct sounds 

and “grooves” associated with particular drum machines influenced the rhythm and melodies 

composed around the sequence patterns. Some of the drum machines they used included a 

Roland R8 and a Linn 9000. Merchant states: “So it could be one thing for a while and then 

“we’re bored of that, well how about this.” So something new arrived “well that’s kind of 

cool” (John Merchant, pers. comm.). The last known drum machine of this particular era, and 

one that Merchant believes Barry Gibb may still use is the MPC300. He notes that it was 
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favored because of its capabilities to produce many sounds and rhythms. Further, The Bee 

Gees also used synth modules as drum machines:  

And then for a while, when we wanted to get something a little, 
always experiments, right, one experiment was using the Roland the 
FP1200, which was a 12 bit drum machine. And it actually had this 
kind of crunch, even at the time. The convertors were not great. And 
so you kind of got this crunchy, slightly ugly sound, but it was cool, 
[inaudible] it wasn’t as pretty or pristine. That little bit of dirt kind of 
gave it some character. So those were kind of cool. (John Merchant, 
pers. comm.). 

In his account, Merchant outlines the way in which the “low-hi” sound of some drum loops 

within synth modules were useful in The Bee Gees’ songwriting practice. This further 

demonstrates that they sought out drum machines for their distinct sound and “grooves.” 

These distinct sounds were important in their songwriting practice, as they provided 

something new to work with and be influenced by. 

The use of drum machines in The Bee Gees’ songwriting practice are latent on the final 

recording. During the 1990s, many of their recorded songs consisted of acoustic drums. 

Several drummers are credited in the liner notes of Still Waters. Yet, while the drum machines 

are critical to the songwriting process, the drum part is latent on the final recording. There is 

no audible evidence on the final recording, which would suggest such processes were 

undertaken. Although, the drum machines play a role in the way in which a drummer played 

their part, it is minimal. 

 
4.2 Michael Jackson 

Another excellent example of a musician whose studio-based songwriting practices are latent 

is Michael Jackson. Many of Michael Jackson’s songs are accompanied by demo recordings 

that succinctly demonstrate parts of his songwriting and broader production processes. The 

release of these recordings is largely a result of his commercial success and, as a 

consequence, associated interest in pop culture of the processes involved. In this section, I 

examine the studio-based songwriting processes associated with the music production of three 

of these songs. The first song, “Don’t Stop ‘Til You Get Enough” was released in 1979 as a 

single and track from Jackson’s debut solo album, Off The Wall. The song was written by 

Jackson and produced by Quincy Jones, who produced much of Jackson’s solo work during 
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the late 1970s and throughout the 1980s. Jackson’s work during this period is distinct from 

his later, more digital sounding work of the 1980s. “Don’t Stop ‘Til You Get Enough” 

consists of falsetto vocal styling, prominent string parts and a dance-like rhythm section, all 

of which reproduced Disco styles of the late 1970s. An unreleased demo of the song is 

available on YouTube. The production characteristics, including the mix balance of 

instruments and their signal processing, suggests that the recording is a non-multi-tracked live 

recording. The demo recording consists of various other musicians, some of whom can be 

heard talking at the beginning. It has a repetitive vocal melody, similar to the final recording. 

This suggests that the melody is mostly already established by this point of the production 

process. However, the lyrics are nonsensical words; Jackson uses similar sounds to the final 

lyrics to sing the melody.  

The second song I will examine, “Billie Jean,” is a single and track from Jackson’s 1983 solo 

album Thriller. It was one of his best known songs, and was written by Jackson and co-

produced with Jones. A special edition release of Thriller in 2001 includes an early recording 

of “Billie Jean titled Billie Jean Home Demo 1981.” It was recorded at his home two years 

prior to the public release of the song. YouTube provides more advanced versions that could 

be classified as demo recordings. However, due to copyright complications between those 

who upload the material and copyright owners – in this case Sony Music – such versions 

come and go. Unlike the live ensemble on “Don’t Stop Till You Get Enough,” “Billie Jean” 

consists of Jackson and an audio engineer. Jackson can be heard instructing the volume he 

wants for instruments. Its instrumentation sounds are predominately sequenced and synthetic.  

The third song, “Smooth Criminal,” is a single and track from Jackson’s third solo album, 

Bad. The song was written by Jackson and co-produced with Jones. Similar to “Billie Jean”, a 

demo of the song was released on a special edition release of the album. The song was 

originally titled “Chicago 1945” and later, as it is titled on the special release, “Al Capone”. 

Unlike the previously listed recordings by Jackson, the differences in the instrumental section 

between the demo and final recording are considerable. 

The demo recordings offer a productive site analysis. Due to its position within the production 

process, demos are typically recordings of completed songs. By this, I mean that the melody, 

chords and lyrics have been established. In contrast, Jackson’s demo recordings are of 

unfinished songs. They demonstrate the melody and lyrics are in a state of development. Yet, 

the instrumental accompaniment is, in arrangement and instrument selection, highly 

developed. The structures of the demos differ from the final works. They are often cut short 
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and, in the case of “Don’t Stop ‘Til You Get Enough” for example, omit entire sections. 

Rather than demonstrations of the music production, these recordings function as ‘snapshots’ 

of his songwriting process. They offer insights into the songwriting process which would 

unlikely be found otherwise. They demonstrate that the instrumentation is built in a linear 

process and, following this, the vocals are informed by layered instruments. In chapter 1, I 

cite Bennett (2011) as part of my discussion of the problems associated with researching 

songwriting practice. He argues that it can be difficult to find songwriters who will agree to 

be observed. For those who do agree, it can be difficult to create an environment where, with 

the knowledge they are being observed, they will not alter their practices. Here, the demos 

provide a way to bypass such issues. 

4.2.1 Building Instrumentation 

Since the 1960s, thickly textured instrumentation has been an important component of pop 

styles. This process has been the result of signal processing and overdubbing. It has created a 

gap between the number of instruments used in a songwriting session to the number used on 

the final recording. Producer Arif Mardin elucidates this practice in relation to multi-tracking, 

scores and arranging: 

You know, the other day I wrote something, and I asked myself, in 
the old days how would I have come up with this idea without hearing 
the overdubs? How did the great nineteenth century composers 
writing in the moonlight in their attic with a quill come up with all 
these incredible counterpoints and lines? It’s easy when you hear all 
those parts, so yes, it’s a new way of composing (Massey 2000, 36). 

In his account, Mardin recounts the “thrill” of writing an arrangement while being unaware of 

how it will sound until musicians perform it. He notes that the process of demoing “spoils the 

fun a little bit” of the “excitement of hearing your music played by real musicians” (Massey 

2000, 37) Mardin falls into the problematic comparison between pop styles and classical 

music of Eno’s lecture. He also reiterates the problematic binaries between “real” and “fake”` 

musicians that Théberge (1997) argues had become less dominant within the field by the 

1990s. However, Mardin’s comments demonstrate that arranging outside of a recording studio 

requires a significant amount of guesswork. Jackson uses the recording studio to build 

instrumentation. In doing so, he bypasses much of the associated guesswork with 

arrangement.  
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Similarly, Jackson avoids the guesswork associated with arrangement by using recording 

technologies to build thickly textured instrumentation during his songwriting process.  

However, as the demo recording demonstrates, his use of this process influenced the 

composition of the vocal melody. The instrument section of the demo recording of “Billie 

Jean” consists of a drum machine, synth bass, synth strings (both stabs and sustained), Rhodes 

keyboard, electric guitar and Jackson’s voice. These parts carry over to the final released 

track, although with more attention paid to the expression of the performances. Further, the 

parts are recorded at a higher sound quality, due largely to the differences between Jackson’s 

studio and the commercial studio.  

A significant difference between the demo and final recording is the use of drums. On the 

demo recording, a drum machine provides the drum part of the song, which Moorefield 

surmises is a Linn Drum (2005, 85). On the final recording, however, the part is played by a 

human on an acoustic drum kit. The sound of drum machine closely resembles a conventional 

drum kit. On the demo recording, Jackson is heard asking for more “kick.” Drum machines 

are often discussed within socially constructed binaries of what people perceive as “real” and 

“fake.” Such discussions have been specifically address by Frith (1998) in regard to notions 

of “authenticity.” Théberge (1997) and Taylor’s (2001) work exposes the way in which these 

views underpinned attitudes of those within the field during the 1980s. In the case of Jackson, 

however, the drum machine functions as a way of progressively arranging the song and 

conveying his ideas to a human drummer. The demo recording shows Jackson using the 

studio to control and inform the way in which he wants the drums to sound on the final 

recording. The inclusion of a drum machine occurs as part of the process, and its sound does 

not carry over to the final recording. As the drum part on the final record is simple in both 

rhythmic “groove” and fills, one could question whether the degree to which using the drum 

machine to convey ideas, has affected the “feel” of the acoustic drums. More likely, though, 

the simple drum beat is genre specific.  

Unlike the drums, the bass line timbre is carried over to the final recording. A noticeable 

difference is the accent placed on particular notes. The bass line can be most clearly heard in 

the intro, which features drums and bass. The timbre of the accented notes of the part are 

much harsher than the rest of the bass sound and it appears to be a combination of both the 

harsh and clean tones on each accent. It would seem these accents are overdubs on the demo 

recording’s bass line. These three parts make up the instrumental part of the song, at least up 

to the pre-chorus. Jackson states the bass line was the initial idea he had for the song. It is 

significant, then, that the timbre of the bass continues throughout the production process. 
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In the 2003 documentary Living with Michael Jackson, Jackson offers a rare insight into how 

these ideas were conceived: 

Martin Bashir: How do you write a song? 
Jackson: If I sat here and played some chords and said “I’m gonna 
write the best song I’ve ever written” nothing happens. Something in 
the heavens has to say “this is the time that this is gonna be laid on 
you and this is when I want you to have it.” Now, I remember when I 
wrote Billie Jean, I was riding in my car down Ventura Boulevard. 
All I said to myself beforehand “I wanna write a song with a great 
bass hook. I just let it go, and several days later *recites bass riff* 
Bashir: Where did that come from? 
Jackson: From above *points above* 
Bashir: Ok, so you were singing the bass line. Then what happened? 
How did you get the other instrumentation and composition. How did 
it work? 
Jackson: Artists seem to get in the way of the music. Get out of the 
way of the music. Don’t write the music. Let the music write itself. 
(Living With Michael Jackson 2003).   

The bass riff recited by Jackson during the interview is present in the intro, verse, chorus and 

solo sections of both the demo and final recording. Additionally, it forms the basis of the riff 

that occurs when the chords change. The first riff occurs over chords F# minor and G# minor. 

The second riff occurs over the chord B minor. Jackson claims that he set himself the task of 

writing a song with a “great bass hook” (Living With Michael Jackson 2003).  At this nascent 

point of the process, Jackson was not in a studio, but, rather, in a car. From this point through 

until the final recording, the bass line plays a dominant role in production. Both the demo and 

final recording begins with the bass line and drums. Although the instrumentation builds with 

the addition of strings, it does not do so to the point where the bass line is no longer a 

significant part of the production. During the interview, Jackson begins to elaborate on how 

the string parts were written, until Bashir interrupts. When Bashir returns to how the rest of 

the song was composed, Jackson claims that he lets the music write itself. Here, Jackson 

presents a quasi-romantic attitude of creativity, similar to that of Paul McCartney’s 

“Yesterday” (McIntyre, 2006). However, the demo recording reveals that following the 

creation of the bass riff, Jackson developed a string chordal riff and a simple drum beat. 

Critically to the notion that recording technologies were a part of the songwriting process, 

however, these elements are extensively established prior to the composition of the melody.  

Turning briefly now to “Don’t Stop ‘Til You Get Enough,” the final recording features a 

spoken introduction section, which occurs over a single chord. Along with a later guitar solo, 
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the introduction forms one of three harmonically distinct parts to the song. On the demo 

recording, Jackson provides spoken text during the intro but, unlike the final track, the demo 

recording suggests that those speaking off-the-cuff interrupt him. A prominent string part 

present in the intro of the final recording, is absent in the demo. The guitar solo break, which 

forms a different harmonic progression and “groove,” is absent on the demo recording. This 

suggests that due to the volume of instruments, the percussion of the demo appears more 

layered and complex than the final recording.  

In regard to “Smooth Criminal,” three disparate recordings – including two demos and one 

final recording – provide details of the production process involved. The two demos, titled 

“Al Capone” and “Chicago 1945,” illustrate significant developments in the production. The 

tempos of the three recordings are similar. Further, the rhythm – which in the verse 

predominantly follows the vocal line – is faster in the final recording. Unlike the other 

examples, the process of “Smooth Criminal,” with three separate titles and different 

instrumental accompaniment, seems almost to progress through three separate songs. 

Jackson’s use of recording technologies on the demo recording convey his production ideas 

for the final recording. This is demonstrated in the drum track. His use of a drum machine on 

the demo recording conveys his ideas for the drum sound to the human drummer and the 

audio engineer. With the exception of an electric guitar, Jackson uses synthetic, programmed 

instruments to create the instrumental accompaniment of the demo recording. Although the 

vocal melody on the demo recording is in a state of development, the instrumental track — in 

respect to timbre, texture and arrangement — is similar to the sound of the final recording. In 

doing this, he influences the timbre and arrangement of the instruments present on the final 

recording. For example, the timbre and “feel” of the bass and drums tracks carry over to the 

final recording. Here, Jackson controls the instruments by playing them himself, or 

communicating to others in his home studio how he wants them to play the parts. In order to 

achieve a similar process without the recording technologies within his studio, Jackson would 

need to assemble an ensemble of musicians consisting of drums, electric guitar, bass guitar 

and a string section. From here, Jackson could then draw from the arrangement to create the 

melody. Alternatively, Jackson could employ the approach Mardin describes. However, this is 

a considerably more expensive style of workflow. Additionally, this process is problematic. If 

Jackson were to have all these instruments playing, he would need to clearly convey how he 

wanted each part to sound – both in timbre and arrangement. While Jackson could use an 

instrumental section to write over the melody outside of the studio, he would lose the control 

he has when working in his home studio, recording and sequencing parts himself. This 
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process is represented in “Don’t Stop ‘Til You Get Enough.” Here, Jackson’s siblings, Randy 

Jackson and Janet Jackson, are credited for percussion. Jackson instructs each of them as to 

how he wants the percussion to sound. The song is similar – in the sense that it is audible that 

the melody is being written after the instrumental accompaniment – to “Billie Jean,” although 

it is more developed in terms of its vocal melody.  

The way in which Jackson uses multi-tracking recording technologies to build instrumental 

tracks is latent, where each part is recorded for the final recording. Many parts sound 

distinctly similar, but nonetheless they are re-recorded. The importance of this latent element 

is highlighted in the comparisons between the demo recording and final recording. As far as a 

musicological analysis of the final recording could discern, Jackson could have written the 

song prior to going into the studio. The instrumentation could have been notated by hand or 

emerged from “jamming.” 

4.2.2 Composing Vocal Melodies 

In chapter 1, I refered to the links that Gracyk (1996) makes between the tradition of rock and 

backing tracks without vocal melody lines. In these instances, songwriters compose their 

melodies over multi-track recordings of drums, bass guitar, electric guitar and various other 

instruments. He considers the ways in which a backing track can be made without a particular 

purpose for a song. Yet, a backing track can later be used multiple times to form various 

songs. However, this process is of critical significance for an analysis of studio-based 

songwriting. The composition of the vocal melody is influenced by the way in which these 

instruments work as a performance and, perhaps more significantly, the associated studio 

manipulations. The demo recordings show Jackson scatting a melody to a multi-track 

instrumental accompaniment. Each example demonstrates a distinct application of recording 

technologies.  

The use of a studio as a tool to compose a vocal melody is evident in the demo recording of 

“Billie Jean.” This is particularly evident in the verse. The verse section is a repeat of two 

segments. During the first segment, Jackson's vocals suggest he is unsure of the melody and, 

at one point, he stops singing for a moment. Despite this, a moderate portion of the vocal 

melody is audible on the final recording. However, it has slight rhythmic variations to fit with 

certain words that Jackson selects later on. The vocal melody of the second segment of the 

verse (at 0:46) is more developed. Rhythmically, it is quite similar to the final recording. 

Given the second segment is a repeat, this suggests Jackson is experimenting and improvising 
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in the first segment and, following this, the melody is developed further in the repeated 

segment. The chorus section of the demo recording is more developed than the other sections. 

This is evident in the vocal overdubs, harmonies and scats, which are dominant in the chorus. 

These overdubs present an interesting question: was the vocal track recorded in one take or 

several different takes put together? Initially, Jackson’s dialogue at the beginning of the song 

suggests that it is one unedited track. 

The melody of the pre-chorus section further demonstrates the use of the studio. Of the five 

sections of “Billie Jean” (intro, verse, pre-chorus, chorus, solo), the pre-chorus section is the 

most contrasting. In the demo, for instance, the melody is still developing and taking shape. 

The bass riff, which is present in all other sections, is absent in the pre-chorus. The chord 

changes have the fastest and most evenly spaced harmonic rhythm of the song. Similar to 

many pre-chorus sections in pop styles, “Billie Jean” builds harmonic suspense which is then 

released at the beginning of the chorus section. Melodically, the pre-chorus on the demo 

recording is quite different to the melody on the final track. This distinction is heard in the 

composition and performance, where parts of the melodic contour and rhythm alter in the 

final recording and becomes faster. The developing nature of the melody in the pre-chorus 

can be attributed to the section’s distinctions from the original bass riff: the first idea for the 

song. Jacksons’ vocality also signifies the developing nature of the section. For example, in 

the final recording he uses a belting vocal technique for most of the pre-chorus, whereas in 

the demo he uses a less confident sounding falsetto vocal style.  

The lyrics of the vocal melody in “Billie Jean” also demonstrate the dominant role that the 

studio played as a tool in the songwriting process. A mix of nonsensical and completed lyrics 

occurs in the demo recording. As such, this suggests a considerable portion of the song’s 

lyrics were written following the making of the demo recording. In some cases, these words 

form parts of the lyrics of the final recording, while in other cases, the sounds of the vowels 

are similar to the words used on the final recording. For example, the vocal melody begins 

with the lyrics “She told me”, which carry over to the final track. Shortly after, it becomes 

nonsensical. This approach can be heard in The Bee Gees’ songwriting practices in Keppel 

Road (1997). Similar to Jackson, they write their lyrics after they compose the melody. 

The demo recording provides a “snap-shot” of a particular point of the production process. 

Similar to The Bee Gees, the recording allows Jackson to take a recess from the project and, 

after some time away, recall the melody as it was written. Further, if Jackson was not satisfied 

with the direction of the project, he could go back to an earlier part. In the absence of 
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recording technologies, to ensure that the melody was remembered, he would need to 

undertake the laborious process of transcribing the basic parts of the melody. A recording is 

an accurate and fast alternative to give a “snap-shot” of the mood and “vibe” of a melody, 

beyond its pitches and rhythm. Jackson’s songwriting practice, then, is enhanced. He uses 

recording technologies to enable and realize a vision of how the final record might sound. In 

contrast to non-studio-based songwriting practices, Jackson was able to control and 

manipulate timbres, but also use them as a means to inspire him to create the melody and 

lyrics. Here, Jackson created a vocal melody over a sophisticated recorded arrangement, 

which is advanced both in timbre and structure. 

While the technologies are critical to these processes, Jackson’s technical understanding of 

the studio is unclear. He can be heard giving volume instructions, presumably to an engineer. 

This suggests he was not operating the technology himself, or it may also suggest there was a 

two space layout, which generally requires someone to operate the gear and someone to 

record. In contrast, he could also use the potential of the studio to aid the songwriting process. 

Although Jackson’s control over the production process is reduced once other musicians and a 

producer are brought into the process, the prior work he has undertaken in the studio enables 

him to exercise an enhanced level of control over the final recording. This occurs irrespective 

of technical assistance. 

The presence of the developing melody on the demo recording articulates that the 

instrumentation of the demo recording is crucial to the songwriting process. The instrument 

parts of the demo recording function as instructions for the final recording. It is not audible on 

the final recording that this has occurred. As I have outlined, the drums on the demo recording 

are machine made, and they inform the human played drum kit on the final recording. The 

drums also serve to influence the creation of parts of the melody. As it is not discernible, 

however, these function as latent elements on the final recording. 

4.3 Latent Elements and Consumer Digital Technologies After 
2010 

Both The Bee Gees and Michael Jackson had access to private large recording studios due to 

the prior commercial success of their music. In comparison to the broader field of pop 

musicians, the degree to which they had access was exceptional. During this period, this kind 

of access was out of reach for musicians who had not previously reached a high threshold of 

commercial success. In instances where musicians and songwriters had access to such 
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technologies, songs were completed prior to recording sessions. A logical approach for 

musicians on a limited budget is to maximize the amount of work undertaken in 

preproduction. This process includes completing the melody, chords and lyrics parts of a 

song. It was significantly costly to use a commercial studio in the way that is demonstrated in 

Jackson’s demo recordings. For the broader field, the processes of songwriting, performance 

and recording are necessarily demarcated. Consequently, the studio could not be used to aid in 

the songwriting process of most musicians.  

A contributing factor in the politics of access to studios lie in their high expense. Following 

the period of these case studies – from the late 1990s onwards – recording technologies 

became more widely available. This has been in part due to the shifts in uptake and 

affordability of digital technologies. Personal computers and DAWs, for example, have 

advanced to the point where they are capable of producing multiple tracks of processed audio. 

Two decades ago, such capabilities were typically exclusively limited to large commercial 

studios. Digital technologies were in the early stages of development. For example, DAWs 

such as Pro Tools were originally a basic editing suite that required a significant amount of 

time — more than an hour — to render a single track of audio. Audio was handled by 

expensive hardware such as digital multi-track recorders. In contrast, the central hub of 

recording environments is now Pro Tools, which can undertake multiple audio tasks in what 

seems to the user to be instant. I expose the relationship between access and studio 

technologies in more depth in chapter 5. However, it is important to note here that these 

changes have dramatically shifted the politics of access to recording. Its implications on the 

field are considerable. Access to recordings became less determined by prior commercial 

success. The number of musicians and songwriters provided with access to the autonomy 

associated with recording studios exponentially increased. The rise of the personal computer 

and advancements in affordable audio technology has meant these capabilities could be found 

in a musician's home. No longer was an artist’s options for recording confined to a 

commercial studio; they could record effectively in their bedroom. 

These developments lead one to question the significance of the practices examined 

throughout this chapter. As such, I wish to offer a discussion of the ways in which these 

practices can be contextualized within the technological landscape at the time of writing this 

thesis (2011-2015). In the previous chapter, my analysis of Gotye shows, among other things, 

the recent context of the historical practices of the studio-based songwriters of the 1960s and 

1970s. In the previous chapter, my analysis of his comments elucidates part of my argument 

that access to recording technologies informs songwriting and the resultant sound. These 
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processes are audible — or active — on the final recording. In this section, I wish to expose 

latent elements of production in contemporary technological contexts through my own 

practice. I want to mark these processes because the politics of access to recording 

technologies have shifted with the advent of consumer markets. Yet some of the processes 

associated with large-scale music production can be difficult to recreate with emerging 

consumer technologies. 

4.3.1 Consumer Digital Technologies as Tools to Compose Vocal Melodies 

The application of reverberation using consumer technologies is a complex process that is 

amplified by audible latency present in consumer digital devices. In large studios, 

technologies are expensive because of their cultural value, the ways in which they enhance a 

recording and the processes associated with recording sessions. Earlier in this chapter we saw 

the importance that playing reverb on the monitored vocal had on the songwriting process of 

The Bee Gees. In many respects, the success of placing reverb on a vocal in real time within a 

recording studio is determined by the amount of latency produced by the associated hardware. 

Latency is a time delay caused by the process of converting sound to analogue to digital and 

back to analogue. Low latency recording is industrially constructed as a necessity in 

commercial recording studios. The investment that goes into a large studio ensures that this is 

the case. Latency is present, at variable lengths, in all digital recording systems. While 

technologies develop at a quick pace, dedicated processing hardware such as Pro Tools HDX, 

are currently popular low-latency hardware solutions used in large studios. Further, studios 

also have large consoles that provide a second means to achieve low latency monitoring. Both 

of these technologies are considerably expensive. Conversely, digital hardware with audible 

latency (over 10 milliseconds), such as USB and Firewire based technologies, are typically 

used in private studios. For consumers, the cost of these devices seemingly determines the 

amount of latency they produce; it is cheaper to have a higher latency device than a low 

latency device. Despite the widespread uptake of consumer recording technologies by 

musicians, the ability to monitor a vocal and produce reverb with a low latency level on these 

devices is logistically complex. 

Latency is a common challenge within home studios with consumer technologies. Latency is 

longer in consumer audio interfaces powered by personal computer systems. During the 

production of the first album that I made during this study, I experienced the extent to which 

challenges emerge from latency produced by consumer technologies. I attempted to configure 

the technologies to produce a reverb effect that could be applied to my vocal track while I 
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composed a vocal melody. The signal chain available to myself at the time consisted of a 

Rode NT1 condenser microphone, a 1073 Neve Preamp, a Lexicon reverb hardware unit, an 

Apogee Ensemble audio interface and Logic Pro X DAW running on an iMac desktop 

computer. The signal chain order for monitoring audio consisted of Rode > 1073 > Apogee > 

Logic with plugin reverb > Apogee > Headphones. This configuration resulted in audible and 

irritating latency. Reducing the audio buffer of Logic Pro X in turn reduced the latency but, 

concurrently, it increased the load on the computer's processor. This resulted in an increase in 

noise from the computer's fan. The noise of the fan was audible on the recorded audio. Apart 

from perhaps the Neve preamp, these technologies are distinctly consumer orientated due to 

their price, and absence in large recording studios. 

To create a workaround, I used a low-latency mixer in the Apogee Ensemble’s software, 

Maestro, coupled with the Lexicon hardware reverb unit. In this workaround, the monitored 

audio did not cycle through the DAW. Rather, the audio was returned to the headphones 

through the audio interface, unfiltered by the DAW. As seen in Figure 2, I used a UAD plugin 

emulation of the famous Lexicon 224 Reverb signal processor in the session. However, I used 

the hardware reverb for live monitoring. I used an audio splitter to send the signal from the 

microphone to both the microphone input of the audio interface and the reverb unit. The 

stereo output of the reverb unit was sent to two inputs on the audio interface. The result was a 

dry recorded signal and low latency stereo reverb effect of the vocals. The configuration was 

simple to setup each songwriting session. The settings on the hardware reverb unit allowed 

myself to change the depth and length of the reverb, depending on the mood of the song. In 

line with the sound of music production in pop styles, I found that louder and longer tailed 

reverbs were effective when I was writing a ballad. Conversely, less dense and shorter tailed 

reverbs were effective for writing up-tempo songs on the guitar.  

The quick pace of shifts over the past 15 years suggest that these technologies — particularly 

those of which are digital — will rapidly become obsolete. Consequently, the logic of this 

setup will probably have little significance in years to come. However, its significance is not 

so much in its specific setup but, rather, in the ways in which it demonstrates the distinct gaps 

that still exist between kinds of studios. New technologies have not placed studio-based 

songwriters on an even playing field. Through this setup of consumer technologies, a similar 

outcome was achieved to the way in which The Bee Gees used reverb in their songwriting 

practice. However, this process was the result of extensive and time consuming modifications 

of consumer technologies for uses which they were not marketed to consumers. The number 
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of technologies required for this setup were considerable, and their associated costs were 

upwards of $10,000.  

 

Figure 2. Screenshot of a UAD plugin “Lexicon 224 Digital Reverb” in a Logic Pro X 
session. 

 

4.3.2 Documenting Songwriting Process in a DAW 

Compared to reverbs, documenting recording process is far more accessible with consumer 

technologies. Cassette recorders mentioned in the examples of Diane Warren and John Keays 

are a useful portable means to record ideas. In recent years, cassette recorders have given way 

to mobile phones as the dominant means of quickly recording musical ideas. They are 

smaller, cheaper, and, considering attitudes towards mobile phones, are likely to be in closer 

reach to a musician. However, as the analysis of The Bee Gees shows, DAT recorders within 

a recording studios were far more effective way of recording songwriting sessions. In recent 

years, similarly to cassette recorders, DAT machines and digital multi-track recorders have 

given way to personal computers with DAWs as the dominant mode of studio recording. Due 

to their graphic interface, accessibility and ability to pin point recording locations, DAWs 

present a number of differences in comparison to DAT. Building on The Bee Gees 
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documented recording practices, I devised a process to record songwriting sessions in a 

DAW.  

During the production of the two albums, I recorded parts of my songwriting process onto 

two tracks. The DAW was an effective way of notating the songwriting session. As seen in 

Figure 3, DAWs can index a recorded event through a graphic interface of wave forms which 

can be segmented into regions (or clips, depending on what the individual brand of DAW 

terms it) or markers. If a songwriter develops the melody of a section — for example the pre-

chorus — to the point that they are happy with it, they can segment that and move on. Once 

the chorus section is complete they can then return to the pre-chorus, as it was composed and 

join the two sections together. While the basic function of documenting process for later 

playback remains similar, a DAW allows greater configurability in accessing the process. The 

Logic Pro X session in Figure 3 was a typical setup for how I composed the songs during this 

study. The vocals, guitar and piano tracks were normalized to the specific input of the 

interface. This process minimized setup prior to each songwriting session. These three tracks 

remain throughout the session, even as instruments for the final recording were added. Unlike 

the reverb setup, which required a complex logistical setup of the consumer technology, here, 

the process is simple. In many respects it is enhanced. It is simpler to navigate through the 

recordings, and it is possible to piece together a composite structure of the song. 

 

Figure 3. Screenshot of a recording session in a Logic Pro X session. The tracks shown are 
vocals, piano and acoustic guitar with multiple audio clips 
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4.3.3 Use of Software Instruments in Songwriting 

As seen in the ways in which songwriters use reverb and document their recordings, the 

spread of digital technologies transformed the industry. It polarized attitudes towards 

musicianship and sparked widespread debate on authenticity and taste. During this period, a 

significant development was the uptake of drum machines in pop styles. Originally, they were 

expensive standalone pieces of hardware. In addition to their use in performance and 

recording, the songwriting practices of Michael Jackson and The Bee Gees show they are 

important in songwriting. Similar to cassette and DAT machines players, hardware drum 

machines in music production have given way to software packages on personal computers. 

During their development, the ability of drum machines to reproduce the sound of a human 

drummer has improved dramatically.  

During this study, I used a drum machine in a similar way to The Bee Gees. Typically, I 

composed vocal melodies to a simple drum sequence. The drum machines I used were 

“Redrum” in Reason (as seen in Figure 4) and, later, “Drummer” in Logic Pro X (as seen in 

Figure 3).  Redrum is a sampled based drum machine with a step sequencer. The step 

Figure 4. Screen shot of a virtual drum sequencer “Drummer” in a Logic Pro session 
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sequencer makes it simple to program a drum pattern, however, the resultant sound lacked 

human-like “groove” to it. I minimized this outcome by manipulating the dynamics of the 

high hats, adding snare noise and placing hand-held percussion samples in Reason’s sampler 

“Dr. Rex,” which had more of a human-like “feel.”  

Midway through the period of this study, a new version of Logic (Logic X) was released. It 

included a virtual drummer feature. Drummer provided less control of the individual rhythms 

of each part of the drum kit, but the result was a more human-like drum rhythm. I found that 

the feature functioned more like a virtual drummer than a typical drum machine. As a result, 

the drums provided more than a rhythm cue, but rather a mood for the song. Within the 

Drummer software, there are a number of virtual drums that play in different genres. Further, 

the drum “grooves” can be altered in their complexity and volume on a XY axis. 

Merchant’s accounts suggest that The Bee Gees often changed drum machines when they 

became tired of them. Similarly, I shifted from “Redrum” to “Logic Drummer” because the 

drum loops in “Redrum” became uninspiring after a period of using them. However, unlike 

The Bee Gees’ practice during the 1990s, the drum machines are software, not standalone 

hardware. The rigidness of the drum patterns in “Redrum” meant that it functioned similar to 

The Bee Gees, in keeping a tempo. I found the process to be better suited for up-tempo songs.  

 4.3.4 Latent Effects and Instruments and Demo Recordings 

Continuing my discussion of consumer technologies, I now turn my attention to examining 

the links between latent processes within the demo and final recording stages of music 

production within the consumer digital landscape.  Demo recordings are a source of interest 

for audiences and critics. In 2013, social media website BuzzFeed published a list of “13 

Songs That Were Better As Demo Recordings” (Naidus 2013). It provided comparisons 

between the demo and final recording in order to argue that in these cases the processes of 

music production had spoiled highly valued aspects of the performance. In contrast, The Bee 

Gees’ practices show that there are often few differences between the sound of their demos 

and final recording. Moreover, there is often no delineation between the songwriting and 

demo recording stages. This can be attributed to studio-based songwriting. In his account of 

their songwriting process, Merchant notes that The Bee Gees’ process of writing the song and 

recording the demo often merged. He further notes that the demo recordings were often what 

others would consider finished recordings. In the production of “Billie Jean,” Michael 

Jackson subverts the decisions associated with the final recording stage by creating highly 
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developed demo recordings. This begs the question: to what extent does studio-based 

songwriting subvert the decision making processes associated with the music production of a 

final recording? Can instruments and effects on a demo recording be latent on a final 

recording? 

To answer these questions, for the second album of this study I attempted to expose the extent 

to which instruments and effects in the songwriting process could be latent on a final 

recording. I purposely segmented the demo recording and final recording stages of the 

album’s production. To undertake this task, I wrote 12 songs using the latent studio-based 

songwriting processes covered in this chapter. I wrote and created demo recordings in a 

similar technological setup outlined previously. Due to the use of recording technologies, the 

songwriting process resulted in a series of demo recordings. They were a mix of completed 

songs and developing ideas. I assembled a band of musicians who played typical rock 

instruments: consisting of drum kit, bass guitar and electric guitar. I wrote out simple chord 

charts for each song, consisting of the chord sequence and bars to indicate the timing of the 

chord changes. I emailed the charts to the band a day or so before the recording session. The 

personnel included professional musicians within the Sydney live music scene Tim Parsons 

(drum kit), Eric Fortaleza (bass guitar) and Cameron Henderson (electric guitar). Unlike the 

songwriting and demo recording stages, the tracking of these instruments occurred in a large 

recording studio. The purpose of the recording session was to play the songs live and record 

the drum kit and bass for the final recording. Depending on its recorded timbre during the 

session, I had also planned to keep the electric guitar parts, which were recorded at the same 

time as the drums and bass. The other parts would be recorded later. To tease out the extent to 

which the instruments and effects of the songwriting and demo recording stages were latent, I 

did not provide the demo recordings to the musicians; I used a combination of chord charts, 

verbal instructions (which included musicological descriptions and citing of similar recorded 

works of the sounds I wanted), and an acoustic solo live performance of the songs in the 

studio.  

The tracking of the instruments occurred concurrently as a live performance. The drum kit 

was in an isolated space. The remaining instruments, including electronic guitar and its amp, 

bass guitar (which was directly routed into the mixing console) and my acoustic guitar and 

vocals, were in a separate larger space. The only acoustic sound source that was recorded for 

use in the larger space was the guitar amp. Unwanted sounds (or “bleed”) from the vocals and 

acoustic guitar were minimal on the amp’s microphone. While the vocals and acoustic guitar 

were recorded, their function was as a guide for the band. I recorded the acoustic guitar parts 
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and vocals at a later date, as well as various other instruments. Typically, the fifth or sixth 

performance of each song was used as the final recording. The process was relatively quick 

and the band, despite not hearing the demos, was able to either produce what I had in mind, or 

created something new that I decided to go along with. The final song that was attempted on 

day one, “Where I Need,” was abandoned after about the sixth take because the “feel” was not 

what I wanted. The song was attempted the following morning with better results. The band 

and myself attributed this problem to fatigue.  

During the recording sessions, I had the drums and bass play throughout each song. This was 

in contrast with the sound of pop styles of the 1960s and 1970s, which had influenced my 

sound. These styles typically feature an incremental thickening of textures. Here, the chorus is 

thicker in texture than the verse, and the final chorus is thicker than the first. The textures of 

the production are achieved with the addition and removal of instruments. This practice can 

be partly attributed to the work of producer Phil Spector, whose “Wall of Sound” approach 

involved quite thick textures, despite working with the limitations of four track tape 

machines. From the outset, I had in mind to thicken the texture of the chorus sections with 

double tracked backing vocals and synthetic keyboard parts. I also had in mind not having the 

drums and bass parts present in the intro, and even the first verse of some of the songs. My 

decision to have the bass and drums play throughout gave me the options to edit the parts how 

I wished later on. As such, the drums and bass parts were removed in the sections of a number 

of songs including “Kingdom Coming.” Although the drums and bass only begin in the 

second verse on the final recording, they were originally tracked from the beginning of the 

song.   

The decisions not to allow the musicians to hear the demo recordings had a number of 

implications for the resultant sound of the final recording. Most of the demo recordings are 

noticeably slower than the final recordings. On reflection, this is more indicative of my 

broader songwriting practice. Often the tempo of my songs increase throughout the 

production process. This was intensified by guessing the tempo with the band on the day of 

tracking. The track sessions also show that the songs become faster with each take. There is 

also more dynamic contrast in the song’s sections. This was significantly different to the 

capabilities of Logic’s “Drummer” feature, which had been used on the demos. “Drummer” 

can be programmed to increase in volume in parts, for example a chorus. However, the band, 

including bass and guitar, reacting to this volume increase in a human played drum kit 

appeared to have a more pronounced effect on the songs. 
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The song “Into My Own,” shows that a number of critical differences are evident between the 

songwriting process and the final recording. The original idea for the song was what on the 

final recording became the pre-chorus. It was written on piano and voice through the standard 

studio setup I have mentioned. Despite having the tracking session set up with a keyboard, I 

tracked the song using my acoustic guitar. The piano was later added as the final 

accompanying instrument. The piano part is present in select sections and plays a simple 

offbeat “comping” style. However, in the original idea it had a more broken chord (or an 

arpeggio) “feel” to it. The piano was a critical part of the original idea for the song, but only 

plays a minimal part in the sound of the final recording. 

In order to convey the significance of the separation between the demo and final recording, it 

is important to return to the production of the demo of Billie Jean. In Billie jean, the demo 

process was used as a way of concurrently layering the production and arranging the 

instruments. When using the final recording as a site of reference, some parts, such as the 

drums and bass are well established, other parts such as the voice are still in development. On 

Billy Jean, the instruments convey timbral, rhythmic, textural and pitch cues for the final 

recording and, throughout this process, provide cues for each instrument which is added. In 

contrast to these musical cues, the demos of “Into My Own,” function as a means of 

composing the song, rather than conveying the production and resultant sound of the final 

recording. In a sense, both processes have latent elements; there are various parts of both 

demo recordings in which the process is hidden, for example the important nuances of the 

timbre of the bass. However, the extent of latency of “Into My Own” is far greater. This is 

demonstrated in the distinct styles of the demo and final recordings. 
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4.3.5 Latent Studio Process in Performance 

Thus far, my analysis has focused on the processes associated with the production of music 

and studio-based songwriting. The live reproduction of music to audiences, or performances, 

is also affected by these practices. As such, the relationships between live performance and 

music production are complex. Active processes of studio-based songwriting create 

challenges for reproducing these sounds in live contexts. I would like to move towards 

concluding this chapter by considering the relationships between live performance and the 

reproduction of studio processes. In his live performance with Roxy Music, Eno addressed 

this issue by essentially relocating much of the recording technologies to a live performance 

space. During a performance at the Aria Awards, Gotye performed “Somebody That I Used 

To Know” (2012 ARIA’s, 2011) during which, the sample material, idiosyncratic performance 

gestures of the recording are reproduced with a large acoustic ensemble of instruments. 

However, to what extent are these sounds necessary in a live performance? To answer this 

question, I gave a live performance to release the first album for this thesis. It was an acoustic 

(vocal, acoustic guitar, piano and mandolin) performance on Sunday 11 November 2012 at 

the “Drama Studio” in building Y3A at Macquarie University. With this performance, I aimed 

to perform the studio-constructed songs in a stripped back acoustic context. My preliminary 

research into historical examples of studio-based songwriters had revealed that typically 

songwriters who engage in recording technologies tend not to perform their songs live. When 

they do perform live, they tend to take the recording technologies with them into the live 

context. Moving towards theorizing a latent use of these technologies, I wanted to show that I 

Figure 5. Screenshot of step drum sampler “Redrum” in Reason 
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had still produced conventional songs with melodies, chords and lyrics that can exist outside 

of studio manipulation. 

The performance was a highly produced event with professional lighting and audio 

technicians. It was attended by about 50 people and went for approximately an hour. During 

the performance, I sung and alternated between the acoustic guitar and the grand piano. I was 

joined occasionally by a musician who played mandolin and congas as well as provided some 

backing vocals. The stripped back nature of the performance made it more emotive and highly 

expressive to perform. Further, it allowed me to make decisions about the “feel,” tempo, 

dynamics, and make slight melodic embellishments “in the moment.” Conversely, the 

recordings, due largely to recording technologies, were polished pop style productions with 

rigid tempos, almost robotic “grooves,” and compressed dynamics. The presence of the 

recording technologies facilitated for a largely autonomous production. However, the absence 

of these technologies in the performance also created a feeling of autonomy, away from the 

technologies. This approach influenced my musicianship towards my voice, guitar and piano. 

As a result, they had a greater dynamic range. 

Despite the absence of many of the technologies that make up the layers in the recordings, 

some technologies were also present at the event. All the instruments were amplified by a 

front of house PA system and mediated by a sound engineer. During the rehearsal, I gave 

cueing instructions for reverb to be more present at certain times. The aim was to sound like 

the recording, or to fill the absence of the recording texture. During the performance, reverb 

was present in my foldback. This inspired and influenced how I used my voice. I also used the 

proximity effect on the dynamic microphone to control the low frequencies produced by my 

voice. On my guitar, I used the volume of the pickup and the sound that was coming through 

the foldback to control its sound. These elements show that live performances have their own 

technological aspects. Here, even through the illusion of transparency, there were a number of 

sonic manipulations. These manipulations replaced many of the studio instruments and effects 

that were necessarily latent. 

4.4 Types of process 

This chapter and chapter 3 expose a number of distinct types of processes associated with 

music production. In this chapter, we saw that recording technologies can be a crucial 

production tool, while not directly audible on the final recording. The documentation of 

songwriting process by recording, the use of reverb explicitly for recording vocals, use of 
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drum machines and creating dense instrumental accompaniment succinctly demonstrate the 

extent to which this occurs. However, in chapter 3 we saw that recording technologies can be 

crucial and audible tools in the sound and style of a song. Use of synthesis, tape splicing, 

signal processing succinctly demonstrate the extent to which this occurs. Despite their latent 

or active status on final recordings, the use of production tools in the production process 

directly influence the end result. 
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4.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, I have sought to outline how studio technologies used within songwriting 

practice can be important to a completed work, while latent in the final sound. The use of 

recording technologies can be used to compose songs with typical rock instruments, where 

active techniques detailed in chapter 3 are absent. In the previous chapter, accounts of process 

function as a form of cultural capital. These accounts provide details as to how the atypical 

sonic outcomes are achieved and, as the work of Bourdieu demonstrates, this forms an 

important social asset. The accounts of this chapter are largely taken out of wider discussions 

into the artist’s practices, or I have had to seek out information from the source myself. For 

example, much of the data of The Bee Gees use of reverb comes from a broader discussion of 

their vocal harmonies. There was little material found of Michael Jackson’s processes to 

provide evidence of studio-based songwriting of “Billie Jean,” but rather the demo informed 

much of the analysis. Much of the data of The Bee Gees comes from interviews I conducted 

with their engineer John Merchant. The contrasting methodologies of this chapter and Chapter 

3, coupled with the historical context of the case studies (being that this chapter is centred 

between 1980s and 1990s), is useful in my later discussion in which I use Bourdieu to argue 

that the field of studio-based songwriting has changed – at least in terms of attitudes towards 

value and taste –  since the 1960s. 

There appears to be less of an effort to publish details of process in these songwriters where 

the recording technologies function passively. This might be partly explained in the fact that 

both The Bee Gees and Jackson appear to heavily rely on the presence of a sound engineer in 

order to engage with recording technologies. Contextualizing these practices within my own 

practices with current technologies can be placed within a backdrop of a broader shift, from 

an artist and engineer relationship to a single person way of working. Unlike Eno, Gotye and 

Wilson, who all have made concerted efforts to detail their atypical practices, The Bee Gees’ 

and Jackson’s interest in recording technology is less evident. Nonetheless, these technologies 

are significantly important in their songwriting processes.  
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5. Spaces and Technologies in Studio-based 
Songwriting Practice 
In this chapter, I explore the complex politics of recording studios, the main environments 

within which studio-based songwriting practice occurs. While these environments have been 

analyzed and categorized in a number of fields (Huber 2005, De Carvalho 2012, Pras and 

Guastavino 2011), I do not necessarily want to redeploy these. I wish to compare and 

categorize recording studios in terms of their design, recording technologies and workflows in 

respect to studio-based songwriting. These elements have a direct impact on the way in which 

studio-based songwriting has taken place. In this chapter, I segment recording studios into 

four categories: large commercial recording studios, large private recording studios, 

commercial project recording studios, and private project recording studios. These are the 

main obvious categories of studios, although to some extent it could be seen as a more 

continuous spectrum. 

I analyze the technological environments within which the songwriters examined in this thesis 

create their work. Although studio-based songwriting occurs within a number of diverse 

environments, I argue that a single dominant representation of “recording studio” is 

constructed by a range of discourses that rely on a series of specific characteristics.  I 

interrogate this representation alongside a critique of the so-called “democratization” of 

recording technologies. I examine why recent paradigms surrounding democratization have 

focused on cost reduction in recording technologies. I argue that this is incongruous; it is not 

compatible with dominant constructions of recording studios. These very constructions 

consistently reorient themselves and shift the value of recording technologies in order to 

remain exclusive to professionals. 
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Artist and Album Year 
of 
release 

Recording Studio/s 

The Beatles, Help 1965 EMI Studios 

The Beatles, Rubber Soul 1965 EMI Studios 

The Beatles, Revolver 1966 EMI Studios 

The Beatles, Sgt Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club 
Band 

1967 EMI Studios, Regent Sound Studios 

The Beatles, White Album 1968 EMI Studios, Trident Studios 

The Beach Boys, All Summer Long 1964 United Western Recorders 

The Beach Boys, Today! 1965 United Western Recorders, Gold Star Studios 

The Beach Boys, Summer Days (And Summer 
Nights) 

1965 United Western Recorders, Gold Star Studios, CBS Columbia Square 

Pet Sounds  
Good Vibrations (Single) 

1966 United Western Recorders, Gold Star Studios, CBS Columbia Square, 
Sunset Sound Recorders 

Eno, Here Come The Warm Jets 1973 Majestic Studios 

Eno, Talking Tiger Mountain 1974 Island Studios 

Eno, Another Green World 1975 Island Studios 

Table 1. List of select artist names, albums titles, year of album releases and recording studio 

from case studies. 

5.1 Commercial Large Recording Studios 

Large commercial recording studios typically have large mixing consoles and separate spaces 

for mixing and recording. Their development arguably begins in the 1950s. During this 

period, large recording studios consisted of second-hand technologies, which were previously 

used by radio station studios (Cunningham 1999). From the 1960s onwards, they began to 

develop as financially lucrative industrial spaces. From time to time, technologies for studios, 

such as mixing consoles and signal processors, were specifically designed for music 

production.  

Developments in large commercial recording studios were not uniform in the US and UK. 

Cunningham (1999) points to a locale specific recording industry. The US embraced new 

technologies, such as advances in multi-tracking recorders. The UK, however, “displayed a 

superior understanding of the recording arts” (1999, 51). Similarly, Zagorski-Thomas (2012) 

extends this timeline and charts the differences in sound between practices in the UK and US 

during the 1970s. Despite the ostensibly insulated working practices between the UK and US, 
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there are a number of similarities between the two approaches. These are demonstrated in my 

analysis of processes of The Beatles and The Beach Boys in chapter 3. 

 

5.1.1 Large Commercial Recording Studios as Expensive and Exclusive 
spaces 

Since the 1960s, access to large commercial recording studios has been expensive. They are 

expensive to design and construct and acquisition of the necessary technologies to record 

music is costly. As a result, until the early 1960s, albums were typically recorded over a 

period of one or two days. Lewisohn notes, for example, that The Beatles recorded their debut 

album, Please Please Me, over a period of 12 hours (2013, 24). The album was 

predominantly recorded “live,” during which all the members of the group performed 

together. George Martin described it as their “stage act” (Lewisohn 2013, 24). However, some 

editing of the live performance is audible on the album. The lead vocals on “A Taste of 

Honey,” for example, is double tracked. Although unreleased, the master recording of “Hold 

Me Tight” is a combination of two incomplete recording takes (Lewisohn 2013, 24).  

When time constraints are this tight, it is essential that the songwriting process takes place 

before the recording session. Lewisohn’s account demonstrates that studio time during the 

recording of the 1963 album Please Please Me was spent primarily on performing multiple 

live takes of each song (2013, 24). Although these songs were already part of their stage act, 

and presumably well rehearsed, parts of different takes were required to be put together to 

create a complete recording of the song. This highlights that the process of completing 

recorded songs within such time constraints was challenging. The separation of songwriting 

and recording was necessary to complete the recording within the allocated time frame. 

As a result of such high costs, access to recording studios was predominately determined by 

record labels. In line with the logic of capitalism, record labels typically sought to maximize 

revenue from sales of recordings. As such, studio access was prioritized for artists that labels 

believed had a high potential for commercial success. During the early 1960s, due to the 

commercial success of their prior work, the record labels of The Beatles and Beach Boys 

allocated more studio time for the production of their albums. Lewisohn’s (2013) chronology 

of The Beatles recording sessions demonstrates that throughout the 1960s the time allocated 

for recording of their albums expanded to weeks and months. As analyzed in chapter 3, this 
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increase in studio access correlates with a shift in their songwriting and production processes 

and, as a result, their finished work. 

In contrast, the circumstances in which Eno engaged in studio-based songwriting differ 

significantly. This is demonstrated in the minimal support he received from record labels for 

studio access. In 1975, Eno wrote and recorded Another Green World in a large commercial 

recording studio. He had not achieved significant commercial success prior to recording the 

album. Eno financed his own studio time. This resulted in tensions between the time required 

to undertake his studio-based songwriting practices and the associated costs of the time. Eno 

states: 

So, I decided to risk going into the studio with no written material. 
And it’s a real risk because studios are so expensive these days. If it 
just doesn’t happen to be your day, you can spent £500 for nothing. 
(Dayal 2009, 30) 

Eno recounts that the process had mixed results: “this didn’t always work out. I was very 

unsure about this experiment and studios are terribly expensive” (Dayal 2009, 33). According 

to Dayal, Eno’s representations of the recording sessions were significantly different to what 

was taking place: 

Eno was on the verge of cancelling the studio time and recording a lot 
of demos at home and going back to the old ways of doing things. 
Eno always sounded proudly self-confident and assured about his 
many arty theories when he talked to the press, but privately, he was 
anything but. (Dayal 2009, 33) 

These accounts demonstrate the extent to which Eno experienced challenges in managing the 

costs of studio access with the time it took to undertake his studio-based songwriting practice. 

These challenges highlight the privileges provided to The Beatles and The Beach Boys. 

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, large commercial recording studios were typically used to 

track and mix pre-written songs. Eno subverted the politics of studio access by financing the 

studio time himself. My analysis in chapter 3 demonstrates an inextricable relationship 

between Eno and recording technology. It could be argued that such access was of greater 

necessity for Eno. His practices highlight the politics of access to large commercial recording 

studios, and, consequently, the significance of the pioneering practices of The Beatles and 
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The Beach Boys within the broader field. Their practices were the result of access, which was 

determined by privileges associated with commercial success. 

5.1.2 Large Commercial Studios as Shared Spaces with Various Workflows 

Large commercial recording studios are shared spaces in which multiple workflows are 

accommodated. Throughout a period of a week, several musicians or bands may record 

albums or songs in the same studio. For each of these musicians, their technical requirements 

can range considerably. A solo singer/songwriter, for example, may require a live recording 

of a vocal and an acoustic guitar. Conversely, a rock band may require a more complex setup 

through which recording a classical orchestra is required. As a result, large commercial 

recording studios are necessarily set up to accommodate multiple workflows. In order to 

maintain order between sessions, after each recording session, the recording technologies are 

initialized to specific configurations. For example, microphones are packed away, and the 

volume, send, EQ, compression and reverb settings on signal processing hardware and mixing 

consoles are reset to specific values. This process is undertaken to maintain working order 

and minimize disruption during the following sessions. 

The shared nature of these spaces can result in scheduling conflicts. As such, during the 

1950s, many large commercial recording studios were designed as acoustically neutral spaces. 

Technologies such as tape machines and mixing consoles were also standardized for 

compatibility. This allowed people to move projects between studios. As outlined in Table 1, 

The Beach Boys and The Beatles credit several large commercial recording studios for many 

of their albums. In spite of the ostensible acoustic neutrality of these spaces, Wilson chose 

specific studios due to their distinct acoustic characteristics. As noted in chapter 3, he 

recorded “Good Vibrations” in four studios. However, my analysis shows that acoustic space 

has a minimal presence on the recording. 

As large studios accommodate various workflows, the process of packing up the equipment 

and recreating a similar configuration at a later time can disrupt workflow. In the case of 

studio-based songwriting, the use of the “studio as an instrument” requires specific, and 

sometimes complex, configurations of technologies. Such disruptions were more apparent 

prior to the advent of digital technologies. As Lewisohn (2013) demonstrates, the technical 

configurations of recording sessions were commonly documented by hand. Since the advent 

of digital technologies, and more specifically DAWs, this process has changed. While it is 

still quite time consuming, it has become simpler. Parts of recording sessions can be 
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“recalled” to previous settings. In contrast, microphone choice and placement, cable patching 

and the settings of other non-digital technologies, must be manually documented. This can be 

a complex task through which the time allowed for recording is reduced. 

In order to ensure that someone can operate specific technologies during recording sessions, 

audio engineers are required in large commercial recording studios. During the 1960s, these 

studios were typically owned by record labels who employed in-house engineers.15 

Conversely, producers were assigned to produce specific projects for artists. Further, they 

were not assigned to work in a single particular studio.16 Engineers are required within 

commercial recording studios to monitor the equipment. As they are shared spaces that 

incorporate two rooms, an audio engineer must maintain the technologies. It is also 

challenging to simultaneously operate the recording technologies and perform a musical 

instrument. In my practice, I have experienced challenges when attempting these processes 

simultaneously. It requires alternating between spaces, organizing a timed “count in,” and 

some estimation of the gain level of the preamps. While it could be argued that recording can 

take place in a control room, these rooms are often designed specifically for listening to 

music. Additionally, the inclusion of both the recording hardware and microphones in a single 

room can result in technical issues. Recording technologies can produce cooling fan noise or 

humming. When recording soft sound sources, these hardware noises can be audible on a 

recording. 

Another interconnected reason that audio engineers disturb the role of studio-based 

songwriters can be found in their practice. The complexities of the technologies and spacial 

barriers of large recording studios, require audio engineers to directly use the technologies. As 

such, the role of audio engineers further disrupt the notion of “studio as an instrument” for 

studio-based songwriters. Even though they can be instructed, they move the faders of the 

mixing console or knobs of the compressors. As my case study of Brian Eno demonstrates, 

this is a critical role of the studio-based songwriter. The autonomy of studio-based 

songwriters hinges on their ability to interface with the technologies within studios. The 

necessity of audio engineers in large commercial studios hinders this process. 

5.2 Private Large Recording Studios 
                                                   
15 EMI Studios, which was owned by record label EMI, for example, employed Ken Scott as in-house engineer 
(Owsiniski 2012).  
16 For example Capitol Studios in the US was owned by record company Capitol Records, and until 2012 EMI 
owned “Abbey Road Studios.” 
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As large recording studios developed as lucrative industrial spaces throughout the second half 

of the twentieth century, private spaces also developed. During the 1960s, as previously 

noted, a select few artists were provided an extensive amount of studio access, which they 

could use to experiment with writing songs using recording technologies. During the 1970s 

and 1980s, as a result of advances in technologies, some artists built private studios. These 

private studios had large mixing consoles and separate mixing and recording spaces. Unlike 

their commercial counterparts, however, they were uncommon. Les Paul, Michael Jackson, 

The Bee Gees and, more recently, Dave Grohl are among the few people who have owned 

such studios. Paul is an important figure in the development of music production during the 

twentieth century. He is known for his role in the development of multi-tracking technology 

and its implementation in music production practices. During the 1950s, he had a series of 

private large studios. Various photographs show representations of a two-room design and 

large mixing console, both important signifiers of large recording studios (Reeves n.d). His 

active involvement in critical technologies and practices associated with contemporary 

recording studios explain the reasons why he had his own private space.  

However, a more common factor among the few that have had private recording studios lies 

in their prior commercial success. Before setting up a private large studio, Dave Grohl had 

extensive commercial success as a member of Nirvana and, more recently, The Foo Fighters. 

The money he acquired as a result of his success determined his ability to buy his mixing 

console. The mixing console was previously owned by Sound City; a large commercial 

recording studio in which he recorded some of his previous albums (Sound City 2013). The 

price he paid to purchase the console was not made public. However, its cultural value within 

the field, and in turn its financial value, was significant. As such, it was far out of reach of the 

broader field of musicians; even those who would be considered “wealthy”. 

Another example in which prior commercial success resulted in access to a large private 

studio is Michael Jackson. As shown in chapter 3, this was the site of his studio-based 

songwriting practices. In comparison to other case studies, few details are available of his 

studio. The few details that are available lies in the demo recording of “Billie Jean.” It is 

credited as being recorded in his “home studio.” It provides insights that are consistent with 

the attributes of large recording studios. Jackson can be heard on the recording verbally 

instructing someone to provide him with “more kick” in his headphones. This suggests a 

configuration in line with large recording studios, through which an isolated space is 

separated from the recording technologies. His instructions suggest he is working with an 

audio engineer. Further, his request that the kick drum be turned down suggests that the 
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recording technology allowed for the multi-track recording of instruments, thus allowing the 

kick drum to be raised in volume.  

Due to conversations with The Bee Gees’ engineer John Merchant, a more extensive analysis 

can be made of their private studio Middle Ear in Miami. The Bee Gees built Middle Ear in 

1980. Its construction followed their significant commercial success and a subsequent social 

backlash from their 1970s work. They used the space for producing their own material, as 

well as for other artists. The architecture of Middle Ear was designed specifically for The Bee 

Gees. In line with its commercial counterparts, it consisted of a single large live room and an 

adjacent control room  (John Merchant, pers. comm.). Video footage of a live room and 

control room is shown in Keppel Road. During the 1990s, the technologies in Middle Ear 

were similar those associated with large commercial recording studios. Merchant describes 

hardware in Middle Ear as a “moving target” (John Merchant, pers. comm.). This suggests 

that they frequently updated the technologies within the studio. Table 2 shows a list of the 

technologies present in Middle Ear during the late 1990s provided by Merchant. 

- Neve Capricorn 48 fader Mixing 
Console 

- Sony DAT recorder x2 Digital 
Recording System 

- Yamaha SPX90 Chorus Signal 
Processor 

- Lexicon 480L Reverb Signal Processor 
- Maurice's keyboard rig: 

- Keyboard Synth: Kurzweil 
K2000  

- MIDI Controller: Yamaha KX88 
- Sampler: Akai S1000 
- Sampler: Akai S3000 
- Sampler: E-MU E3 
- Sampler: Fairlight CMI 
- Sampler: Korg M1R 

- MIDI: Mac Computer with an 
Opcode Studio 5 MIDI router. 

- Microphone: Neumann U87, 
modified by Klaus Heyne 

- Microphone: Neumann U47 
- Microphone: Neumann M49 

Table 2. List of the recording technologies at the Bee Gees’ Middle Ear Studio during the late 
90s provided by John Merchant in an email. 

 

The technologies listed in Table 2 are a mix of musical instruments and recording devices. 

This combination was common in recording studios. For example, the live room of Sun 

Studios features various seminal guitars that were used in the recordings for which the studio 
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is well known. Curiously, Merchant does not mention Barry Gibb’s Songbird Guild guitar, 

which he is well known for using and is seen playing in Keppel Road. Despite the mix of 

instruments and recording technologies in Merchant’s list, there are many technologies and 

associated brands that are common in large commercial recording studios. Neve and 

Neumann, for example, are among the most common brands of technologies in large 

recording studios. The Neve Capricorn is a large digital mixing console, which was common 

during this period. 

5.2.1 Customization of Private Large studios for Specific Workflows 

Recording technologies within large private recording studios can be configured for private 

users.  As a result they can easily move between set workflows. This aspect of private studios 

resolves a tension associated with large commercial studios, in which the multiple workflows 

require that technologies are set to specific values and settings after each session. During the 

late 1990s, Middle Ear was setup for The Bee Gees’ three distinct workflows: songwriting, 

demo recordings and final released recordings. As outlined in chapter 4, sound was recorded 

onto a Sony DAT machine or a Sony 48 track digital recorder. The 48 track allowed for 

individual audio tracks to be soloed and processed after recording. On the other hand, the 

DAT facilitated a simple stereo mix, of which the connected instruments would be mixed 

live. The Neve console accommodated both forms of recording, through which the sound 

sources in the studio were patched. The songwriting process and demo recordings often 

merged into a single process. Due to its simplicity, however, the DAT machine was typically 

used to record the songwriting process and the 48-track would record demos and final 

recordings. This configuration would be complex in the changing workflows of a commercial 

recording studio. Because Middle Ear was a private space, it could be configured and 

normalized to quickly switch between the DAT and the 48-track. This process was 

predominately facilitated by the “page” function of the Neve Capricorn, which allowed 

various workflows to be memorized for later use. 

While the technologies within studios can be configured, and replaced if required, to suit the 

preferences of the user, the studio space that houses these technologies is fixed. Despite its 

specific design for The Bee Gees’ songwriting and recording practices, logistical problems 

arose in relation to isolating instruments. Large recording studios often have isolated 

recording booths in addition to a live room. Merchant mentions that the absence of isolation 

booths at Middle Ear resulted in difficulties recording multiple instruments simultaneously. In 

circumstances during which a number of instruments are recorded simultaneously in a single 
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live room space, the sound of the loud instruments are captured – or “bleed” as it is termed – 

into microphones intended to capture other, softer instruments. Merchant adds: “What it 

usually meant is that when we did, if we did a tracking session, we tried to take everything 

else direct. So bass direct, guitars direct” (John Merchant, pers. comm.). This configuration 

remained similar during much of the period in which the studio operated. Merchant notes that 

in later years he created a workaround through which he isolated loud instruments such as 

guitar amplifiers by placing them in a nearby storeroom (John Merchant, pers. comm.). Here, 

we can see limits of the extent to which a studio can be specifically setup for specific 

workflows.  

In order to operate and maintain the studio, Middle Ear had an in-house audio engineer. In my 

interview with Merchant, it was apparent that he was present during all three of the The Bee 

Gees’ sessions involving the three main workflows. This was due to the complexity of 

working in a two-room setup/space, not because of lack of technical fluency by the musicians. 

Maurice Gibb, for example, was a multi-instrumentalist with an interest in music technology.  

He was described by the other members of the group as a “gadget man,” suggesting he would 

have had a degree of interest in the operation of the studio (Calligeros 2013). Again, the 

means to employ an engineer for the songwriting process was a privilege that is out of the 

reach of most working songwriters. The privilege of unlimited time, because they were 

wealthy, was also not available to most songwriters. However, this changed radically over the 

next decades with the rise of more accessible recording technologies. 

The ways in which large private recording studios can be permanently configured for specific 

and complex workflows made them compelling environments for studio-based songwriters. 

The setup and practices within Middle Ear exemplify the extent to which these kinds of 

studios are compelling. However, as stated earlier, access to such studios are exceptional. 

During this period, the price and capabilities of technologies made large private and 

commercial spaces necessary for songwriters who wished to engage in studio-based 

songwriting. However, the introduction and spread of digital technologies have, over a period 

of 20 years, completely changed the politics of access to studios and, in turn, the access that 

studio-based songwriters had to studios. 

5.3 Commercial Project Recording Studios 

Due in large part to the spread of digital technologies, there has been a decline in large 

commercial recording studios over the past 15 years. Leyshon’s (2009) study into the impact 
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of computer recording software on the recording sector in the UK demonstrates the large 

extent of this decline. As a result, project studios have become increasingly prominent in the 

changing industrial landscape of music production.17 An example of the shift towards smaller 

spaces lies in Studio 301; a large commercial studio in Sydney. In addition to its larger 

recording and mixing spaces, a series of acoustically treated, single room recording spaces for 

long term hire were recently built. This elucidates a broader trend toward smaller spaces 

housing project studios due to their lower cost, and the size and convenience of modern 

production tools. Project studios share the kinds of recording technologies and acoustic 

treatment present in large recording studios. Important differences, however, include their 

smaller size, the predominance of single room layouts, and their lack of large mixing 

consoles. 

An excellent example of a commercial project studio lies in Love Hz in Sydney. It is a hub of 

three small studios, situated in a medium sized industrial warehouse. It is operated by Michael 

Carpenter, Matt Fell, Josh Schuberth and Glenn Schollum. As of 2013, the warehouse also 

housed two other production spaces: a music production suite, and a video production suite. 

In November 2013, I interviewed Michael Carpenter. In my interview, he states that the 

studio was created by Matt Fell and himself (Michael Carpenter,  pers. comm.). Prior to 

starting Love Hz, Fell operated a ‘home studio’ in Petersham, while Carpenter rented a studio 

space at an industrial complex in Five Dock. After Fell left the space in Petersham – and 

taking in account that Carpenter was touring quite often – they decided to share the space in 

Five Dock. Sharing industrial space was a cost-effective way through which they both, as part 

of a time share, could have their own space to work. Further, their close friendship added a 

valuable social aspect to their partnership.  

The creation of a hub of small spaces without a mixing console was in response to shifts 

within the music industry. Carpenter claims decline of large studios was a contributing factor: 

We could see, already back then, the writing on the wall in terms of 
the way that big studios were going. We’d done a lot of talking about 
how the industry was going to go. And it seemed very obvious to us 
with the Internet and downloads – and this is 12-13 years ago, Mp3s 
Napster was starting to happen – we could see the devaluing of music. 
(Michael Carpenter,  pers. comm.) 

                                                   
17 The term “Project Studio” is often conflated with “Home Studio.” In the following two sections, I use the term 
“Project Recording Studio” due to their presence in both private (home) and commercial spaces. 
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Carpenter recalls that he and Fell could see a market emerging for lower budget music 

productions: 

And working backwards from that, once you start to get music 
devalued means record labels are less prone to put big budgets into 
things. Where that starts to manifest itself is that big studios don’t 
have a place to go. They’ve got no place in the industry, in a lot of 
ways. (Michael Carpenter,  pers. comm.) 

Along with the decline of large studios, and a market for low budget music project, the 

construction of Love Hz occurred alongside a backdrop of significant industrial disruptions. 

During this period, there was a major collapse of revenue in recorded music sales as a result 

of peer-to-peer music downloads through the Internet. During this same period, digital 

recording technologies were becoming more available to musicians. These conditions created 

a market for smaller studios. 

5.3. 1 Live Room and Control Room in a Single Space 

In order to be cheaper and smaller spaces, commercial project recording studios do not have 

large live recording rooms. A single space functions as both a recording and mixing 

environment. Live spaces of large recording studios have practical uses in music production. 

The way in which the storeroom at Middle Ear was used to record guitars elucidates this 

point. In the case of Love Hz, Carpenter claims that its design was not based on existing 

models. The critical design goal was to create a “transparent” workspace for each producer, 

rather than a recording studio in its “traditional” sense. In this instance, large live spaces are 

traded for multiple smaller rooms customized so as to transparently distinguish a space for 

each producer. 

The single room layout of project studios presents a number of challenges for recording 

instruments. An advantage of large live recording spaces lies in their ability to facilitate the 

required space through which to simultaneously record a typical rock band ensemble. Due to 

their small size, this process is logistically complex in project studios. In spite of these 

complexities, Carpenter claims that he regularly records rock band ensembles at Love Hz, 

through utilizing a combination of his single room space and two interlinked small recording 

booths. These booths are distinct from live recording spaces in that their size do not 

accommodate for multiple instruments. The first space, situated between Carpenter and Fell’s 

rooms, functions as a vocal booth. The second, situated between Fell and Schuberth and 
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Schollum’s room, functions as a small drum recording space. With the exception of Schuberth 

and Schollum and the vocal booth, each booth and production space has line of sight entries 

with these spaces. In addition to the drum booth, Carpenter has a drum kit set up in his 

production space. This allows for up to two drum kits to be recorded concurrently between 

the three spaces. According to Carpenter, the layout, coupled with his drum kit in his 

production space, minimizes scheduling conflicts over use of spaces between the four 

producers. Carpenter notes that most of his recording at Love Hz has occurred in his 

production space. 

Project studio spaces trade convenience and cost for flexibility in recording. Large studios 

allow for both “roomy” and “dead” sound recording. Due to their small size, however, project 

studios only allow dead recording. Large recording studios are designed for specific acoustic 

reflections. With the use of partitions, these specific reflections can be manipulated. The 

combination of large recording spaces and partitions allow for acoustic variations. In order to 

reproduce particular styles in music production, music instruments, particularly drums, 

require spaces with specific acoustic qualities and effects. For example, “dry” sounding drum 

kits are typically produced by recording in minimally-reflective spaces. This type of drum 

sound is common in pop styles, particularly during the 1970s. Conversely, “live” sound drums 

require a large reverberant and reflective space. This type of drum sound is common in rock 

styles, particularly grunge.  A large live room can facilitate both of these sounds through 

specific acoustic treatment, partitioning and specific positioning of the drum kit. However, 

drum kits are more susceptible to a boxy, less “live” sound in project studios. The compact 

size of the space in Love Hz reduce acoustic variations available for recording instruments. 

As previously stated, the two-room design of large recording studios necessitates the need for 

an audio engineer. Yet, it can be inconvenient to have two people present during each session, 

particularly when both wish to operate the recording technologies. The single room design of 

project studios resolves this tension. Due to the close proximity of the technologies, a single 

musician with the appropriate technical skills can record without the need for an audio 

engineer. Although it could be argued that control rooms in large recording studios can 

function in a similar way, issues of cost tend to mitigate their effectiveness in this role. 

5.3. 2 Differences in technologies 

A defining feature of studios, historically, is the idea and imagery of large mixing consoles. 

Their role has been to route, multi-track, mix and sum audio. The brands of mixing consoles 
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in large studios are commonly Neve or SSL, who manufacture – or license the manufacturing 

of  – consoles at prices upwards of $50,000. Such costs are incompatible with the cheaper 

ethos of project studios. For these studios, the cost of purchasing large mixing consoles is 

comparable to the cost of the sum of all of the technologies in the studio. As a result, they are 

rarely found in project studios. A second reason for their absence lies in the physical space 

that they require. Projects studios are typically located in much smaller spaces than their 

larger counterparts. To put their size in perspective, project studios typically have similar 

dimensions to control rooms in large studios. At Love Hz, Carpenter’s space prioritizes 

instruments such as a drum kit and upright piano. In this space, a mixing console would 

significantly reduce the use of the space for recording. As a result of their growing popularity, 

project studios are re-defining the idea of the studio, albeit slowly. 

The decreasing necessity of mixing consoles in music production has been facilitated by 

advances and cost reductions in digital technologies. During the 1960s, mixing consoles were 

designed specifically for music production in large recording studios. They worked in concert 

with multi-track tape recorders and auxiliary signal processing units. Mixing consoles 

provided a unique means through which to concurrently amplify multiple tracks of audio. 

They also had built in command and control functions for monitoring of audio. Further, they 

could be used to “sum” audio, a process through which the sound characteristics of a mixing 

console are applied to each track or a group of tracks. However, the advent of digital 

technologies from the 1980s, and more specifically the widespread advent of DAW 

technologies from the late 1990s, have significantly reduced their necessity in industrial 

situations. DAWs have virtualized and digitized many of the technical functions of large 

mixing consoles. Computers, coupled with digital audio interfaces, provide a means of 

performing tasks that were once the main purpose of mixing consoles during the 1960s. The 

use of digital technologies in project studios provide a cheaper and space efficient alternative 

to analogue technologies. 

5.3. 3 Social Hub 

Making music in large studios has been a highly social practice. In contrast, due to their 

smaller size, associated technologies and limited budgets, making music in smaller project 

studios is typically a less social, and at times even a solitary practice. Love Hz mixes the 

social aspects of large studios with the solitary ethos of smaller studios through clustering the 

productions spaces together in a hub environment. The three production spaces are located in 

close proximity to each other. Each room is wired in to each other with audio cables, as well 
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as the two recording booths. Carpenter and Fell’s rooms have two line of sight entries to each 

other. This design resulted in an environment that encouraged both private and social 

practices between the producers. During the early phase of Love Hz, Carpenter and Fell 

regularly worked on various productions together. As their careers have progressed, however, 

their work schedules became too busy to facilitate such frequent collaboration. Due to its line 

of sight and audio wiring, Love Hz is setup in a way that producers can collaborate with each 

other from their own space. This process is demonstrated in the way in which Carpenter plays 

drums for Fell’s productions. Carpenter performed drums in his studio, but it was recorded 

into equipment in Fell’s studio. Similar collaboration occurs between Schuberth, Schollum 

and Fell, too. Making music in these compromised spaces respect the importance of sociality, 

and allow people to work together while retaining the convenience and economic 

practicalities of the smaller space. Due to their close proximity to each other, there is frequent 

spoken dialogue between the producers. This occurs formally (where they comment on each 

other’s work), and informally (where they casually converse). The space lends itself to social 

interaction, while maintaining seclusion when needed. 

5.4 Private Project Recording Studios 
 
Not all artists like to work in the kind of social environments that the spacial and 

technological characteristics of large or hub studios necessitate. For these artists, private 

project recording studios work best. Here, I offer two such examples for examination. The 

first example is Gotye. With the exception of the mixing and mastering process, Gotye’s 

album Making Mirrors was made in a private project recording studio. During a documentary 

that he self published on YouTube, Gotye notes that his studio was converted from a barn 

space on his parent’s property in rural Victoria (Gotye - Making Making Making Mirrors - a 

short documentary, 2011). Before this setup, his studio work space had relocated with him 

between the bedrooms of various share houses where he lived in Melbourne (Gotye – Making 

Making Making Mirrors - a short documentary 2011). Gotye mentions minimizing outside 

ambient traffic and tractor noises was an issue for recording instruments. However, the issues 

were addressed by installing home made acoustic treatment tubes into the studio. The second 

example is myself. During this thesis between November 2011 and March 2015, I worked in a 

treated recording space at Macquarie University. The space was originally owned and used by 

film and television tertiary education institution, AFTRS, as an audio control room for the 

larger adjacent filming space. There was sound separation from the outside areas. Despite the 
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small size of the space, the studio had a high ceiling and absorbent walls. These elements 

minimize sound reflections.  

5.4.1 Autonomous Spaces 

Private project recording studios can be more autonomous spaces to work in than larger 

studios. Typically, fewer people are present in them. Recording sessions that take place in 

large commercial recording studios necessarily involve multiple people, such as musicians, 

producers and audio engineers. These people contribute in different ways to the process and 

the associated decisions involved in recording sessions. In a private project recording studio, 

however, the user is detached from many of these social practices. The presence of other 

people is not necessary to produce a finish work. For example, for most of the time, Gotye 

worked alone on Making Mirrors. The single-space environments and affordable digital 

technologies in private project recording studios provide the necessary components musicians 

needs to complete a recording on their own. Tandt agrees: “The home studio presents itself as 

a web-linked corporate command center manned by cyberpunk musicians who concentrate 

roles that were previously separate (performer, producer, and sound engineer)” (Tandt 2004, 

150). 

The autonomy of private studios is further demonstrated by the minimal influence that record 

labels have on them. Their influence is far greater in large commercial recording studios, as it 

is often the labels who fund the studio access time.  Tandt argues that home studios allow the 

artist to avoid the control of major record labels, giving the artist “authentic self-expression” 

(Tandt 2004, 150). Tandt states that they “summons the tradition of the classic-rock auteur: 

solitary musicians and producers like Todd Rundgren or Brian Wilson, who attempted to 

master the various skills required for the production of rock records” (2004, 150). In his self 

published Internet videos, Gotye does not make reference to the influence of his record label, 

Eleven, on his recording sessions. However, his narrative is consistent with the ethos of 

“indie” artists, who resist such control. Taking into account that he is in a private space of 

technologies that he had collected himself over many years, the influence of his record label 

on the recording sessions would have been minimal. 

Due to the absence of producers, audio engineers, musicians and record label representatives, 

private studios are spaces where musicians can work at their own set pace. Gotye notes that it 

was “fantastic to be able to find a permanent space in the barn,” where he could record alone 

for long periods of time (Gotye – Making Making Mirrors - a short documentary 2011, 0:02). 
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He mentions that it was a productive space to experiment with instruments and record the 

results (Gotye – Making Making Mirrors - a short documentary 2011, 0:38). However, two 

problems can be identified within this way of working. First, Trent Reznor of Nine Inch Nails 

notes “one danger of having a full studio in your house is: What do you focus on? I could 

spend, and have spent, a month just sampling something” (Rule n.d). Reznor's comments 

suggest that effective approaches to focus and time allocation can be attributed to the 

collective input of producers, audio engineers and record labels. Second, private project 

recording studios are not technically supported to the extent of larger studios, if at all.  

Moorefield explains this by pointing out that “one has to make everything work without the 

benefit of support staff, and the new machines, especially ones that involve sophisticated 

software, tend to be barely ready for market” (Moorefield 2005, 72). 

As project studios have become more prominent, and large studios have declined, the 

educational training associated with music production has changed. The older system of direct 

workplace training has given way to access to information via the Internet and virtual audio 

and music productions forums. In commercial large recording studios recording techniques 

and production are taught through informal mentorships. Audio engineers typically begin 

their career as assistant engineers. Their tasks include “running errands”, and “cleaning up” 

and helping in “any way possible” (Mack n.d.). Mellor mentions that audio engineers function 

as “tutors” to train assistant audio engineers as engineers and producers (Mellor 1999). Due to 

the private environment of private project studios, however, the educational process is a more 

insulated and self-taught. 

 

The Internet has played a significant role in the reorganization of the ways in which producers 

of music learn the art of music production. It has a seemingly endless amount of discussion on 

recording approaches. Forums such as Gear Slutz, for example, have virtual communities of a 

wide range of recordists who can share information regarding technical issues and purchases. 

The extent to which Internet has changed the education of music production is demonstrated 

in my own practice. In 2000, as a teenager student prior to the widespread uptake of the 

Internet, my engagements with recording technologies were based on trial and error. During 

this period my peers were not recordists. Apart from a couple of book resources on pop music 

history and music theory, I had minimal access to knowledge in the field of recording and 

songwriting. While I was impressed with the results at the time, on reflection the recordings I 

made during this period were not of an industry standard. They functioned, rather, as an 
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important educational process. Through the Internet, young recordists have access to a wide 

range of advice on music production.  

 

Private studios have resulted in more people making recorded music than ever. The Internet 

has provided the knowledge, and cost reductions in technologies have provided the tools, for 

people to record music in their home. Prior to the home studio phenomena, knowledge of 

recording was passed on through mentorships. In these situations, a select number of people 

passed down specific approaches to recording to a select number of people. Educators were at 

the top of the field, and as such decided who the next generation of elite producers and audio 

engineers would be. The cost of access to these technologies made learning process even 

more exclusive. In my interview with Carpenter, I asked him to compare his setup with 

“home studios.” He noted that the difference between the two lies in the fact that many people 

in home studios do not have the required knowledge of music production and audio 

engineering to operate in the field. He adds:  

Where the home studio thing falls apart is people can’t engineer. 
That’s the big issue. That was the thing people didn’t tell them about 
when they bought their 001’s and set up a studio at home and can’t 
get the results they want. Because they’re not record producers, they 
don’t know how to combine sounds. They don’t know how to create 
space in the bottom end in the kick drum bass guitar and piano. 
(Michael Carpenter,  pers. comm.). 

In his comments, Carpenter outlines a series of skills that are commonly acquired by 

professional music producers. These skills result in a particular sound. This kind of sound has 

been socially constructed as “good” and, consequently, have informed views towards 

aesthetics. If home recordists do not have these skills yet produce something that is 

commercially successful, notions of value towards these practices shift within audiences and 

the broader field. The example of Gotye using the microphone of his laptop to record 

instruments elucidates this point. 

5.4.2 Recording and Other Technologies 

As highly lucrative industrial spaces, large recording studios have significant economic 

investment in their recording technologies, or at least they used to be prior to their recent 

decline. Within home studios, there is less money to invest in technologies. If specific 

technologies break, or if they cannot be afforded in the first place, the musician must make 
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alternative arrangements in order to continue to record. As such, the original purpose of many 

technologies used in home studios were not for recording music. This can be understood 

through Cole’s (2011) use of the term “prosumer” to understand home recordists during the 

1990s. Cole argues that a prosumer recordist modifies computers for optimism at minimal 

cost. Similar comparisons can be made with my early studio setup and HiFi equipment. 

During the 1970s, HiFi manufacturers added recording capabilities to their devices. These 

included microphone inputs and double deck cassette tape machines. For example, the Sansui 

AU 666A features a microphone input. These provide the fundamental technologies for 

overdub recording. The instruction manuals of these machines demonstrate these practices. 

My first studio setup in 2000 had a mix of HiFi and video recording technologies that I had 

found in my home. The system was Sharp HiFi system with a double deck cassette player and 

recorder. The video mixer was a Maxtec Video Processor/Enhancer/Stereo Mixer; a 

multimedia mixing console for editing video. 

To undertake this process, I used two blank cassette tapes; one cassette for playback, and the 

other cassette to record a mix of the recorded sound source and the playback from the other 

tape. The microphone, my acoustic guitar and keyboard were plugged into the mixing desk. I 

overdubbed instruments by recording one track, then played one tape and recording to another 

track, both onto another cassette. The process could then be repeated several times. Using this 

process, I could record my own ensemble to help create a vocal melody. This process is 

similar to my analysis of Jackson and The Bee Gees in chapter 4. Using the MIDI sounds of 

the keyboard ensemble backings, I created backing tracks. This process required foresight into 

the reduction in volume of the tape in subsequent recordings. However, it resulted, 

nonetheless, in an effective, although low fidelity, recording. This process is demonstrated on 

Internet home recording forums. In reference to this process, a user called “mjbphotos” of 

Home Recording forum notes: “I did the 'two cassette decks' thing when I first started 

recording demos for my band in the early 80s and could not afford the 1st generation 4-track 

cassette decks” (Home Recording 2013). On the same post, another user, “GuyPlaysMusic” 

agrees: “I used to have a dual track stereo that would allow you to record over tracks” (Home 

Recording 2013). 

5.4.3 Single Channel Chain 

The signal processing combinations in private project studios are minimal in comparison to 

larger studios. A private project studio may have a single signal chain of one microphone and 

pre-amplifier. Conversely, commercial recording studios have multiple hardware preamp, 
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compressor and equalizer options. It is alleged by recordists that these sonic differences in 

recording technologies provide important “flavors” for distinctions in style and fidelity. Table 

3 shows the recording technologies present in Gotye’s studio for the recording of his album 

Making Mirrors. The Neumann M-147 and SSL X-Logic function as the studios sole signal 

chain. These technologies are present in many larger studios. However, there are a large 

variety of other hardware options, too. Table 4 shows the technologies used by myself during 

the thesis. In line with Gotye’s studio, a single input chain was used, including Rode NTK 

condenser microphone and a TL Audio Channel Strip. This way of working provides 

recordists with a similar sound to larger studios. However, they have fewer hardware options. 

 

Synthesizers  
Suzuki Omnichord System 200m 
Moog MiniMoog Voyager “Old 
School” 
Roland HS-60 
Yamaha DX-7 
Heil Talkbox and Kawai FS-680) 

 DAW’s  
    Ableton Live 8 
    Digidesign Pro Tools 8 
 Virtual Instruments  
   IK Multimedia SampleMoog 
   IK Multimedia SampleTron 
   Native Instruments Kontakt player 
   Native Instruments Elektrik Piano 
   Native Instruments Guitar Rig 2 
           G-Force “Nostalgia” collection), 

Effects plugins  
 AudioEase Speakerphone 
 AudioEase Altiverb 
 Audio Damage Rough Rider 

compressor 
 Click Repair 3 by Brian Davies 
 SoundToys Native Collection,  
 TAL-Togu Audio Line plugins.  
 Neumann M-147 Tube Studio Condenser 

Microphone  
SSL X-Logic Alpha-Channel pre-amplifier.  
 Teac A-2340 4-track reel-to-reel tape 

machine 
 Apple MacBook Pro laptop 

Table 3. List of some of the recording technologies in Gotye’ home studio provided in his self-
published YouTube videos. 
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Dynaudio BM6A Monitor speakers 

Roland RD300SX MIDI Controller (and Digital 
Piano) 

DigiDesign Eleven Rack Guitar Amp and effect 
emulator 

UAD Satellite External Firewire DSP 

Lexicon MX300 Outboard Reverb Unit 

Rode NTK Condenser Microphone 

LA Audio Channel Strip 

Table 4. List of some of the recording technologies in my recording studio during this study. 

 

5.5 Constructing “Recording Studio” 

During this chapter, I have argued that throughout much of the twentieth century until 

present, recording studios associated with studio-based songwriting have varied in design, 

size, form and price. Such variations are further apparent in the broader field of music 

recording. In 1877, Thomas Edison invented the phonograph: the first device able to record 

and reproduce sound. More than a century later, in 2010, iPad tablet computers were released, 

which depending on their size and network capabilities, were priced at about $1000. In 2011, 

Gorillaz recorded their album The Fall on an iPad (T3 Magazine 2011). The difference in 

recording capabilities between these two devices is overwhelmingly significant. The 

technological developments and associated cultural shifts that have occurred between these 

two events have had significant impacts on music consumption and practice. These key shifts 

– some of which have been explored by Katz (2007),  Zak (2001) and Chanan (1995) and 

Gracyk (1996) – involve the advent of various technologies including tape recording, digital 

recording, multi-track recording, and DAW recording. The extent of this diversity can be seen 

in the album, The Fall, which was commercially successful with a similar sound and style to 

previous releases by the band. It arguably falls outside the dominant definitions of what a 

studio is. 

Although recording studios are diverse and can be situated on a spectrum, specific 

characteristics relating to their use of space and technology have become “naturalized.” More 

specifically, the characteristics of large commercial recording studios have been represented 

within discourses as signifiers of a typical or standard recording studio. Earlier in this chapter, 

I outlined a number of practical factors as to why large recording studios have specific design 
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and technologies. In this section, I examine why these studios are not only dominant, but, 

also, are naturalized within industrial discourse, and reproduced by fans, musicians and 

recordists as constitutive of a “normal” studio. 

5.5. 1 Representations of Recording Studios 

Representations of recording studios with seemingly normalized spatial and technological 

characteristics are reproduced across multiple mediums. For example, Figure 6 exemplifies 

these normative representations and the extent to which they have permeated popular culture. 

It is a screenshot of the Google Image results from the search query: “Recording studio.” The 

results depicted here predominately feature images that are shot from inside a control room 

with a large mixing console. They look out of the control room, through a glass panel and into 

a larger live recording space. These stock representations are also present in encyclopedic 

entries and hard-copy technical guides to recording.18 They are also predominant in Internet 

canons. For instance, Bobby Owsinski lists “must-see” recording studios. His article focuses 

on those that conform to cultural norms and, further, have exaggerated and luxurious decor 

(Owsinski 2014). Further, Popejoy lists the “Top 100 Music Recording Studios Globally” 

(Popejoy 2015). He identifies in his selection criteria that, to be considered the studio must be 

“unique” and frequented by famous artists. However, the studios that are listed are linked by a 

series of characteristics: they all fit within the category of normative studio spaces.   

Representations of studios in television and film documentaries also reiterate these norms. 

The Classic Albums series, for instance, features studios with multi-track recordings played 

through large mixing consoles. They also feature a producer or engineer who discusses the 

processes in which they undertook with the artist or group. Sound City perpetuates this 

discourse. This documentary film provides a history of Sound City Studios: a prominent 

recording studio in California between 1969 – 2011. Many seminal albums in Pop music, 

including Fleetwood Mac’s 1977 album Rumours and Nirvana’s 1991 album Nevermind, 

were recorded there. The documentary portrays the studio decor as run down and untidy. The 

live room was not designed specifically for recording, but rather for assembling guitar 

amplifiers. Nonetheless, the studio fits into a multiple room with mixing console view of a 

recording studio. The reputation of the studio, and its appeal to musicians, relies heavily on 

critical and commercial success of musicians who had previously recorded at the studio. 

                                                   
18 Examples include the Wikipedia entry for recording studio and a technical guide by Huber (2005) 
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These representations of “recording studios” depict a seemingly “normalized” studio that has 

a large mixing console, features a live recording room and is the site of commercial success. 

They reinforce and naturalize ideas about what a studio should look like. Large commercial 

studios like Sound City, Sun Studios and Abbey Road are where many seminal popular music 

records were written and recorded. For example, Abbey Road Studios in London is a 

pilgrimage for many fans of The Beatles. The studio is positioned within popular culture as a 

place of historical significance. Sun Studio is known for recording a range of artists including 

Elvis Presley and U2. Its website describes the studio as a “historical landmark.” It presently 

operates as a museum during the day. At night it functions as a commercial recording studio 

(Sun Studio n.d.).  The two-room console based layout, and the associated history of the 

seminal work that has been recorded there – mostly in the 1960s, but also including U2 –

 reinforce notions of normative studios. Due to these factors these spaces are appealing for 

musicians and engineers, many of whom will subsequently gain reputations that continue to 

reinforce the value of this kind of studio.  

 

 

Figure 6. Screen shot of Google image search results for “recording studio” on 
December 13, 2014 
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5.5. 2 Attitudes Towards Space and Technologies 

The attitudes towards spaces and technologies in recording studios compound the large 

commercial recording studio as normative. These attitudes also operate cyclically into 

dominant representations of recording studios. An example is attitudes towards single room 

recording studios. As previously noted, Love Hz is a cluster of a single room studios for 

tracking and mixing. While clients have become more accepting of this setup, Carpenter 

states that in the past clients have been quite skeptical of the way in which a band could be 

recorded in the spaces available.  Carpenter states:  

I remember having a conversation with somebody and I was playing a 
record that was done in this room. They were really really skeptical. 
Really, really skeptical. And they said “that sounds great, where you 
did the drums” I said “there” “oh right, where did you do the guitars” 
I said “the guitar player was standing here and his amp was in there” 
“right, where was the vocalist” “the vocalist was in the booth. 
(Michael Carpenter,  pers. comm.). 

This attitude can be understood through normative ideas of the spatial requirements of a 

recording. Representations of recording studios have informed views that this is how a band 

should be recorded. 

Attitudes to recording consoles also compound this normalization. Much of the focus of 

Sounds City centers on a Neve 8028 mixing console. Several musicians and producers recount 

their fondness of the console. Some of these are non-descriptive and potentially mythologized 

accounts of the console. For example, Stevie Nicks states: “I’m just feeling very wonderful to 

be in your studio with this board and know that this board was the place we did Buckingham 

Nicks” (Sound City 2013, 1:14). Trent Reznor states: “There’s something about the Neve 

sound that my ear’s always been attuned to” (Sound City 2013, 1:12). John Fogerty states: 

“Everything sounds better. The human voice sounds better. When you’ve got harmonies 

going together they kind of meld together” (Sound City 2013, 1:14). However, other accounts 

are more specific to the technical capabilities of the console. For example, Jim Scott states: 

“This board, if you put a fader up and turn the mic pre up and somebody hits a tom or a snare 

drum, it sounds great. It sounds wide open. It sounds huge. If you turn the mic pre up and it 

distorts, it still sounds great” (Sound City 2013, 1:12). Neil Young states: “They’re 

mathematically chirp and very very good. Very solid. It’s like a tank or something” (Sound 

City 2013, 1:12). Fondness for the console is further demonstrated when Sound City closed. 

Dave Grohl purchased the console and installed it in his private project studio. He assembled 
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a collection of artists who recorded at Sound City to record a new album. Commenting on 

Dave Grohl’s new recording studio and album project, producer Butch Vig states: “I think it 

really is a testimonial to how many people did love Sound City and do love that Neve 

console, and want to be part of history” (Sound City 2013, 1:15). These accounts demonstrate 

a wide range of knowledge regarding the technical operation of parts of studios. Yet they all 

reinforce the notion of the dominance of such consoles within the field. 

These kinds of accounts play into attitudes that the presence of a large mixing console is 

required. This discourse, in turn, informs attitudes to the absence of consoles. Carpenter notes 

that while in the past it was an issue for clients that there was no mixing console or large live 

room at Love Hz, they have become more accepting of the “in the box” way of working. He 

states: 

It’s still a thing, from my point of view, but its less of a thing for my 
clients now. The console thing doesn’t come up ever, but I think 
about it a lot. I think about it in terms of the quality of my work, 
whether I’m missing something by not using a console. For me to get 
a console that’s going to make a difference to how my records sound, 
it’s going to cost me $50,000, and I can charge zero more than what I 
charge now, because nobody is complaining about it.... They are 
beautiful and I miss them – I miss the tactile aspect of it. But the 
whole process slows down whenever you open up that door. And 
nobody has asked about a console for a long time. I would say it’s 
probably 6 years.  (Michael Carpenter,  pers. comm.) 

In his account, Carpenter suggests dominant attitudes towards the design and associated 

technologies of studios are not communicated by his clients. This suggests the presence of a 

slowly changing field, where ideas towards the importance of large mixing consoles are 

shifting. Acceptance of the effectiveness of home studios may be a factor in this. However, 

clearly those at the top of social hierarchies within the field are placing significant importance 

on reiterating the value of large recording studios. 

More nuanced attitudes towards dominant aspects of studios are demonstrated towards 

smaller technologies such as signal processors and microphones. While space and consoles 

can be clearly represented in photographs, signal processors are smaller in size. To recordists, 

they are nonetheless important to informing views of what studios “should” have. Particular 

signal processors such as LA2A, 1176N and Pultec EQ, are common within large recording 

studios. Since its release in 1965, the LA2A has been used on many pop music recordings. A 

recent poll in industrial magazine Attack, concluded the device was voted the “best 
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compressor ever made” (Felton n.d.). Its popularity is influenced by the recordings it has used 

as a compressor on. For example, Merchant mentions that Middle Ear had an LA2A 

compressor, which he claims was important in filtering Barry Gibb’s well-known breathy 

overdubbed backing vocals.  

As a signifier of its importance in recording studios, the LA2A has been remodeled a number 

of times as hardware and more recently as software by UAD and Waves plugins. The 

software versions of the plugin are pseudomorphic; they visually emulate the hardware device 

that they sonically replicate. However, this has resulted in attitudes of people within the field 

of music production who claim to preference the original hardware version because of its 

tactical interface and discernible sonic characteristics. For example, Merchant believes that 

the hardware is superior over the software in its ability to filter and compress sound. 

Conversely, others see the benefits of working with digital emulations. For example, Michael 

Brauer outlines the practical benefits of software emulations, including the ability to place 

multiple De-Essers on one or many tracks (Waves 2015). However, some have questioned 

attitudes that suggest there is a discernible sonic difference between analogue and digital 

versions. For example, Internet Blog “Pro Tools Expert” provide a comparison between the 

hardware and software versions of the 1176 limiter with audio examples, which the readership 

could listen to, and attempt to identify the difference. The poll concluded that only half the 

readership could correctly identify the emulation from the hardware (Hughes 2014). This poll 

indicates that the ability to construct difference through discourse is not necessarily connected 

with the ability to audibly discern difference. 

These attitudes inform a perception of what recording technologies are necessary for a 

recording.  However, some within the field resists these attitudes. Carpenter says: “The gear 

factor is something that they think about, but I’m not fused about the gear thing. I’ve 

demystified my whole gear thing” (Michael Carpenter,  pers. comm.).  Carpenter notes that he 

has made “amazing records” with a Rode NT1 microphone. The Rode NT1 is significantly 

cheaper than a Neumann U87, for example. The NT1 is more commonly used in private 

project studios. The Neumann is more commonly used in large commercial recording studios. 

Another example of resistance to attitudes that orientate normative studios is Stargate. 

Stargate’s studio-based songwriting practices commenced in Cubase, which they used for 10 

years, partly because of superior MIDI functionality to Pro Tools. They note that Pro Tools’ 

MIDI functionality, has improved to the point where they exclusively use Pro Tools for their 

production work. Stargate does not play into this discourse and states that: “in the end it 

doesn’t really matter what you use, whether Cubase or Logic or Pro Tools. Everybody with a 
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laptop and a small keyboard can create records that sound just as good as the ones on the 

radio. It’s about the ideas now and not about the equipment” (Tingen 2010, under “Writing 

Tools”). Various Internet audio forums and blogs including Modern Mixing (Smith 2013) and 

Gearslutz, (Gearslutz 2008) feature discussion threads which question the “best” sounding 

DAW. People claim to have the ability to discern a difference on these forums. Despite this, 

they are not tested on their ability to hear a difference. DAWs play audio files within a folder 

on a computer, and the conversion from analogue to digital occurs in an audio interface. The 

difference is significantly minor, compared to Tape and digital, but these are often the 

distinctions used to establish reputations. 

5.6 The Democratization of Recording Technologies and Practices 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Advertisement from the 1970s that is now widely circulated on the Internet to 
humorously show the changing price of technologies. 
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Coupled with a naturalized type of recording studio as an important component of the field of 

recording, is a so-called “democratization” of recording technologies. Scholars have 

understood many of the differences that can be observed in the technologies and associated 

practices outlined in this chapter as a democratization of recording technologies. Recent 

discussions on democratization in recording have been situated through reductions in costs. 

They establish a relationship between the uptake of recording technologies and their 

affordability. For example, Bennett (2011) interprets democratization through shifts in the 

economic affordability of recording technologies: “From the mid-1980s to the present it is 

easy to chart a democratisation of studio-based songwriting due to falling equipment prices 

and increasingly powerful technologies; gone are the days when a studio’s worth was partly 

defined by its multi-timbrality (i.e. number of ‘tracks’).” Bennett (2011) draws links between 

the cost of technology and its use; he suggests that musicians and songwriters engage more 

with recording technologies because they are economically affordable. Further, he adds with 

respect to collaborative practice: “Perhaps this democratized production climate has forced 

songwriters to engage with the fundamental skills that originally drove the 20 century music 

industry – the ability to write a ‘great song’” (Bennett 2011, under “Separating ‘Song’ From 

‘Track’”). While not using the term democratization, Moorefield (2005) references the cost of 

recording consoles, to infer a link between uptake and cost. He makes a similar comparison 

with synthesizers, outlining the considerable $4,500 cost of a Prophet 5 polyphonic 

synthesizer in 1983 (2005, 88).  Figure 7 is a print advertisement from the 1970s used 

frequently on audio web pages on the Internet to humorously articulate this point. A 

comparable truck and synthesizer of present would be significantly different in price. 

However, shifts in aesthetics, tastes and value disrupt notions of a democratization of     

technologies. The relationship between uptake and cost assumes that sound, style, taste and 

associated attitudes have remained constant since the 1960s. It presupposes the cost of the 

technologies required to achieve these sounds are slowly and incrementally decreasing. Yet, 

recording sound and styles have shifted considerably from the 1960s until present. Rock 

sound and styles from the 1960s through to 2010s are distinct because of these shifts. The 

aesthetics associated with these styles are typically the result of using expensive recording 

technologies. The compression on a recording and individual instrument parts is in many 

genres considerable; and the compressors capable of achieving this aesthetic outcome, such as 

the LA2A are expensive. Technologies used in professional practice such as Neve consoles, 

Pro Tools HDX hardware are well out of reach for a musician to own privately, unless they 

have had considerable prior commercial success. Secondly, this thinking also wrongly 
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assumes that new and cheaper technologies are widely used in practice. It considers recording 

as a practice with various technologies that have little cultural value or associated hierarchies. 

Behringer provide consumers with low cost recording technologies. Yet, the critical attitudes 

towards Behringer products of many people within the field of recording is predominately 

unfavorable. They are rarely present in large commercial recording studios. 

A recent trend of a shift back to analogue mixing consoles in recording studios has further 

disrupted notions of a democratization in recording practice. Following the advent of digital 

recording technologies during the 1980s, many large recording studios replaced analogue 

consoles with digital consoles. This shift back to analogue has been noted in a number of 

articles in industry publications. For instance, Internet blog Mixing Console (n.d.) notes this 

shift: “During the late 1990s and early 2000s it looked like analog mixing consoles would 

soon be completely replaced by digital consoles. Today it looks like this is not the case, and 

some people now even think that digital consoles could disappear one day” (Mixing Console 

n.d.). In an instructional video for a new Neve console, a shift back to analogue is 

acknowledged. Moreover, many of the features of the device seem to be in response to these 

shifts (AMS Neve 2011).  However, this process is succinctly demonstrated by Samantha 

Bennett (2012). She notes this trend in a number of case studies, in which studios upgraded 

their equipment with vintage technologies, including mixing consoles. Seemingly as quickly 

as digital technologies have become widely available and economically affordable, a trend 

back to analogue commenced. This trend has reorganized the social order of recording 

practice and reoriented the power and influence back to large recording studios.  

The issues with considering democratization through a lens of cost reduction are also evident 

in virtual instruments. Singer/songwriters who cannot play drum kits, but have some 

computing skills, can use samples and sequencers to produce drums. Examples of such 

practices can be seen with The Bee Gees, Michael Jackson and Gotye. The use of these 

instruments outside of electronic genres have been subject to critical discussions regarding 

“authenticity.” Terms such as “rigid” are applied to describe their use. While recording 

technologies have, in this instance, provided non-drummers with the ability to create a drum 

track, similar discourses emerge that resemble the arguments between analogue and digital. 

These arguments, as cited by Taylor (2001) and Theberge (1997), are made by significant 

players in the field that would be able to choose between a human drummer or electronic, and 

are made with language that shifts perceptions of these new technologies. Since the advent of 

MIDI, for example, the difference between a general MIDI trumpet and a typical trumpet 

were distinct. These sounds form the aesthetic of the 1980s. Notions of the “power” and 
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democracy of the MIDI controller does not result in a disempowerment of the trumpet player. 

The presence of MIDI sounds in music production is something that both audiences and 

musicians and recordists within the field can distinguish as MIDI. Even as sample sizes have 

increased, the subtleties of the human interaction with the trumpet are absent. Audiences and 

musicians are taught the knowledge to identify a “good” sounding trumpet. The resultant 

sound technology conflicts with such knowledge. The MIDI trumpet provides the keyboard 

player with the power to create trumpet-like tones. The advent of digital emulations of 

analogue hardware have redistributed filtering techniques. Many believe they can make 

distinctions between these sounds. This may occur with the sound of a LA2A hardware or 

software emulation, or the sound of an mp3 file compared to a wave file. I have observed 

classroom testing that has indicated that the distinctions that people within the field believe 

and claim are audible are not the case. In many respects, whether they can or cannot make 

these distinctions is not relevant. Rather, the ability to attain the knowledge to make these 

specific distinctions are as important in the reputations of people as the knowledge to hear an 

audible difference. These attitudes dichotomize the argument into musicological terms and 

taste. Here, a democratization is far from apparent. 

In an attempt to reorient the discussion of a democratization of recording practice, I wish to 

return the discussion back to the work of Durant (1994). He offers three ways of 

understanding a democratization of music. In the first instance, he states: “‘Democracy’ as 

something which results from cheapness of the equipment (as required, for example, by the 

manufacturers in their initial definition of the MIDI interface). The claim for democracy in 

this idea is that everyone can buy MIDI, and so have access to the means of musical 

production.” In the second instance, he states: “‘Democracy’ as something which results from 

an input into the definition of the technology. The claim for democracy in this idea is that 

everyone can help specify the technical protocols of the interface, and so have some control 

over the characteristics of the means of production” (Durant 1994, 193). In the third instance, 

he states:  “’Democracy’ as something which results from low or easily attainable “skills-

threshold for using the technology. The claim of democracy in this idea is that everyone can 

operate music software, and that knowledge in this area is power” (Durant 1994, 193). 

Similar to Durant’s first point, Théberge (1997) considers democracy through economic 

factors (the ability to choose technology) and ethical factors (freedom to develop “one’s 

innate capacities)” (Théberge 1997, 149). He also considers democratization through market 

society, where “the cheaper technology becomes and the more amiable to the average 

consumer, the more democracy has succeeded in the equitable distribution of utilitarian 
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satisfactions.” (Théberge 1997, 149). He argues that these concepts are incompatible in 

Western liberal democracy. Durant’s framework can be summed up as the emergence of a 

cultural democracy, through a combination of cost reduction, influence in the design of a 

product and a downwards shift in the required knowledge to operate technology. 

5.7 Conclusions 

In this chapter, I have demonstrated that there are a wide range of recording environments 

within which studio-based songwriting practices exist. These spaces vary in their size and use 

of technology. In the first instance, these variations determine specific workflows in regard to 

processes and personnel. In the second instance, these technologies and spaces function as 

tools for studio-based songwriting. Both are shaped and influenced by cultural conditions. 

Representations of, and attitudes towards, recording studios have produced a specific kind of 

coupling of space and technologies. I have argued that this is naturalized through dominant 

images that show a mixing console and multi-space design. I have situated this representation 

within the so-called democratization of recording practice beginning in the 1980s. I have 

argued that attitudes towards recording studios continually challenge notions of 

democratization.  The cultural texts used in this chapter show a tension between recording 

practice and how it is represented. In the conclusions, I build on this crucial material and the 

work of Bourdieu in order to understand the ways in which recording studios are an important 

political tool within the field, which maintain the reputations of agents. 
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6. Music Production Roles and Studio-based 
Songwriting 

6.1 Introduction 

Since the advent of rock and roll, the music production process for many pop records has 

involved the collective input of songwriters, musicians, producers and audio engineers. In this 

chapter, I examine the ways in which these production roles have been disrupted by the 

processes, technologies and environments associated with studio-based songwriting. These 

shifts can be situated, historically, as part of a broader series of changes to production roles 

that have occurred within music production during the twentieth century. In this chapter, I 

consider the effects of studio-based songwriting on the roles of, and relationships between, 

songwriters and producers. To examine this, I refer to tensions between studio-based 

songwriters and other people involved in the pop music production process. I use accounts of 

production process and album credits to identify the ways in which roles have been disrupted, 

and have changed over time. As I do this, I consider the ways in which studio-based 

songwriters subvert the politics associated with production roles. They not only blur the 

delineations between the roles of “producer,” “audio engineer,” “musician” and “songwriter,” 

they also force everyone involved in the production process to rethink the responsibilities of 

their individual role. Drawing from the autonomous environments and technologies examined 

in chapter 5, I consider the impacts of studio-based songwriting on notions of music as a 

social practice. 

This chapter builds on the argument developed previously in chapter 2. There, I questioned 

the role of songwriters in music production. I argued that new technologies and shifting 

attitudes towards aesthetics and taste have rendered strict classifications of what a songwriter 

does problematic. These problems are also present in discourses that offer descriptions of the 

role of the producer. For example, Huber asserts a parochial view that they provide the 

“scheduling and budgetary aspects of coordinating a recording project” (2005, 18). Further, 

he states that they “help the artist and record company create the best possible recorded 

performance and final product that reflect the artist’s vision” (2005, 18). For Huber, then, the 

producer can have “complete control” over a project (2005, 18). Unlike Huber, however, 

Burgess (2013) offers five types of producers. They include: artist, facilitative, collaborative, 

“enablative” and auteur (2013, 17). His work positions a producer as a single person who falls 

directly into one of these “types” that they carry out throughout the production. Fab Dupont’s 

(2014) blog diverges from this approach. Rather than focus on the technocratic aspects of the 
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role of the producer, he focuses on the role of the producer as an “artist.” He states that the 

role of producer is predominately determined by workflows, technologies and genre. For 

Dupont, artists and record labels hire particular producers based on their taste in music; “It 

can be good taste or bad taste, garish or sober, narrow or wide, but through the years, 

regardless of skill-set, the reason artists and labels have hired producers to make records, is 

because of their particular taste in music” (2014). This statement plays into socially 

constructed hierarchies. For instance, his use of the subjective terms “good,” “bad,” “narrow” 

and “wide” are revealing. They reinforce enduring and value-laden hierarchies, that have been 

constructed between high and low art in order to reproduce notions of “good” and “bad” taste. 

In this context, we cannot classify producers as those of “good” or “bad” taste. More recently, 

these hierarchies can be situated and translated into attitudes towards the taste of “unique” 

subcultures and that of the “masses” or “mainstream.”19 In playing into these discourses, 

Dupont (2014) demonstrates that the roles of producers are not solely reliant on a list of tasks, 

but, also, are linked to the complex politics of taste constructed by people in the field and 

audiences. 

Moorefield (2005) and Howlett (2012) offer broader definitions of the role of producers. In 

the first instance, Moorefield notes the expansion of the role to encompass more control over 

the process of production. He states: “contemporary conceptions of the role of the producer 

have been broadened through the example set by the work of a number of extraordinary 

figures, such as Phil Spector, George Martin, and Brian Eno” (2005, xiii). In the second 

instance, Howlett discounts previous conceptions of producers as mediators, between a 

performance, and a recording. He argues that they lie in the “nexus between the creative 

inspiration of the artist, the technology of the recording studio, and the commercial 

aspirations of the record company” (2012, under “Introduction”). He notes that in some cases 

musicians have taken on the role of producer. In this chapter, I expand on the work of 

Moorefield (2005) and Howlett (2012). I examine the social and cultural influences that have 

led to the expansion of the two roles in production process; first, the producer taking on the 

role of songwriter; and second, the songwriter taking on the role of producer. I consider these 

through instances of studio-based songwriting. 

                                                   
19 In her book Club Cultures, Thornton (1996) outlines the relationships between subculture and the mainstream.  
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6.2 Context: The Shifting Politics of Music Production Roles  

Before I map these changes, however, I want to offer two qualifications. First, I use the term 

“disruption” to describe the ways in which studio-based songwriting has changed the 

relationships between songwriters, musicians, producers and audio engineers, as well as their 

individual roles. Second, it is also important to qualify that these disruptions have not 

occurred against a backdrop of clearly demarcated and delineated roles. These production 

roles are produced by complex politics that pivot on a number of factors that are frequently 

changing. 

The emergence of singer/songwriters exemplify the ways in which production roles have been 

disrupted within music production. Singer/songwriters have blurred the socially constructed 

demarcations between the musician and songwriter roles. I examined this in detail in chapter 

2. In this chapter, I demonstrate this further in analyses of the recorded work of The Beatles, 

The Beach Boys, and The Bee Gees. As their careers progressed, these artists became less 

reliant on covers in their recorded work and, instead, wrote their own songs. Recording artists 

also became songwriters. As discussed in chapter 3, this movement must be juxtaposed 

against the practices employed by songwriters such as Carole King and Neil Diamond: they 

became recording artists. Singer/songwriters who become studio-based songwriters disrupt 

the role of producer. This disruption, however, emerges from the previous disruption that was 

caused by the advent of singer/songwriters. 

Another disruption that has occurred throughout this period lies in the relationship between 

audio engineers and producers. My analysis of Carpenter, Gotye and my own practice, 

demonstrates that in such cases the roles of audio engineer and producer have merged. In the 

first instance, audio engineers were originally dressed in white laboratory coats, and the field 

was closely associated with electrical engineers. They required a specific set of skills to 

operate and maintain the equipment. Yet, audio engineering has since emerged as its own 

discipline within music production. This discipline has developed its own values and tastes. 

Unlike electric engineers, they have a minimal focus on electronics. Many are, instead, 

musicians who do not have formal qualifications in engineering. In the second instance, the 

role of the producer has also changed. Originally, producers were typically orchestral 

arrangers or business people. Orchestral producers assisted in the arrangement of 

instrumentation for the band or artists. Examples of these producers include George Martin or 
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Arif Mardin. Conversely, many producers were skilled in business operations. Many were 

executives of record labels or artist’s managers. Examples of this type of producer include 

Nick Venet and Robert Stigwood. Coupled with associated technologies, new studio 

environments have necessarily changed these roles for a number of reasons. It is often 

considered too expensive to hire both an audio engineer and producer. Further, in the spaces I 

have analyzed, including both commercial and private project studios, an audio engineer and 

producer may not comfortably fit in the same space. The emergence of new studio recording 

environments and more consumer-orientated technologies have necessarily merged these 

roles. Similar to the case of singer/songwriters, all-in-one audio engineer and producers take 

on a blend of two roles. Where studio-based songwriters impact on the role of 

producer/engineer, they are often taking on an already disrupted role. 

6.3 Album Credits 

In order to analyze the role of people involved in production process, I analyze album credits. 

The relationships between album credits and accounts by people in the production process 

provide useful examples of the politics of these roles. Album credits are typically located on 

the album covers of Vinyl records, cassettes and CDs. They detail the people involved in 

creating an album. They are a key way in which production roles in the process of record 

production are communicated by artists or their representatives. Although the advent of Mp3s 

and the Internet have shifted the location of this information, these details remain commonly 

available. However, inconsistencies can emerge with album credits and accounts of the 

production process. For these reasons, the production roles credited on an album may not be 

an accurate representation of what actually happened. For example, a former large record 

label executive told me in 2008 that it is common practice for an artist, or their 

representatives, to agree to record a song written for them, on the proviso they are listed as a 

co-writer. Due to ethical problems relating to authorship, specific details of instances are 

difficult to find. There are, however, curious number of people credited on a number of pop 

recordings. For example, on Beyonce’s song “Crazy In Love” from the 2003 album 

Dangerously in Love, four people are credited as songwriters, including the producers: 

Beyonce and Rich Harrison.  

A second example of the complex relationship between album credits and production process 

can be found in the developments of roles of people who work together over a number of 

albums. Credits of production roles can change, yet the roles and responsibilities may remain 

the same. For example, between 1991 and 2001 John Merchant is credited as the main audio 
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engineer at Middle Ear studio. In this role, he is credited as engineer on The Bee Gees work. 

After Maurice Gibb died in 2003, the remaining members of The Bee Gees disbanded, aside 

from occasional live performances. In 2005, Barry Gibb wrote and produced the album Guilty 

Pleasures for Barbra Streisand. Merchant is credited on the album as audio engineer and co-

producer. In my interview with Merchant, I queried how his role changed between engineer 

and producer  (John Merchant, pers. comm.). He stated that it did not result in a different 

working relationship or changed responsibilities. 

Album credits remain dependent upon demarcated roles. As seen in the example of Beyonce, 

many people within the production process appear to take on multiple roles. There is, 

however, an important distinction between the credit of a production role and the task and 

responsibilities taken on by these people. I address these complexities by considering these 

roles differently; not as the work of distinct and singular people but, rather, as a list of 

responsibilities within the production process that reinforce a social order. 

6.4 Brian Wilson as producer 

During the 1960s, Wilson played an increasingly dominant role in the production of the songs 

by The Beach Boys. Due to his engagement with recording technologies in the songwriting 

process, Wilson took on more roles. He became the songwriter, musician and producer and, as 

a result, the politics associated with the production roles within the group changed 

significantly. During the recording sessions of their debut album, Wilson clashed with 

producer Nick Venet on production decisions. The tensions between the two resulted in Venet 

taking on executive responsibilities for the product, which concerned more involvement in 

budgetary matters than the sound and style of the music. This left Wilson in control of the 

production. Prior to their debut album, however, The Beach Boys recorded a series of demo 

recordings. These occurred before signing a recording contract with record label, Capitol 

Records. An engineer was present in these sessions. However, there was no producer. Some 

involved in the project regard Wilson as the unofficial producer of the tracks (Brian Wilson 

Songwriter Part 1 2011, Disc 1, 0:22). According to session guitarist David Marks, for 

example, Wilson had each song “planned out in his head.” The recording sessions were used 

to carry out those plans. Once The Beach Boys were contracted to Capitol Records, however, 

Nick Venet disrupted this practice. Table 5 shows that Venet is credited as the sole producer 

of Surfin’ Safari and Surfin’ U.S.A. He was replaced on later albums by Wilson. The clashes 

between Wilson and Venet can be understood through an overlapping of responsibilities 

within the production process. Prior to the recording sessions, Wilson had established ideas 
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on the production direction of the song. Further, he had gained experience in production 

during the recording sessions of the demo recordings. This reduced the influence Venet had as 

producer. 

Similar to the production clashes that occurred between Wilson and Venet, Wilson and audio 

engineer Chuck Britz also clashed. Wilson’s way of planning out production ideas mentally 

led to confusion and tension during recording sessions: Fusilli explains: 

Once, engineer Chuck Britz challenged Brian’s ear, suggesting the 
vocals were sour. Brian told him to wait until the additional vocal 
overdubs were added. The discordant notes were essential to the 
overall sound, he said. In all that plushness, that perfection. Brian 
wanted an undercurrent that suggested something was wrong. Britz 
never again challenged Brian, though they worked together for years. 
He engineered many of the tracks on Pet Sounds. (2005, 22) 

In music production practice, it is the role of the audio engineer to identify erroneous pitches 

and rhythms. For example, if the guitar or vocalist is out of tune, an engineer will often 

identify this. Depending on if a producer is present, they may suggest to the musician 

strategies for correcting this. However, by conveying his pre-established ideas on what he 

wanted from the resultant sound, Wilson caused a temporary disruption to the role of the 

audio engineer. The presence of an audio engineer was particularly important in enabling the 

use of the studio as an instrument.  For example, Bruce Johnston states that Wilson often 

asked the engineer to audition tape delays (Brian Wilson Songwriter Part 1 2011, 00:44). 

Some of the disruptions to the politics of the production roles associated with The Beach 

Boys were less confrontational. His approaches to the processes during recording sessions 

effected the way in which the lyrics were co-written with Tony Asher. Asher collaborated 

with Wilson on Pet Sounds. He recalls that Wilson “used to go in and record [instrumental] 

tracks. We didn’t know what they were going to be. They didn’t even have melodies. They 

would just be a series of chord changes that Brian liked” (Zak 2001, 29). This account is in 

line with the processes I analyzed in chapter 3. Asher notes that he and Wilson wrote the 

melody and lyrics to these instrumental tracks. Accounts of this process provide evidence of 

disruptions that studio-based songwriting practice can have collaborative songwriting 

practice. The pitch and rhythm elements of the melody are informed by the studio constructed 

instrumental tracks. Further, Asher claims that following the creation of the instrumental 

tracks, “Then, we would bring these back (to the house) and play them and kind of write a 
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melody to them and then write some lyrics” (Brian Wilson Songwriter Part 1, 2010, 00:05). 

As noted in chapter 3, the elusiveness of these processes extended to the session musicians as 

well. 

During the early 1960s, Wilson participated in live performances by The Beach Boys. From 

1964, however, he ceased touring and concentrated on production and songwriting for the 

group. Promoter Fred Vail notes that Wilson never particularly enjoyed touring and was not a 

“stand out performer” (Brian Wilson Songwriter Part 1 2011, 00:35). He says that Wilson 

preferred to write songs and produce records than giving live performances. While the rest of 

the band was on tour, Wilson composed and produced Pet Sounds. Peter Ames Carlin 

suggests that in his absence from live performance he became a “studio guy” who was in 

control of their recorded sound (Brian Wilson Songwriter Part 1 2011, Disc 2, 00:02). When 

they returned to the studio, the other members of the group provided vocal parts arranged by 

Wilson. Some members of the group conveyed concerns regarding the sound of the 

instrumentals that Wilson had created in their absence. Mike Love had the view that they 

were too “experimental.” Table 5 shows that the band is credited as producers in later albums 

during the 1960s. However, this particular workflow was critical to the transformation in The 

Beach Boys sound from surf to studio sounds. 

From their debut album through to the beginning of Smile, Wilson played an increasingly 

influential role in the production of The Beach Boys’ songs. This is demonstrated in my 

analysis in chapter 3. Further, it is demonstrated in his credit as producer from the 1963 

album Surfer Girl until his brief departure from the group during the recording sessions of 

Smile. Apart from co-producing the 1964 album Little Deuce Coup with his father, Murray 

Wilson, and the work of Vent, Brian Wilson was the sole producer of The Beach Boys’ work 

until Smile. The increasing control that Wilson acquired during recording sessions was critical 

to their transition in sound and style. This control established a specific relationship between 

the recording studio and its associated power. The roles he took on and the relationships 

created, produced an environment within which he could engage with studio-based 

songwriting practices.  

It is not unusual for artists to take on the role of producer later in their career. The earlier 

works of The Bee Gees, Jackson and Eno credit a separate producer. In these cases, the 

producers are often older in age and more experienced in musicianship and production. Their 

responsibility is often to help artists develop a signature sound within a studio. In this context, 

it is interesting that Wilson’s tensions with Venet emerged early in his career. Within this, he 
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demonstrates an uncommon amount of confidence in his ability to construct the recorded 

sound of The Beach Boys. Wilson notes that he first learnt approaches to music production by 

attending recording sessions of Phil Spector. Through observation, more than mentorship, he 

gained an education. Spector was known for his erratic relationships with other people in 

recording sessions. When questioned on a recording session he was present in with Spector, 

Wilson presents his experience as fleeting, “I was pulled off! He put me on the piano and he 

pulled me off because he said I wasn’t playing the rhythm right. But I didn’t care. I was just 

honoured to be there” (Massey 2010, 4). 

 

Album and Year Producer 

Surfin’ Sarfai (1962) Nick Venet 

Surfin' U.S.A. (1963) Nick Venet 

Surfer Girl (1963) Brian Wilson 

Little Deuce Coupe (1963) Brian Wilson Murray Wilson 

Shut Down Volume 2 (1964) Brian Wilson 

All Summer Long (1964)  Brian Wilson 

The Beach Boys’ Christmas Album (1964) Brian Wilson 

The Beach Boys Today!  Brian Wilson 

Summer Days (And Summer Nights)  Brian Wilson 

Beach Boys Party Brian Wilson 

Pet Sounds Brian Wilson 

Smiley Smile The Beach Boys 

Wild Honey The Beach Boys 

Friends  The Beach Boys 

Table 5. List of select producer credits of select albums of case studies 

 

6.4.1. Comparisons with The Beatles  

In previous chapters, I have made a number of comparisons between the production 

approaches employed by The Beach Boys and The Beatles. I used these approaches to pursue 

transitions in the sound and style of these groups. In order to understand the politics 

associated with credited production roles, it is important to make a number of further 
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comparisons. The distinctions between the album credits and accounts of the production 

process demonstrate a number of contrasting workflows between the two groups. In the first 

instance, while the album credits of The Beach Boys demonstrate a short transition from an 

outside producer to Wilson, The Beatles demonstrate few changes. In spite of a shift in The 

Beatles sound from about 1965, their roles remain largely the same throughout the 1960s. 

George Martin is listed as producer on all but one of their albums.20 In the second instance, 

the writing credits of The Beach Boys demonstrate that Wilson collaborated with various 

people. The songwriting credits of The Beatles, however, do not reflect any collaboration. 

Their songs are predominately credited to John Lennon and Paul McCartney. Famously, they 

are listed as “Lennon/McCartney.” Yet, there are exceptions to this process. Some of The 

Beatles recordings were covers of other people’s songs. Between 1-3 songs per album were 

also written by George Harrison. While this does not necessarily suggest that the 

responsibilities each person involved in the production process of The Beatles remained the 

same, it suggests that the role of each person did not alter to the extent that resulted in a 

change to the credits. In the third instance, the roles taken on by each member of these groups 

are significantly different. Although Wilson stopped live touring to work on producing their 

records in the absence of the remainder of the band, all of The Beatles stopped live touring to 

focus on recording. In the case of The Beach Boys, session musicians within recording 

sessions were provided instructions that outlined their particular responsibilities. They were 

not, however, involved in formulating the broader aims and vision of the production. 

However, because each of the members of The Beatles were present in the recording sessions, 

there were no hired studio session musicians that had to be informed and instructed as to the 

broader vision.  

6.4.2 Use of Synthesis 

During the 1960s, Wilson was a multi-instrumentalist. He played a number of instruments on 

songs by The Beach Boys. On Pet Sounds, for example, he is credited for lead vocal, backing 

vocals, dog whistles, organ, piano and “sound effects.” Further, on Summer Days (And 

Summer Nights!) he is also credited with playing bass guitar, acoustic upright piano, 

handclaps and timpani. My analysis of Jackson, The Bee Gees and Gotye demonstrate that 

sound synthesis technology has become an important part of studio-based songwriting 

practice since the 1980s. This technology allows a songwriter to engage with sounds they may 

not have the technical skills to play in their original form. Additionally, it is a cheaper and 
                                                   
20 Let It Be was produced by Phil Spector.  
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more intimate method of auditioning these sounds. Wilson did not have access to this 

technology. Instead, he used a wide range of instruments by a number of performers. For 

example, approximately 40 musicians are present on Summer Days (And Summer Nights!). As 

demonstrated in practices by Gotye, it is currently possible for a single person with basic 

keyboard skills to access a variety of timbres. Further, such timbres can be triggered by a 

range of controllers. Instead of performing these instruments on a controller, Wilson verbally 

conveyed his ideas to people who were technically skilled on a particular instrument. Session 

musicians recount that he was pleasant to them during the recording sessions. The level of 

detail of his instructions resembles similar control that of which is demonstrated in Gotye’s 

one-person setup. 

6.4.3 Brian Wilson as “Genius”  

A combination of discourses on his practices and resultant sound have shifted the position of 

Wilson within the field. He became widely renowned as a “genius.” For example, Alexis 

Petridis (2011) titles an article on Wilson: “The astonishing genius of Brian Wilson.” Barney 

Hoskyns (1995) charts the use of this term beginning in 1966. Over the course of this period, 

the term ‘genius’ is used to connote Wilson’s seemingly natural and unquantifiable creativity. 

In the context of record production, this understanding of “creativity” is challenged by 

McIntyre (2006). He proposes that the songwriting process of “Yesterday” has been 

romanticized. Rather, he argues that processes and influences in record production can be 

better understood through Csikszentmihalyi’s systems model of creativity. Within this model, 

the resultant work is not the work of a “genius.” It emerges from cultural conditions.  

It is also worth asking why Wilson is framed as a “genius,” and how this impacts on his 

position within the field. I propose this can be understood through his attitudes to music 

production and associated production roles. The roles of producer, musician, audio engineer 

and songwriter are culturally constructed. They have particular politics and dynamics. His 

approach to production roles is disruptive because it subverts these roles. Due largely to his 

studio-based songwriting practice, it is difficult to identify clear distinctions between the work 

of songwriter, musician and producer. Further, during recording sessions he withheld his 

production plans from other people associated with the recording process. He only 

communicated a minimal amount of information to each person involved; they had one task 

assigned by Wilson. My analysis demonstrates that this approach was challenged by Venet 

and engineers. However, he argued his production points verbally while not revealing the 

broader aims of the project. Finally, his absence from live performance, and in turn the 
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absence of the rest of The Beach Boys, create a perception that the work of the band is due to 

Wilson. 

 

6.5 Michael Jackson and his Tensions with the Producer 

Like in the case of Wilson, the relationship between producer and artist is also pivotal to 

Michael Jackson’s process. Jackson began his successful career as a child star in The Jackson 

5. He predominately performed the role of lead singer. He also released four solo albums. It 

could be argued, however, that these were side projects; and that his solo career commenced 

in 1979 with the release of Off The Wall. The album credits show Quincy Jones as the 

producer. Three songs are written or co-written by Jackson, including “Don’t Stop ‘Til You 

Get Enough,” “Working Day and Night” and “Get on the Floor.” Although Jones is credited 

as producer on all of the album’s songs, Jackson is credited as co-producer on three songs that 

he also wrote. The album credits of Thriller and Bad, demonstrate that Jackson’s contribution 

to the production and songwriting processes increases with each release. Where he is credited 

for writing a song, Jackson is additionally credited as co-producer. Four songs on Thriller are 

credited as written by Jackson. Again, Quincy is credited as producer. Jackson is credited as 

co-producer on the songs he wrote. On the next album, Bad, Jackson writes all but two songs 

and is credited as co-producer with Quincy on all the tracks.  

The demos that I examined in chapter 4 consist of highly developed arrangements and 

sophisticated production. Jackson’s studio-based songwriting practices disrupt the 

relationship between the producer and artist. This is demonstrated in the tensions between 

Jackson and Jones during the making of “Billie Jean.” Jackson formed the view that he should 

be credited as co-producer on the basis that he believed the demo recording sounded similar 

to the final recording (Taraborrelli 1991). However, Jones indicated that he did not want the 

track included on the album. Tensions on “Billie Jean” can be attributed to the reduced level 

of control Jones had on the songs that Jackson composed. Quincy Jones came into the project 

after a lot of the production decisions had been considered and made. 

Further tensions between Jackson and Jones are evident in the album Bad. In chapter 5, I 

noted that Bad was recorded in a home studio owned by Jackson and Westlake Studios. Each 

of these studios had their own production producers and engineers. This particular workflow 

resulted in tensions between Jackson and Jones. Vogel notes: “Eventually a bit of a rift 

developed between what became known as the B-Team working with Jackson at his home 
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studio and Quincy Jones's A-Team at Westlake Studios” (Vogel 2013). Jackson confirms 

these tensions, ”[Quincy and I] disagreed on some things … There was a lot of tension 

because we felt we were competing with ourselves. It's very hard to create something when 

you feel like you're in competition with yourself" (Vogel 2013). Vogel notes that Jones 

“walked away from the project for a time when he discovered Jackson had snuck into the 

studio and altered some tracks” (Vogel 2013). These tensions emerged due to the studio-

based songwriting processes employed by Jackson. The process by which he constructed 

detailed instrumentation, resulted in the completion of much of the production work. Joe 

Vogel notes “Many of the songs the B-Team worked on were practically finished before they 

reached Westlake” (Vogel 2013). According to producer, Bottrel, the demos gave Jackson 

more influence on the production direction of the song. He recalls, "He was able to take some 

finished demos into the 'real' studio with Quincy and that was his way of getting more say [in 

how they were produced]” (Vogel  2013).  

6.6 Eno and Subverting the Roles of Producer, Musician and 
Songwriter 

On his 1975 solo album Another Green World Eno is credited for the roles of producer, 

musician and composer. According to Dayal (2009), it is the first album by Eno composed 

entirely within a recording studio. She compares the role of Eno to a director: “Many of the 

musicians involved didn’t even see each other during the sessions. Like a director, Eno had 

his short list; he recorded most of the musicians individually, and then weaved their separate 

parts into fully-formed tapsters in post-production” (2009, 28). My analysis of his studio-

based songwriting practices demonstrate that Eno had a significant amount of control in the 

recording sessions and resultant songs. 

The studio-based songwriting practice of Eno, however, evolved over a number of years. 

Arguably, they are founded in his approach to live performances that developed during his 

time with Roxy Music. His role during these performances was initially off-stage, similar to a 

live sound technician. He processed the other instruments of the band through a range of 

technologies. These included a mixing console, tape machine and various signal-processing 

units. Eno used these technologies to distort — sometimes significantly — the original 

timbres of the guitars and drums. The resultant sound of their live performance was a mix of 

unprocessed material and processed sounds (Brian Eno - 1971-1977: The Man Who Fell To 

Earth 2011, 00:10). Eno later transitioned to an on-stage role with the other members of the 

band. He expands his role into a visual performance. Western art Music styles would not 
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consider this practice particularly unusual. The stage of live performances in rock styles, 

however, typically consist of vocalists, guitarists and drummers. The role of mixing is 

typically considered as technical.21As such, the Eno’s approaches to live performance differ 

significantly from rock styles.  

Theorists have noted that particular music production trends have resulted in music that 

cannot be performed live (Gracyk 1996). Many processes employed in later work of The 

Beatles, for example, were constructed predominantly with studio technology. These 

processes resulted in a sound and style that cannot be reproduced by their four-piece 

ensemble. In Roxy Music’s live performances, Eno harvested the sounds of the music 

performance, and manipulated them by altering the timbres. As a result of the processes 

undertaken by Eno, it is unlikely the same live performance could be reproduced. Further, 

tape recorders are typically found in a recording studio. The studio equipment is merely 

transported into a live performance context.  

The associated processes of studio-based songwriting have been framed throughout this thesis 

as a blurring of the roles of producer, songwriter and musician. It is important to note, 

however, that there are occasions when Eno does not take on any of these roles. Yet, he 

engages with recording technologies that contributes significantly to their sound and style. 

Lead singer Bryan Ferry is credited as the songwriter of Roxy Music, while Eno considered 

himself an “anti-musician.” A number of people were credited for production on Roxy Music 

albums that Eno was a part of. Peter Sinfield is credited as producing their self-titled album 

Roxy Music. A more collaborative approach is taking on the following album For Your 

Pleasure. The list of producers include Chris Thomas, John Anthony and Roxy Music. By 

association with five other members of Roxy Music, Eno is credited as a co-producer. 

Following his departure from the band to pursue a solo career, he cites Ferry’s insistence that 

the band only perform songs he had written as a motivating factor (Davy n.d.).  Here Comes 

The Warm Jets is Eno’s first album after leaving Roxy Music. Eno is credited as the 

songwriter. The songs were written prior to the recording process. In contrast to the detailed 

instructions that Wilson provided to musicians, Eno encouraged greater input from the session 

musicians. However, they had difficulty performing the pieces live (Brian Eno - 1971-1977: 

The Man Who Fell To Earth 2011, 00:50). 

                                                   
21 By this I mean that live mixing engineers are typically placed away from the stage. The audience faces the 
performers on the stage. 
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In the period between his off-stage role in the live performances of Roxy Music and the 

recording sessions of Another Green World, Eno took on the roles of songwriter, musician 

and producer. On Roxy Music he is credited for tape effects and synthesizer. This role does 

not have the same power within the politics of other established roles such as producer. Yet, 

he subverts these roles. This is demonstrated during the live performances of Roxy Music. 

Eno had the final say on the timbre and timing of the guitar and drum parts. Further, in their 

record production, his treatments would often dominate other instruments. The roles in which 

he later assumes become an extension of his treatments. 

6.6.1 Producing others 

Since the 1980s, Eno has produced a number of pop and rock albums for other artists. He is 

credited as producer on a number of albums by U2. These include the 1987 album The Joshua 

Tree (1987), the 1991 album Achtung Baby and the 2000 album All That You Can’t Leave 

Behind. Daniel Lanois co-produced U2 with Eno. Lanois recalls that during the recording 

sessions of The Joshua Tree he purposely alternated with Eno on two week cycles: “We said, 

'You go in and do some work with them and then I'll go in and work with them and we'll see 

what we've got.' It's a nice thing I like to do with Brian, which is to do something impressive 

for the other man (laughs)” (O’Hare 2007). As noted in chapter 3, Eno played a large role in 

the structuring of these songs. He moved large structures of instrumental improvisational 

sessions with tape machines.  He decided on the sectional order of songs. This process would 

typically be undertaken by the songwriter. In integrating studio-based songwriting into his 

role as producer, Eno subverts the role of songwriter. 

Eno is credited as producer on Coldplay’s 2008 album Viva la Vida and All His Friends. 

Markus Dravs, Jon Hopkins and Rik Simpson are also credited as producers. The album is a 

considerable shift in style from their previous work. Previous albums by Coldplay 

demonstrate a focus on the instrumentation of the band. These include vocals, guitars and 

drums. Viva la Vida and All His Friends, however, has a broader range of instruments. These 

include sitar, keyboards, strings. Additionally, “Sound landscapes” are provided by Eno.  The 

title track, Viva la Vida, consists of predominately string instruments with additional 

“treatments.” Accounts by people associated in the recording sessions demonstrate that Eno 

had significant control over the personnel present in the recording sessions. Chris Martin 

claims that Eno requested that he be absent from the recording sessions for a period of time. 

Martin states, “[Eno] said that it would be better without me for the first two weeks.” He 

adds, “You can do better without the singer!”. It has turned out to be a good idea though, 
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because the band's been free to try out loads of weird things without me getting in the way” 

(Michaels 2009). During Martin’s absence, “sound collages” were added to the songs 

(Michaels 2009). Eno is credited for these in the liner notes. Further, he is known for 

undertaking these processes on other projects. In providing sound material that the songwriter 

writes the melody over, Eno again subverts the role of songwriter. This process resembles 

some of the working practices that Eno employed with U2.  

On his album Surprise (2006), Paul Simon is credited as producer songwriter and musician. 

Eno is credited as “Sound Landscaper,” and as co-songwriter with Simon on three songs. 

Simon provided Eno with songs “at different stages of completion” (Light, 2006). Eno added 

textures and “space.”  Simon explains this process, “Sometimes he would take a sound that 

existed already and put it through his electronics, change the sound and the musical 

implication” (Light 2006). Within these accounts, there are similarities with the role that Eno 

played in Roxy Music. In contrast to his role in U2 and Coldplay, Eno is not credited as 

producer on Surprise. His contribution, however, is a mix of these productions, and his role in 

Roxy Music. In Roxy Music, Eno made significant changes to completed songs. On Surprise, 

however, Eno worked with unfinished songs. His “sound landscapes” coupled the melody, 

chords and lyrics of the song were developed using a cyclical process. Eno is autonomous in 

his use of the sound landscapes. He subverts part of the role of producer. 

6.7 The Bee Gees  

During the early part of their career, the production roles of those associated with The Bee 

Gees appear demarcated. In the liner notes of a compilation album of some of their Australian 

songs between 1963 and 1966, for example, Glenn A. Baker describes The Bee Gees as both 

recording artists and Tin Pan Alley songwriters. During his time in Australia, Barry Gibb was 

signed to publisher Belinda/Abigail. Along with material for The Bee Gees, he wrote over 60 

songs for local Australian artists. Following their move from Australia to the United Kingdom 

in 1966, the group established themselves as a global recording act. As in Australia, they also 

wrote songs for other artists, including “Only One Woman” for The Marbles. Their manager 

Robert Stigwood is credited as producer on their albums between 1967 and the early 1970s. 

In 1974, The Bee Gees demonstrated a more interest in music production. Their music shows 

a significant shift in style from orchestral rock to a more soul and R&B influenced styles. The 

1974 album Mr Natural (1974) and the 1975 album Main Course were produced by Arif 

Mardin. In a number of documentaries including Keppel Road and This Is Where I Came In, 

Mardin is acknowledged for helping their transition to this sound. He is also acknowledged 
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for mentoring them in record production. Barry Gibb mentions the large role he played in 

helping him discover his falsetto voice: "He wanted somebody singing up high or maybe 

screaming … so, I went out in the studio, and I found that not only could I scream in tune, I 

could sing a whole song in falsetto” (Buskin, 2005). For contractual reasons, Mardin was 

unable to produce their next album. The Bee Gees self produced their following albums along 

with Albhy Galuten and Karl Richardson. They worked in this production team until 1985. 

Similar to the 1960s, The Bee Gees wrote a number of albums and singles for other artists. 

However, Barry Gibb was credited as producer. He formalized this practice by starting a 

record production company. His production and songwriting work for others was prolific. For 

example, the artists The Bee Gees wrote, and Barry Gibb produced for, include Andy Gibb, 

Samantha Sang, Barbra Streisand, Dionne Warwick, Kenny Rogers and Diana Ross.  

The studio-based songwriting practices of The Bee Gees emerge following the construction of 

Middle Ear in 1980. The construction of the studio, coupled with productions for other artists, 

disrupted the roles of songwriter, producer and musician. This disruption is demonstrated in 

demo recordings of songs written for themselves and other artists. On a demo recording of 

“He’s a Liar” from the 1982 album Living Eyes, for example, Barry Gibb improvises a vocal 

melody without lyrics over an instrumental track. This track has striking production 

similarities with the final released recording. My analysis of their studio-based songwriting 

practices in chapter 4 demonstrates that there are no clear demarcations between the 

songwriting and production stages of their work. The recording technologies of Middle Ear 

were configured to allow this. Due to this practice, the role of songwriter and producer 

becomes unclear. 

This can be further seen in 1997 on their production of their album Still Waters. Following 

some years of producing themselves, a series of guest producers are credited. These include 

Russ Titelman, Hugh Padgham, Raphael Saadiq and Arif Mardin. The album shifts in style 

from their mostly self-produced work between 1988-1994. Previous albums reproduced 

electronic quantized instruments common in Euro-pop styles. Still Waters, however, draws 

from American Adult Contemporary styles. The role of the producers in this shift seems 

minimal. This is demonstrated in the demo recordings that The Bee Gees prepared before the 

recording sessions. A demo recording of “Still Waters Run Deep” has significantly similar 

production characteristics to the final recording. The contribution of Padgham is difficult to 

identify. This is further demonstrated in accounts offered by one of the producers, David 

Foster. He claimed that he encouraged The Bee Gees to include themselves as co-producers 

on “I Surrender,” due to a significant amount of the production work that was already present 
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on the demo recording (Keppel Road 1997) This suggests that many of the production 

decisions are made during pre-production and songwriting. Foster’s comments show the 

reverse of the experience that Jackson had with Jones. Foster appears accommodating of the 

work that had already occurred. A common characteristic of demo recordings of The Bee 

Gees is the advanced production features used. The arrangements are detailed, and the 

instruments are recorded and processed in a similar manner to many pop recordings of the 

period. The production characteristics are similar to that which Foster describes for “I 

Surrender.” While The Bee Gees do not appear as producers on the final recording of “Still 

Waters Run Deep,” much of the production work had already been completed. During this 

period, The Bee Gees wrote the song “Immortality” for Celine Dion. I have outlined the 

studio-based songwriting processes involved in this song in chapter 4. A demo recording of 

the song was released in 2001. It further demonstrates that much of the arrangements and 

sounds were established in the demo recording process. Walter Afanasieff is credited for 

producing the song. These disruptions were caused by studio-based songwriting practices that 

took place in a private studio. The commentary on Still Waters demonstrates that some 

confusion existed as to the role of each producer. Their practices resulted in the completion of 

a substantial amount of the work prior to the commencement of the recording sessions. These 

practices subverted the role of producer.  

6.8 Gotye and Music as A Social Practice  

A key distinction between Gotye and my other case studies is the secluded space in which his 

practice occurred. In chapter 5, I described this space as more autonomous and affordable 

than larger studios. His use of space, and its associated practices, have a number of 

implications on the production roles in pop music. In my other case studies, a transition from 

non-studio-based songwriting to studio-based songwriting practices result in tensions with 

people associated in other roles. Wilson and Jackson, for example, had significant personal 

clashes with producers and audio engineers. The approaches of The Bee Gees resulted in the 

producers of Still Waters questioning the purpose of their role. Due to the secluded 

circumstances in which he worked, Gotye avoided the politics associated with production 

roles within large recording studios. Further, he avoids tensions that emerged from these 

politics. This is demonstrated in his crediting as a musician, producer and songwriter on 

Making Mirrors. Despite his secluded environment, an audio engineer contributed to the 

mixing process of Making Mirrors. According to Gotye, the audio engineer influenced two 

components. First, he contributed to the dynamics of the song. He created differences in the 
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sections of the song. Second, he teased out distinctions within the mix between sampled and 

acoustic sound sources. These processes concern technical decisions relating to how the 

recording translates between different listening environments. The barn environment in which 

Gotye worked was not equipped to undertake this technical task.  

Gotye notes that at times his autonomous and secluded approach could be a lonely experience 

(Gotye – Making Making Mirrors - a short documentary, 2011) The presence of Lucas 

Taranto, however, briefly transformed the recording sessions into a social experience. Taranto 

is credited for bass guitar on “Somebody I Used To Know.” Gotye notes that he enjoyed 

Taranto’s company. His skills in sampling and production suggest that he could have 

constructed the part himself. The bass guitar part in “Somebody I Used To Know” is not 

particularly complex in its rhythm or pitches, nor is the timbre of the ‘real’ bass guitar a 

significant part of the overall sound. Further, throughout the album, Gotye demonstrates 

extensive technical skills with synthesis. These skills could have replicated the bass sound. 

Gotye points out impressive musicianship by Taranto. Taranto provides what appears to be a 

needed social event in the recording sessions. 

The relationship between social practices and private studios has been examined by Taylor 

(2001). He argues that shifts in the affordability and availability of recording technologies 

during the 1990s have removed some of the social aspects of music (Taylor 2001) Taylor 

adds, “it is now possible to create entire worlds of sound all by yourself with your computer; 

it is no longer necessary to be with other people. Music as a social activity is becoming a 

thing of the past for many of these musicians” (Taylor 2001, 139). For Taylor, shifts in the 

social aspects of music commenced in the 1990s within electronic styles. Within these styles, 

there has been an emergence of “new kinds of musics that rely heavily on personal computers, 

synthesizers, drum machines, and other electronic gear” (Taylor 2001, 139).  

The studio-based songwriting practices of Gotye demonstrate that shifts in the affordability 

and availability in recording technologies have significantly increased since the 1990s. These 

increases have further disrupted the social aspect of music practice. They have shifted the 

styles and industrial influence of social practices. A number of points presented in my 

analysis in chapters 3 and 5 explain this. First, Gotye uses advances in the capabilities of 

these technologies to create his sound. This is demonstrated in his use of samplers. He uses 

the increased memory capabilities of sampling technology to record and trigger acoustic 

instruments. The ways in which he is able to sample the instrument would not have been 

possible in a home studio during the 1990s. Second, Gotye uses a mix of analogue and digital 
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technologies. During the 1990s, analogue technologies had fallen out of fashion in favor of 

newer digital technologies. Moreover, he uses second hand vinyl records as an instrument 

within his production. This coincides with so-called resurgence in vinyl sales (Richter 2014).  

Third, advances in consumer orientated recording technologies have enhanced the capabilities 

of private project studios. They can now reproduce similar sounds to larger studios. 

The notion of disruptions to music as a social practice are further demonstrated in my 

practice. On Only Begun (2012), in order to reproduce the conventional roles associated with 

music production, I was credited as producer, songwriter, musician and audio engineer. In the 

roles, I provided vocals, guitar, keyboard and programming to reproduce a typical pop-style 

ensemble. Taking on these roles provided autonomy on the production decisions. However, 

similar to Gotye, I found the recording sessions lacked a social component. To counter this, I 

invited a musician to record mandolin and oud parts on two songs later in the recording 

sessions. Their contribution consisted of a two instrumental improvisations and chord 

accompaniment. These provided an additional depth to the production. However, the value of 

their contribution, for myself, was largely social. Further, the absence of other people during 

the production process resulted in a loss of perspective. With my use of the term “loss of 

perspective,” I want to suggest that my ability to access and carry out the broader aims of the 

project in terms of style and sound were reduced. Many of the processes that I undertook in 

attempts to achieve these aims were counterproductive. This manifested in the studio-based 

songwriting process. Because the instrumental had to be recorded in a linear manner, I often 

focused my attention on the more recently recorded instruments. In doing this, I lost 

perspective of how the instrumentations worked in relation to one another. Further, this was 

present in the mixing process. The more recent parts of the instrumentation were placed in 

front of the original instruments. This problem was addressed by taking breaks of a few days 

between sessions. 

These tensions between wanting to establish autonomy and social components of the process 

were, in part, resolved on the following album, Into My Own (2015). Following discussions 

with those associated with the production process, I was credited as producer, songwriter, 

musician and audio engineer. However, there is no MIDI programming on this album: a 

drummer and bass guitarist perform those parts. I recorded keyboard parts as audio rather than 

MIDI. I chose to record it in this way for two reasons. First, there appeared to be noticeable 

MIDI latency within my studio setup. This impacted on the performance that I recorded. 

Second, I wanted the synthetic instruments to have a human-like “feel” to them. By not 

recording the MIID data, the editing possibilities for the parts significantly decreased. As 
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noted in chapter 4, an objective of this album was to segment the songwriting and demo 

recording stages from the recording stage. This process aimed to outline how passive 

processes can work in studio-based songwriting. Into My Own was recorded live over two 

days. Acoustic guitars, vocals and some electronics, however, were re-recorded later. 

Musicological descriptions of what I wanted, along with detailed chord charts, were crucial in 

order to record the album so quickly. However, this had a number of implications on the 

relationships between production roles. The musicians had no prior experience with the 

songs, or playing with me. 

During these sessions, I provided verbal instructions to each of the musicians in 

musicological terms. For example, I detailed the “vibe” I wanted, and how I believed they 

should approach it on their particular instrument. This approach resonates with the verbal 

interactions that Wilson had with the musicians. Prior to them entering the studio, he had an 

idea of how he wanted the songs to sound and the role each musician had in creating this 

sound. In my case, the studio-based songwriting approaches employed in constructing what 

were demo recordings shaped my descriptions for the musicians. I had greater perspective on 

Into My Own. I attribute this to the tight rhythm section that suited the “groove” that I sought 

from the outset. Through this process, much of the work was already completed. 

6.9 The Politics of Production Roles 

These examples demonstrate that studio-based songwriting can be understood as part of a 

cyclical and ongoing struggle within the field for control and influence. While each of these 

roles requires a series of skills and knowledge, attitudes towards taste, aesthetics and value, 

construct a complex hierarchy, between the roles of producer, songwriter, musician and audio 

engineer. The advent of studio-based songwriting precipitates further critical disruptions to 

these roles, and develops a new hierarchy. This chapter has shown that along with broader 

technological and social factors, studio-based songwriting has disrupted production roles 

within record production. These disruptions have in some cases caused roles to overlap to 

varying disagrees. They exist within the broader politics of power and control in music 

production. 
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7. Conclusions 
 

To conclude this thesis, I consider the field of studio-based songwriting, its position within 

the broader field of music production, and how negotiations of value and taste in both fields 

inform each other’s behaviors. I argue that behaviors and attitudes towards value of studio-

based songwriters in relation to the broader field of music production can be understood 

through an economy of technological and symbolic capital. These forms of capital maintain a 

social order of agents in both fields. In order to examine these themes, I use the work of 

Bourdieu on cultural production. His thinking on the concepts of field, and social forms of 

capital offer a productive framework for understanding the field of studio-based songwriting 

within the broader field of music production. Due to the context in which Bourdieu 

researched and wrote, ideas about “high culture” and relative positions within the field were 

predominantly focused on twentieth century French culture. Here, an economy of cultural 

capital functioned within “high culture.” This economy is also at work in early musicological 

analysis of pop music; Eno’s use of comparisons with classical music in order to understand 

in-studio composition and notions of value attached to scores in pop music. These examples 

clearly demonstrate the problems with intertwining discussions of “high” and “low” art. While 

scholars continue to use Bourdieu (Frith, 1998), the work of Taylor (2007, 2009) is 

particularly useful in reorienting Bourdieu’s concepts and applying them to contemporary 

contexts. In Taylor’s work, he places emphasis on a discussion of the limitations of 

Bourdieu’s work due to the context in which it was written. Taylor argues: “what constitutes 

cultural capital has now changed” (2009).  He states: “cultural capital today must increasingly 

be associated with knowledge of the trendy, not only the fine arts”. He examines Bourdieu’s 

work through the economy of cultural capital within the advertising industry.  

7.1 Studio-based Songwriting: A Changing Field 
 
 The field of studio-based songwriting has changed over the past 50 years. The behaviors, 

attitudes and the way in which the economy of social forms of capital work within this field 

have developed significantly. In production practice, this transformation is distinctly present 

in four ways. The first occurs against the backdrop of discourses that have attempted to 

reinforce a single dominant notion of the role of songwriter. The field of studio-based 

songwriting emerged from significant shifts in the broader field of songwriting. Further, they 
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continued to develop as a result of continuing shifts in notions of value within popular songs. 

Second, the access to the studio has been a significant factor in these changes. Third, as a 

result of changes to the politics of access, the field has also expanded to include a variety of 

distinct approaches. In chapters 3 and 4, I identify these distinct approaches as active and 

latent. In this framework, processes of studio-based songwriting can be either latent or present 

on a recording. Finally, the changing technological landscape since the 1960s disrupted the 

politics of production roles in pop music. As part of these disruptions, studio-based 

songwriters subverted the roles of musician and producer. 

 

Academic thinking on access and how an agent’s position within a field is determined often 

puts forward the hypothesis that such positioning is a result of particular agents who situate 

themselves to reinforce structural hierarchies. In his work, Johnson elucidates this position. 

He states: “a field is a dynamic concept in that a change in agent’s positions necessarily 

entails a change in the field structure” (1993, 6). Further, he argues that the politics of access 

to fields is determined by “the minimum amount of knowledge, or skill or “talent” to be 

accepted as a legitimate player” 1993, 7). He stresses that attributes are specific to each field, 

and as such makes them distinct. This definition of the field has been deployed in relation to 

music production. In his synthesis of creativity and cultural production, McIntyre (2012) uses 

Johnson’s definition of field to include both songwriting and music production.  

 

However, in music production, the positioning of agents change as a result of shifting 

attitudes towards the dominant tools of the practice: recording technologies. In chapter 6, I 

argue that as a result of studio-based songwriter practices, agents within the field have 

repositioned themselves within music production. As a result, songwriters subverted the 

socially constructed roles associated with musicians and producers. However, their agency 

was influenced by the social, cultural and technological contexts specific to that time. For 

example, the circumstances in which Brian Eno entered the field were considerably different 

to those of Gotye. The social, technological and cultural circumstances were distinct. Notions 

of the field suggest that it is the agents repositioning that changes the field, but a crucial part 

of this repositioning is the ways in which broader attitudes towards technologies determine 

their positions. 

 

Along with changes to the technological, cultural and social conditions of the field of studio-

based songwriting, the economies of capital have also changed. Using the work of Bourdieu, 

Steven James Cole (2011) argues that a “field as a contested community of producers and 
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consumers engaged in a competition for capital” (Cole 2011, 447-448). Building on 

Bourdieu’s usage of the term cultural capital, Cole deploys the term technological capital to 

describe the forms of social currency within home studios during the 1990s. More 

specifically, he examines the field of “prosumer” recordists (a mix of consumers and 

professionals). His work is useful here due to its links with studio-based songwriters, 

particularly those who work in private project studios. He argues that technological capital is 

acquired by prosumer recordists on the basis of cost efficiency they modified their recording 

technologies in their studio for maximum practical use. He states: 

Technological capital is not about simply buying or accumulating 
technology, for although music recording software demands peak 
computer performance, prosumers did not simply buy the newest and 
most powerful computers. Technological capital accumulates as one 
finds the most high-tech ‘bang for the buck’ equipment that renders 
other equipment choices ludicrous. (2011, 452) 

In order to modify their gear, prosumers use objects within the consumer technological 

landscape of the time. He notes: “The practice of intentionally running equipment out of spec, 

‘overclocking’, spawned an exhaustive search for a combination of components that yielded 

the greatest speed/ dollar ratio” (2011, 532). For Cole, his use of the term technological 

capital refers relies on a period during which it was necessary to enhance specifications of 

personal computers in order to effectively record and process multiple tracks of audio. He 

references a time when computers were component based, and frequently assembled and 

customized by consumers. During this period, he identifies these people as a distinct field of 

recordists who operated outside of large studio environments, yet tried to compete with the 

technological capabilities of their studios.  

Since this period, the field has changed further. It is difficult to modify computers in the same 

way. Trends in computer manufacturing have moved away from “components.” For example, 

Gotye, Michael Carpenter and myself use laptop computers in our studios. These computers 

trade portability for configurability. As such, far more of the components are soldered 

together, which makes modifying them more difficult. Moreover, they are also far more 

capable machines, even when compared to modifications such as “overclocking.” The ability 

to record and process multiple tracks of audio is far more accessible.  
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The field has responded to these technological conditions, and the criteria by which 

technological capital is acquired has changed. This is demonstrated in the work of Gotye. 

Within his private project studio environments, Gotye promotes an interest in collecting 

second-hand goods at op-shops, such as vinyl records and archaic instruments. For example, 

he states that he acquired a retro home organ for $100 in a second-hand store. Here, he 

contributes to discussions of value and, through his reputation in the field, his practices are 

valued accordingly. In this case, his acquisition of technological capital occurs through his 

efforts to search for discarded goods and reappropriate their value for use as studio 

technologies. This process requires the knowledge in which to identify sounds from vintage 

objects that are compatible with current attitudes towards aesthetics. The criteria by which 

sounds are deemed as aesthetically appropriate are not disclosed in his discourse of process. 

Another agent cannot enter the field by simply going to their local op-shop. They must either 

reproduce particular aesthetic trends or go to some effort to promote very specific reasons as 

to why they are of high value. 

If we examine the field prior to the 1990s, it is apparent that notions of technological capital 

have been in a constant state of change since the 1960s. The way in which this occurs is 

distinctly evident in the work of Eno. Through his continual contributions to discussions of 

value and aesthetics in music production (or a discourse of process), Eno establishes himself 

as a player within the field. He does this through his efforts to distinguish value hierarchies 

between the practice of music production with analogue versus digital technology. Further, he 

established himself by his “make-do” attitude. In chapter 3, I examine how Eno is critical of 

producers who require specific recording technologies to record with. We can see here, 

technological capital emerging from a “make do” attitude to recording studios. There are some 

obvious contradictions here, in particular given his dislike of digital technologies. However, 

Eno made these remarks before the widespread advent of digital technologies, and within a 

time when the scope of recording technologies was much smaller.  

As the examples of Gotye and Eno demonstrate, the term technological capital is useful here: 

not as a clearly demarcated list of values, but as a constantly renegotiated social asset 

determined by the technological landscape of a particular time. Recording technologies, and 

the discourses surrounding these objects are the currency within the economy of technological 

capital. However, it is a form of social currency that changes. We can see that agents 

continually challenge notions of technological capital to suit their own values and promote 

their own position within the field.  
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7.2 The Fields of Studio-based Songwriting and Music Production 

The field of studio-based songwriting exists within the broader field of music production.  In 

chapter 6 I argue that studio-based songwriters operate within the broader field of music 

production, and by doing so they disrupt demarcated production roles. In using recording 

technologies in their songwriting process, studio-based songwriters subvert the roles of 

producer and musician.  

Changes in the field itself have impacted upon studio-based songwriters. Although studio-

based songwriters work within a wide spectrum of spaces, agents in the field have reproduced 

a single dominant notion of a “recording studio.” These notions of recording studios can be 

juxtaposed along side the backdrop of significant social, cultural and technological shifts in 

the field. Such discourses have naturalized perceptions of what a studio should look like. In 

turn, these perceptions have impacted on notions of the value of large consoles. Other work in 

the field has made note of these changes. The work of Meintjes (2012) argues that large 

studios are fetishized in order to promote the careers of those who either own a studio or have 

access to one. Further, Bennett (2011) examines changing notions of value towards “vintage” 

gear in studios. This work, along with the analyses provided in this thesis, demonstrates that 

large consoles are positioned as necessary within pop music recording practice. This plays 

into the field of studio-based songwriters. While both fields are vying for the same ultimate 

positions within the same social hierarchy, they compete for different kinds of technological 

capital. In order to position themselves within the field, Studio-based songwriters must 

balance the practical benefits of smaller studios for solitary composition with the prestige that 

has been socially constructed around large studios. The different working environments 

shown throughout this thesis demonstrate that studio-based songwriters constantly negotiate 

such balances. 

The subversion of production roles and the attitudes towards large studios demonstrates an 

ongoing tension between the two fields. The practices of studio-based songwriters cause 

tensions for the practice of music production. They use production tools and environments to 

subvert the demarcated dynamics between songwriter, musician and producer. The process 

necessarily resulted in the roles of producer being undertaken before the vocal melody or 

lyrics are written. In their traditional demarcated state, there is little for the producer to work 

with in this situation. Moreover, the changes in the technological landscape provide studio-

based songwriters with access to the production tools they require in order to undertake these 

processes. The broader field responds to these tensions by defining the worth of technologies 
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and ways of working through the politics of access that are exclusive to them. Agents within 

the field continually reproduce notions that the characteristics of large studios are integral to 

music production. Through these they make a new system of value, not just within as Cole 

(2011) mentions optimizing technologies, but collecting or making do. It should be noted that 

the way in which this occurs is constantly changing. These tensions are, in many respects, 

either eased or increased through notions of value towards “gear,” as it is a crucial player 

within the social space of the field. 

7.3 Agents, Distinction and Symbolic Capital 

Attitudes towards consoles and large studios show that agents in the field consistently use 

notions of value to distinguish themselves. Changing technological conditions have provided 

means through which to challenge the tensions that exist within the field. However, they are 

hindered by continual renegotiations in attitudes towards taste and value. One such 

negotiation is the democratization of recording technologies. Notions of democratization have 

been predominantly discussed through the recent cost reductions of technologies. On the face 

of it, the notion of decreasing costs reduces the tensions between the politics of access and 

exclusion within the field. However, as digital technologies have become accessible to more 

and more within the field, notions of value have shifted to other kinds of recording 

technologies that benefit those at the “top” of the field. This has manifested in a number of 

ways. Discussions of analogue to digital technologies and, more specifically, mixing consoles 

demonstrate this process. They demonstrate how it hinders the democratization of recording 

technologies because those technologies that are highly valued keep changing to maintain the 

positions of players within the field. These continual negotiations of value within the field 

maintain the social order. More specifically, they reproduce the status of large studios, and 

those who navigate the politics of access in order to work in them. 

The tensions that reorient the value of technologies can be understood as part of a competition 

for symbolic capital.  In my usage of the term, I draw from the work of Johnson (1993) and 

Webb (2002). In his work, Johnson (1993) defines it as the “degree of accumulated prestige, 

celebrity, consecration or honour and is founded on a dialectic of knowledge (connaissance) 

and recognition (reconnaissance)” (1993, 7). Webb provides a similar definition, but places 

emphasis on how specific this kind of capital is to agents within a particular field. It is “a form 

of capital or value that is not recognized as such. Prestige and a glowing reputation, for 

example, operate as symbolic capital because they mean nothing in themselves, but depend on 
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people believing that someone possesses these qualities” (2002, xvi). While he does not 

specifically use the term, Taylor’s work (2007) suggests an economy of symbolic capital 

operates within music production in the advertising industry. He uses Bourdieu to understand 

the way in which stigmas were associated with commercial jingles. These stigmas have 

influenced modes of production within the field. The term is a productive form of analysis for 

the fields of pop music production and studio-based songwriting as it helps understand two 

things: first, the economy within which the politics of access and exclusion operates and, 

second, the politics of the social order of production roles. In the first instance, agents within 

the field place specific value on production tools that are specific to their workflows in order 

to acquire symbolic capital. To establish themselves, agents within the field rely on the way in 

which they promote a discourse around the exclusive tools of production and the roles they 

take on. In the second instance, through discourses, specific value and prestige is ascribed to 

certain production roles, such as producers. As technologies and social conditions have 

rendered these set demarcated roles less important to the production of pop music, their 

importance is constructed through discourse. As studio-based songwriters first working in 

large studios, and now working in their bedrooms, subvert these roles, they create ongoing 

tensions between agents. The economy of symbolic capital continues the consecration of the 

politics of exclusion within the field. 

People within the field of music production actively compete for different kinds of capital. 

Attitudes towards value, taste and aesthetics are used, and are altered, to maintain and 

promote the positions of players within the field. The extent to which this occurs can been 

understood in the work of Patricia Thomson (2012). She argues that by “field” Bourdieu 

means a “battlefield.” The field of music production, its subfield studio-based songwriting, 

and the tensions within and between each other show that it is indeed a battlefield. However, 

such battles are fought through discussions and the use of the tools of music production: gear. 

In order to maintain social order, notions of value are constantly renegotiated. Recording 

technologies are important practical tools in the field of studio-based songwriting. They 

provide tools within which songwriters can build and filter instrumentation and use these 

elements to inform the composition of the melody. In using these tools, songwriters can take 

on all of the roles within the production process. However, as their dominant use of these 

tools is for music production, they are also socially shaped and highly politicized objects. It is 

therefore critical that future analyses of songwriting and production processes are situated 

within, and contextualized by, the dynamics and attitudes of those within the field. 
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